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Preface 
The Thesis consists of two parts The first part contams a detaded theoretical 
study of both, the dynamics of pure liquids and the diffusion of a tagged molecule 
These studies have been carned out by extending the existing mode coupling theory 
(MCT) formalism The first quantitative MCT study of the diffusion in a two 
dzmenszonal jhzd has also been included in this part The second part deals with 
the application of the MCT formalism developed in part I to study three different 
problems of interest in Physical Chemistry/Chemical Physics All these problems 
deal with the effect of the biphasic/bimodal solvent dynamics in determining these 
different chemical/physical phenomena 
Part I comprises of eight chapters (1-8) Chapters 1-7 descnbe the study on 
model liquids 1n 3-D Chapter 8 describes the study of diffusion in 2-D 
Chapter 1 contams the introductory remarks and bnefly discusses the back- 
ground of each problem to be addressed in Part I T h s  chapter also includes a 
discussion on other relevant theories, their successes and short comings in light of 
these problems 
Chapter 2 presents an extension of the Kmetic Mode Coupling Theory (of 
Sjogren and Sjolander) by (1) correcting the definition of the memory function of 
the binary propagator for the Green's functmn and (2) introducing a novel scheme 
to calculate the frequency dependent frictlon fully self-consistently with the mean 
square displacement Thls extended MCT has been used to study the dynamw and 
diffusion in neat liquids (where the solute particle ~s one of the solvent particles) 
The values of diffusion coefficients calculated for a Lennard-Jones fluid, at different 
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state points, are found to be in good agreement with the computer simulated results 
The study shows that for neat liquids the diffusion 1s determined, pnmardy by the 
microscopic terms (the binary collision term and the coupling to the collective den- 
sity fluctuations) and only 15-25 % contribution comes from the transverse current 
mode 
Chapter 3 presents a study on the relationship between friction and viscosity 
in the normal and the supercooled liquid regime In normal liquids the diffusion 
1s known to follow viscosity and may be obtained from the Stokes-Einstein (SE) 
relation On the other hand, recent experiments (by Ediger et  a1 and Sillescu et al) 
have reported the decoupling of diffusion from vlscosity in supercooled liquids The 
question then is Why and how the friction and viscosity are related in the normal 
liquid regme and what leads to their decoupling in the supercooled liquid? The 
present study shows that since both friction and viscosity are essentially determ~ned 
by the same dynamical variables, they closely follow each other The decoupling 
between diffusion/friction and viscosity in the supercooled liquid regme is explained 
by considering the liquid to be inhomogeneous with some domams which are solid 
like and some whlch are liquid like Although, in each domain, the friction and 
viscosity still follow each other, the average diffusion/friction is determined by the 
liquid like domains whereas the average viscosity is determined primarily by the 
solid like domains The frict~on and the vlscosity studied m the time/frequency 
plane axe found to be biphasic/bimodal This reflects the generic bimodal nature 
of the solvent dynamics For both, friction and viscosity the high frequency/short 
time contribution comes from the binary collisions and the low frequency/ long time 
contribution comes from the collective dynamics 
In Chapter 4, 5 and 6 the MCT formalism for neat liqulds is extended for a 
binary system at infinite solute dilution to study the size, mteraction energy and 
mass dependence of the solute diffision respectively 
The study on size dependence, presented in Chapter 4, shows that for smaller 
solutes there is an enhancement of diffusion over the value predicted by the SE re- 
lation Ths IS in agreement with the computer simulation studies The decoupling 
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of the solute dynamlcs from the dens~ty mode of the solvent is found to be the 
origin of this enhancement It is further shown that this decoupl~ng leads to large 
enhancement of solute diffusion in supercooled liquids which can expla~n the exper- 
 mental observations of Sillescu et al The study for larger solutes show that for 
solutes about three tlmes larger than the solvent, the diffusion is dominated by the 
transverse current mode The ratlo between the friction and the solvent v~scosity is 
found to be close to 47r 
Chapter 5 presents the study of the solute d~ffusion, where the solute-solvent 
interaction potential is different from the solvent-solvent interaction potential This 
study provides a microscopic explanation for the use of different hydrodynamic 
boundary conditions to descr~be the diffusion in complex liqulds It IS found that a 
crossover from a sub-slip to a super-stick limit of the solute diffusion takes place when 
the solute-solvent interaction is varied from a more repuls~ve to a more attractive 
one The study reveals that the solute diffusion depends strongly and nonlinearly 
on the magnitude of the solute-solvent specific interaction which is in accord with 
the computer simulation studles 
In Chapter 6 the mass dependence of the solute diffusion is studied Computer 
simulation and experimental studies predict a weak mass dependence of the solute 
diffusion which cannot be explmned either from hydrodynamics or from lunetlc the- 
ory The theoretical study predicts a power law mass dependence of the solute 
diffusion (observed in certam computer simulation studles) with a small value of the 
exponent (below 0 I), suggesting a weak mass dependence of the solute diffusion It 
is also shown that a straght-forwmd extension of the earlier MCT formulation by 
Sjogren and Sjolander leads to a wrong mass dependence 
Chapter 7 contains the study of a more realistxc system where the mass and, 
more importantly, the interaction energy of the solute is changed with its size It 
is found that the cross-over of the solute diffus~on to the current mode dominated 
regime takes place below solute-solvent size ratio two This cross-over happens 
earlier than that predicted m Chapter 4 and more in accord w ~ t h  the conventional 
wisdom It 1s also shown that for large solutes a cross-over from slip hke to stick like 
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boundary condition takes place as the solute-solvent interaction energy is increased 
Thus concluding that the recovery of hydrodynarmc picture with the stick boundary 
condition is not only a size effect but the solute-solvent interaction potential also 
plays a role 
In Chapter 8 the MCT formalism 1s extended to study the diffusion mecha- 
nlsm in two dimension This study solves the long standing paradox regarding the 
existence of the diffusion coefficient in 2-D It is found that although the diffusion 
coefficient does not exlst the time dependent diffusion does and can be calculated 
accurately 
Part I1 of this thesis comprises of four chapters (9-12) 
Chapter 9 contams the introductory remarks to Part I1 of this thesis, providing 
a bnef background of the problems studied in this part 
Chapter 10 presents a study to understand the role of binary interaction in 
determining the ultrafast component in both non-polar solvation dynamics (NPSD) 
and vibrational energy relaxation (VER) The study demonstrates that VER and 
the initial part of the NPSD are primarily coupled to the binary part of the frequency 
dependent frictional response In addition, good agreement between the calculated 
and the simulated VER rates is obtained over a large range of frequency 
Chapter 11 presents the study of the vzbrational dephasing of molecular vibra- 
tions m liquids The a m  is to  understand the experunentally observed sub-quadratic 
quantum number dependence (n) of the vibrational dephasing rate The analysis is 
based on Oxtoby's theory of vibrational dephasmg but, mth  a detaled microscopic 
description of the frequency dependent friction (obtaned from the MCT formalxsm) 
It is found that the bzphasac frzctzonal response (discussed in Chapter 3) can explam 
the sub-quadratic n dependence of the rate The calculated rates are found to be 
in good agreement with the expenmental results The sub-quadrati~ n dependence 
of the overtone dephaslng rate in CH31 1s found to be in good agreement with the 
computer simulation studies 
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In Chapter 12 a study of the isornerization dynamics in viscous liquids is carried 
out in order to understand the fractional viscosity dependence of the rate of isomer- 
ization The isornerization rate is obtained from the Grote-Hynes theory where the 
frequency dependent friction is calculated from the MCT formalism The calculated 
rates show a fractional viscosity dependence and the values of the exponent are 
found to depend critically on the barrier frequency This study can explam vari- 
ous experimental results An analysis of the isomerization dynamics involving large 
amplitude motion in a high-viscous liquid suggests that it might be the d~ffusion 
rather than the barrier crosslng dynamics which becomes the rate determining step 
This implies that the rate might again get directly coupled to the viscosity Such a 
cross-over is predicted to be strongly temperature dependent 
Chapter 13 concludes with discussion on some future problems 
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Part I 
Extensions of the Mode Coupling 
Theory to Study Diffusion and 
Viscosity 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Over the past several decades the study of liqu~d dynamics has been an active field 
of research both theoretically and experimentally [I, 2, 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 ]  The study of 
liquid dynamics is not only important to understand the behavior of the llquid but 
slnce liquids act as solvents, study of liquid dynamics also helps in understanding 
its interaction with solutes and the role it plays in different physical, chemical and 
b~ologml processes There are wide range of chemical and physical processes where 
the relevant motlon, whether of a molecule or of a collection of atoms, is described 
in terms of a generalized Langevin equation [I, 6, 7, 91 In these cases one needs 
to know how the dynamical response of the solvent behaves over the whole time 
and frequency plane The dynamics of hqu~ds are quite complex since they show 
similarities to both gases and solids and yet have their own unique properties Due to 
the presence of both short range order and long range cohesion the liquid dynamics 
is found to be bimodal/biphasic in nature The rapid short txme response arises due 
to individual binary interactions where as the slow long time response arises due to 
the collective dynamlcs involvmg many particles 
Expenmentally the time dependent processes and transport coefficients in liq- 
uids are investigated through different techniques such as inelastic scattenng of 
neutrons, nuclear magnetic resonance, infrsred and Raman spectroscopy and laser 
spectroscopy Wlth the recent advent of non-lmear spectroscopy it has been possible 
to experimentally study hquid dynamics and also processes which take place in very 
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short time scale It has been found that many elementary chemical reactions such 
as electron transfer reactions [lo, 11, 12, 131 and isonierization dynamics [14] and 
chemical processes such as solvation of a newly created charge distributior~ takes 
place within subpicosecond time scale [15, 161 
There have also been various computer simulation studies to understand the 
liquid dynamics The simulations of Rosenbluth et a1 [17], Alder and Wainwright 
[18] and Wood and Jacobson 1191 were largely responsible for the development of 
the equilibrium theories of liquid state The observation of the long time tail in 
the molecular dynamics simulations of Rahman [20] provided a great motivation for 
the later development of the sophisticated molecular hydrodynamic arid renormal- 
ized kinetic theory The simulations of Levesque and Verlet [21] and more recent 
simulations by Berne et a1 [22] and Yamaguchi et a1 [23] have demonstrated the 
bm~odal/biphasic nature of the liquid dyrianiics 
Theoretically there have been primarily two different approaches to  study the 
llquid dynamics One is the hydrodynamic approach which is based on the dynamics 
of conserved quantities, the densities of which are considered as slow variables The 
slow vanables are the number density, the momentum density and the energy den- 
sity The famous Navier-Stokes equation can be derived by combxning the co~itir~uity 
equations of the above mentioned slow variables with the constltut ive relations for 
the respective fluxes Thls theory has been successfully applied to explain a wide 
range of phenomena However, the transport coefficierlt arid the therrnody~iamic 
derivatives required in the calculation were provided by experiments, thus, restrict- 
lng the validity of the theory to long wavelengths and long t ~ m e  scales Moreover, 
due to the use of macroscopic constants the microscoprc structure of the llquid 
and molecular interactions are neglected The extended molecular hydrodynamic 
approach replaces the macroscopic constants by corresponding space and tlme de- 
pendent function, thus, taking mto account the microscopic details of the liquid 
The other approach is the renormalized kinetic theory approach [24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 291 which is actually an extension of the kinetic theory approach where dong 
w~th  the Enskog collision term, the longer range interactions are also included These 
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longer range interactions take into account the effect of the slow hydrodynamical 
variables mentioned above This renormalized kinetic theory actually interpolates 
between the hnetic theory (which takes into account only the short range interac- 
tions) and the hydrodynamic theory, thus, being able to descnbe the dynamics of 
the liquid over the whole time and length scale The renormalized kinetic theory 
developed by Mazenko [27] is often referred to as ring kinetic theory as it takes 
into account the nng events along with the binary collision effect The ring term 
represents two correlated binary collision events This theory was successful in de- 
scribing the diffusion and the velocity autocorrelation function at low density As 
the density of the liquid is increased, larger number of dynamical effects other than 
the ring events contribute to the collective part These effects can be described 
by considering large number of binary collisions to be dynamically correlated In 
between two binary collis~ons, intermediate propagation takes place where the two 
particles which have collided move independently in the field of other particles The  
field of other partacles are descmbed by  the hydrodpamzc modes Thus, this theory 
takes into account multiple nng events and is called the repeated-ring kinetic the- 
ory Mehaffey and Cuher had developed a repeated ring kinetic calculation for hard 
sphere fluids [28] The successes and the falures of this theory will be presented 
later in this chapter 
In real world, however, the interaction potential between molecules cannot be 
described by hard sphere potential It is continuous in nature Sjogren and Sjolander 
have greatly extended the work of Mazenko and developed a repeated ring kinetic 
theory for neat liquids with continuous interaction potential [29] The nummcal 
calculations show that this theory can describe the velocity autocorrelation function 
(VACF) for liquid Argon and Rubidium [30] fairly well and the agreements with 
the computer simulation studies [21, 3 11 were satisfactory However, the numerical 
calculations needed the VACF as an input whch was obtained from the respective 
computer simulation studies This limits the use of the formulation to study such 
systems where computer simulated VACFs are already avadable Later Balucani et 
al[32] have made some simple approwmations which required the knowledge of only 
the zero frequency friction to perform a self-consistent calculation 
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In this thesis the theory developed by Sjogren and Sjolander is extended by in- 
troduclng a novel fully self-consistent scheme to calculate the frequency dependent 
friction self-consistently with the mean square displacement or the velocity auto- 
correlation function The self-consistency is introduced over the whole time and 
frequency plane Moreover, it 1s found that the description of the memory function 
of the binary propagator for the Green's function was erroneous This lead to an 
error in the short time description of the propagators in the ring collision terms It 
is found that this error does not become evident in the numerical calculations where 
the solute and the solvent have the same mass but gves completely wrong results 
for solutes which are heavier than the solvent In this thesis the correct form of the 
memory function has also been proposed In Chapter 2 it is shown that the extended 
theory can well describe the diffusion coefficient of solute in a neat Lennard-Jones 
(LJ) fluid It is found that the diffusion of a solute in a neat liquid is primarily 
determined by the binary collision term and the coupling to the density fluctuation 
The contribution from the coupling to the current term is found to be small about 
15-25 % 'oom here onwards the extended theory will be referred to as the mode 
coupling theory (MCT) as the nng collision terms are gven by the coupling of the 
translation motlon of the solute to the different solvent modes such as the density 
and the current 
As mentioned before, the study of the liquid dynamics is an important field of 
research Both the viscosity of a liquid and the friction on a solute particle provides 
a measure of the dynamics of the liquid Thus, they must be related to each other 
The well known Stokes relation is often used to connect the friction (c )  on a spherical 
molecule with the viscosity of the medium (7) The Stokes law derivation is based 
on macroscopic concepts It calculates the frictional force on the tagged particle by 
imposmg boundary conditions on the current flow of the solvent These boundary 
conditions (slip or stick) are macroscopic in nature It 1s known from computer 
simulation [21] and theoretical studies [29, 331 that friction in neat liquids in the 
normal liquid regime draws significant contributions from the binary collision term 
and the coupling of the solute's motion to the density fluctuations of the surroundmg 
solvent Thus, the hydrody~lamc justification for the experi~nentally observed close 
relation between fnction and viscosity can not be fully valid One must look for a 
different explanation for the interrelationship between 5 and q In particular, one 
must answer the question why the ratio of the friction to the viscosity is often close 
to 47r times the radius of the solute when the solute is a tagged molecule in a neat 
liquid and why the ratio changes over to 6n times the radius for solutes much larger 
than the solvent molecules 
In an elegant derivat~on by Zwanzig and Bixon [34] the Navier-Stokes hydrody- 
namics has been generalized to include the viscoelastic response of the medium This 
generalization provides a relation between [ (w)  and q(w) where the shear viscosity 
was assumed to be given by the Maxwell relation, 
where rS is the viscoelastic relaxation time gwen by T, = q/G,, where G, is the 
infinite frequency shear modulus Thus, this model assumes only one time scale, 
whereas recent experimental [35, 361 and computer simulation [21, 22, 231 studies 
have amply demonstrated that the solvent response is bimodal in nature with atleast 
two widely different t ~ m e  scales describing the response Hence, a comparative study 
of the frict~on and the viscosity is required from the microscopic point of wew 
However, although the friction and viscosity seem to follow each other m the normal 
liquid regme some recent experimental studies by Ediger et al [37] and Sillescu et al 
1381 have demonstrated that there is a large decoupling between the fnction/d~ffusion 
and viscosity in the supercooled liquid regime In separate studies, Sillescu and co- 
workers [38] and Cicerone and Ediger [37] have found that the translational diffusion 
in supercooled o- terphenyl (OTP) has significantly weaker temperature dependence 
than that predicted by the SE relation Cicerone and Ediger have reported that for 
probes which are of the same slze as OTP molecules, the translational diffusion near 
glass transition occurs 2 orders of magnitude faster than that expected based on 
rotation times [37] 
The question then is Why and how the friction arid the viscos~ty are related in 
the normal liquid regme and what leads to their decoupling in supercooled liquids 7 
The study presented in Chapter 3 based on MCT formalism shows that since friction 
and v~scosity are essentially deterrmned by the same dynamical variables they seem 
to closely fallow each other, thus, providing a microscopic justification of the validity 
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of the Stokes like relation even when the hydrodynamics 1s not valid The study 111 
supercooled liquids reveals that the decoupling between the frictio~i/diffusion and 
viscosity can be explamed by considering the liquid to be inhomogeneous with do- 
mains some of which are solid like and some liquid like The existence of such 
inhomogeneity in a supercooled liquid has been suggested by Ediger et al from their 
experimental studies [37, 39, 40, 41, 421 and by Tarjus and Kivelson [43] from com- 
puter simulation studies The present study seems to suggest that in each domain 
the friction and the viscosity still follow each other but the average friction/diffusion 
is determmed by the liquid like domams whereas the average viscosity is primarily 
determined by the solid like domains The frictzon and viscosity in the time and 
frequency plane are found to be bimodal, thus, reflecting the genenc bimodal nature 
of the fluid dynamics The short time/high frequency part of the fnctlon and the 
viscosity are found to arise from the binary collisions whereas the long time /low 
frequency part from the collective dynamics 
The diffusion of small solutes in dense liquids is an important but ill-understood 
problem Experimentally usually the diffusion (D) is determined from the Stokes- 
Einstem (SE) relation, 
where kBT 1s the Boltzmann constant times the absolute temperature, C is the 
hydrodynamic boundary condition, and R is the radius of the diffusing partlcle 
Experiments [44, 45, 46, 47, 481 and computer simulation studies [49, 501 have re- 
peatedly shown that for small solutes SE relation significantly underestimates the 
diffusion Sometlmes to explam the experimentally observed enhanced diffusion a 
modification of the SE relation of the followmg form is used [46, 481 
Where the exponent a is less than 1 and typically has a value a, - 2/3 [46] This 
is referred to as the fractional viscosity dependence which means that the viscosity 
around a small solute is different from that of the bulk due to size effect On the 
other hand Zwanng and Harrison [51] have proposed that it is more meaningful to 
explan the experimental results in terms of an effective hydrodynamic radius which 
1s detemmed mong  many factors, by the solutt+solvent size ratio Neither the 
fract~onal viscos~ty dependence nor the orlgm of the hydrodynam~c rad~us is well 
understood from the microscopic point of view In Chapter 4 a study of the solute 
diffus~on for smaller solutes has been performed by extending the MCT for a b~nary 
system with d~fferent size at ~n f in~ te  solute d~ lu t~on  The study can demonstrate the 
enhancement of diffus~on of smaller solutes wh~ch is in accord w ~ t h  the computer 
simulation studles [49] It is found that the decoupl~ng of the solute dlffus~on from 
the solvent dens~ty mode IS the orlgin of the enhancement T h ~ s  decouplmg was 
found to gwe rise to large enhancement of the solute d~ffusion for small solutes m 
supercooled liqu~ds as has been observed exper~mentally by Sillescu et al[38] 
A study of the difFus1011 of larger solutes has also been performed It is found that 
for solutes about three txmes larger than the solvent, the d~ffus~on IS dominated by 
the couplmg to the transverse current mode and the ratlo of the fnctlon to viscosity 
IS about 47r 
The role of spec~fic solute-solvent interaction on the solute diffusion IS another im- 
portant problem of interest Recently, several new expenmental results [52, 53, 541 
have been reported wh~ch prov~de detailed ~nformat~on about the role of specific 
solute-solvent interact~ons in the d~ffus~on process Tominaga et a1 [52] have mea- 
sured d~ffus~on of polar and non-polar solute molecules m water and ethanol for a 
rather large temperature range For water, the act~vat~on e erges of d~ffusion of 
several solutes were found to be surpr~smgly insens~tive to the nature of the solute, 
mstead they were close to the actwation energy of the self-d~ffus~on of water ~tself 
On the other hand, for diffus~on m ethanol, the actlvat~on energy showed cons~der- 
able variation as the solute was changed Another interestmg recent result was the 
marked decrease in the value of the probe diffus~on coefficient when a radical was 
generated by photodissoc~ation It was found that the d~ffus~on f a photo-generated 
radical was considerably slower than that of the parent, stable molecule of the same 
size [53] In another mteresting expenmental result, Nakahara et al [54] observed 
the defin~te role of attractwe solute-solvent mteract~on in determ~ning the d~ffusion 
of polar solutes m polar solvents There have also been computer simulation studies 
on the effect of the spec~fic solute-solvent interaction on solute diffus~on [49, 551 
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As mentioned earlier, theoretically the diffusion is often deterrnmed by the SE 
relation (Eq 1 2) In this expression the effect of specific solute-solvent interaction 
is taken into account e~ther by changmg the hydrodyrianiic bouridary condition or 
the hydrodynamic radius 1511 to fit experimental data The hydrodynamic boundary 
condition is also varied, even for the same molecule, to account for the effects of spe- 
cific solute-solvent interactio~is For example, the hydrodynam~c boundary condition 
of polar molecules needs to be changed from slip to the stick boundary co~id~tion as 
the solvent is changed from a normal alkane to the alcohol of the Fame chain length, 
although the vlscosity and density of the solvent does not change markedly [4, 561 
This way of accounting for the specific solute- solvent interact~on does not seem to 
provide any microscopic justification 
In Chapter 5 a microscopic study of this problem has been presented The 
interaction between the solute-solve~it 1s considered to have a specific short range 
part along with the Lennard-Jones interaction The study has been performed by 
varying thls short range part of the interaction Thls analysis provides a lriicroscopic 
justification for the change in the hydrodynamic boundary conditio~i I t  19 found 
that a cross-over from a sub-slip to super-stick limit of the solute d~ffusion takes 
place when the short range part of the solute-solvent interaction is varied from a 
more repulswe to a more attractive one This change in the diffusion coefficient 
can be explaned in terms of the change In the structure of the solvent around the 
solute It is also found that the diffusion coefficient of the solute depends strongly 
and nonlinearly on the magnitude of this specific short range interaction, which is in 
accord with the computer simulation studies [55] The study can also quahtatively 
explan the recent experimental observations 
The &ect of mass on solute diffusion is an important problem Without a full 
understanding of this mass effect on the transport properties it 1s not possible to 
analyse the effect of the translational- rotational coupling in real molecules Also 
there are expenrnents where the dependence of the relaxation processes in proteins 
on the solvent vlscosity are studied by changmg the molecular composit~on of the 
solvent (to change the solvent viscosity) [57, 581 thus, chmgng the solute-solvexit 
mass ratio The study of mass dependence a &o important ln understandmg the 
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isotopic diffusion 
Although there has not been much theoretical work other than a quantltatlve 
study by Hynes et a1 [59], there are some computer simulation studies of the mass 
dependence of diffusion which provides valuable insight to this problem Alder et 
a1 [60, 611 have studied the mass dependence of a solute diffusion at an infinite 
solute dilution in a binary isotopic hard sphere mixture The mass effect and its 
influence on the concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coefficient in a binary 
isotopic Lennard-Jones mixture up to solute-solvent mass ratio 5 were studied by 
Ebbsjo et a1 [62] Later on Bearman and Jolly [63, 641 studied the mass dependence 
of diffusion in binary mixtures by varying the solute-solvent mass ratio fro~n 1 to 
16 and recently Kerl and Willeke have reported a study for binary and ternary 
lsotopic mixtures [65] Mass dependence of diffusion by also varying the size of the 
tagged molecule, for a binary Lennard-Jones mixture, has been studied by Ould- 
Kaddour and Barrat by performing MD simulations [49] There have also been some 
experimental studies on mass dependence of diffusion [66, 67, 68, 691 
Although the above mentioned computer simulation and experimental studies 
have addressed various aspects of mass dependence, they all show that the self- 
diffusion coefficient of a tagged molecule exhibits a weak mass dependence, especially 
for solutes with size comparable to or larger than the size of the solvent molecules 
Sometimes this mass dependence can be fitted to a power-law, mth  a small expo- 
nent, less than 0 1 [63] This weak mass dependence has often been considered as 
supportive of the hydrodynamic picture rather than the hnetic theory which pre- 
dicts too strong a mass dependence In hydrodynamics the diffusion of a solute 
is determined by the SE relation According to the SE relation, the product Dr] 
should reman constant for systems havmg particles of same size and studied at  
the same temperature Recent studles [49, 70, 711 have found that the SE relation 
does not hold when the mass of the particles are changed To summarize, while the 
mass dependence is not as strong as predicted by the hnetic theory, it is also not 
totally negligible Thus, neither the kinetic theory nor the hydrodynamic theory 
can explain the correct mass dependence of diffusion 
In Chapter 6 a microscopic study of the mass dependence of solute diffusion IS 
presented by extending the MCT The theoretical study seems to provide an accurate 
description of the dependence of diffusion coefficient of the solute on mass A power 
law mass dependence of diffusion is obtained which is in good agreement with the 
simulation results of Bearman and Jolly [63] The value of the ex1 onent is found 
to be equal to 0 099 which irriplles a weak mass dependence of the solute diffusion, 
in accord with the various computer simulation and experimental studies discussed 
earlier The present theory provides a transparent explanation for the weak mass 
dependence which has also been d~scussed in Chapter 6 
The recovery of the hydrodynamic picture with the hydrodynamic stick bound- 
ary condition for the diffusion of large solutes has been a theoretically challenging 
problem It bas been shown before [28, 591 that there is a si7e mediated crossover 
to the hydrodynamics It has also been demonstrated that once the diffusion takes 
place primarily through coupling to the current mode a SE like relation can be 
recovered [28, 59, 721 But none of the theor~es could recover the hydrodynamic 
stick boundary condition whereas in real world the diffusion of a laige molecule 1s 
often described well by SE relation with the stick boundary condition The study in 
Chapter 7 is performed by changing the mass and the interaction energy along with 
the size of the solute It is found that a crossover to hydrodynamics occurs much 
earlier than that was predicted by only changing the size I t  has also been found 
that for large solutes there is a crossover from slip to stick boundary condition as  
the solute-solvent interaction energy is increased It was only possible to recover 
the hydrodynamic picture (dominance of the diffusion via current mode) with the 
stick boundary condition by changing the interaction energy along with the size 
This implies that the recovery of the hydrodynamics wlth the stick boundary condi- 
tion is not only a size effect but the solute-solvent interaction energy also plays an 
Important role 
Liqulds are known to behave differently in systems of different dimensions [73] 
Diffusion In a two dimensional (2-D) system is a subject not only of great academic 
interest but also of practical relevance Many important chernlcal and biolo~cal 
processes occur in systems whxh are best described in two dimens~ons However, 
theoretical study of such dynamical processes face the following paradoxical situa- 
tion The different theoretical studies of diffusion in 2-D lead to two very different 
conclusions Earlier mode coupling theoretical analysis predicts that due to the 
presence of the t-' tad in the velocity autocorrelation function the diffusion coef- 
ficient dzverges in two dimension [73] On the other hand the kinetic theory finds 
that it is the collision operator which diverges [73] Since the diffusion coefficient 
is roughly the inverse of the collision operator, the kinetic theory predicts a zero 
diffusion coefficient in 2-D [73] As discussed by Pomeau and Resibois both these 
methods have certain inconsistencies [73] In the mode coupling theory approach 
the existence of diffusion coefficient was assumed in the beginning and then it was 
shown that diffusion coefficient diverges On the other hand in the kinetic theory 
approach it was assumed that the ring collision term is small compared to the Boltz- 
mann collision operator and then it was concluded that the ring collision term is 
infin~te Thus, in both the theoretical approaches the initial assumptions and final 
conclusions are not consistent with each other 
Even conclusions drawn from the different computer simulation studles also does 
not seem to be consistent The classic computer sirnulation study of Alder and 
Wamwright performed at low density [74] has shown that the long tlme diffusion 
coefficient diverges in 2-D due to the existence of persistent hydrodynamic flows 
On the other hand some recent molecular dynamics simulations of two dimensional 
systems performed at high density have reported estimates of the self-diffusion coef- 
ficient [75] Thus, neither the theoretical studies nor the computer simulation results 
lead to a definite conclusion regarding the ewstence of diffus~on coefficient in two 
dimens~on 
In order to understand the above questions/paradoxes, a mode coupling theo- 
retlcal (MCT) analysis of tzme dependent &ffusion for two dimensional system is 
presented in Chapter 8 This theory does not have the inconsistency present in the 
earlier theories as it does not presume the existence of the diffusion coefficient Ac- 
cording to the present calculation it is found that although the d~ffusion coefficient 
dlverges in the long time one can still exactly define and accurately calculate the 
time dependent diffusion (D(t ) )  The divergence in D was found to take place due 
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to long wavelength hydrodynamic fluctuations The existence of the diffusion coef- 
ficlent in high density computer simulation studies was found to be a system slze 
effect and also due to the slower emergence of the current mode at hrgher density 
1.1 Earlier Theoretical Formulations 
In this section the success and fmlures of three different formulatio~ls are presented 
primarily rn lrght of the problems discussed in the Introduction 
1 1 1 Hydrodynam~c Theory 
As mentioned earlier the hydrodynamic approach is based on the dynamrcs of the 
slow varrables These slow varrables are the densrties of the conserved quantrtres 
that is the number, the momentum and the energy There are basically three steps 
J 
in settrng up the hydrodynamic matrrx It starts with writing down the contrnurty 
equations for the local densities of the number, momentum and energy The second 
step ~s to write the constitutive relations which relates the local thermodynamic 
averages of these quantitres to the thermodynamic variables The constitutive re- 
lations are pnmarily phenomenologcal in nature Since the const] tutive relations 
contam the thermodynmical variables, the next step is to wnte down the thermo- 
dynarmcal relations By solving all these three sets of equations simultaneously the 
hydrodynamic matrlx is set up The solution of the hydrodynamic matruc provides 
the description of the dynamrcs of the slow varrables However, the transport coeffi- 
aents and the thermodynamic derivatives requlred in the numerical calculation are 
usually provlded by experrments, thus, restricting the validity of the formulation to 
long wavelengths and long trme scales Also the use of macroscopic constants lead 
to the loss of microscopic detals However, the extended moleculm hydrodynamic 
approach replaces the macroscopic constants by the corresponding space and time 
dependent fuqctions, thus, taking into account the microscopic detstlls The slm- 
~ l l ~ t y  of t h w v  has made it popular and it has been successful in explaining a 
wrde range of phenomena 
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As the study of thls thesis is restricted to the study of the M s i o n  coeffiuent 
and llquid dynamics and ~ t s  application to the chemical dynamics, the success and 
falure of the hydrodynamic theory m these context mll be discussed here In hydro- 
dynamics the diffusion of a tagged particle is defined by the Stokes-Einste~n theory 
gwen by Eq 1 2 T h s  equatlon is obtmned by combining the Einstem equation 
which relates the diffusion to the friction and the Stokes relation whlch relates the 
friction on a spherical molecule to the vlscosity of the medium This Stokes relation 
is obtmned from the Navier-Stokes equatlon by calculating the frictional force on a 
sphere mth  radms R moving mth a constant velocity u m a flud of shear vlscoslty q 
[76,34] The constant C m Eq 1 2 ~s the hydrodynamic boundary conhtion which 
is 6 for 'stick' approximation where the fluid velocity everywhere on the surface IS 
considered to be u and 4 for 'shp' appraxlmatlon where the normal component of the 
fluld velocity is taken to be equal to the normal component of u The Navier-Stokes 
relation has been generalized by Zwanzig and Blxon [34] to include the vlscoelastic 
response of the rnedlum This generahation provides an elegant expression for the 
frequency dependent fixtion which depends among other things on the frequency 
dependent bulk and shear viscosities and sound velocity The frequency dependent 
shear vlscoslty used here 1s gven by Eq 1 1 and the longtudmal vlscosity a gven 
where is the lonptudmal vlscosity and q ls the longtudmal relaxation time The 
expression of t h s  frequency dependent fixtion has been used in many problems 
and is believed to provlde quantitative description of the procasses occumng on the 
picosecond t m e  scale or longer Thls generalized hydrodynetmic expression can also 
descnbe both the negatlve pmt and the long time t a l  of the veloclty autocorrelation 
function 1341 
As &scussed before the SE relation is known to provlde numerically correct 
results for the &ffusion coeffic~ent m neat hqulds and can also descnbe the & h i o n  
of a large solute The enhanced dBu8ion of small solutes cas also be explamed 
by the mod&d SE relation (Eq 1 3) by ather considermg rmcrov1scosity effect 
[46,48] or an effective hydradynarmc radzus [51] The SE relation can also be used 
to descnbe the cbfhsion of a solute where the solute-solvent interaction energy is 
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different from the solvent-solvent interaction energy In thls case the hydrodynamic 
boundary condition is changed to fit expenmental results [4, 561 
Although the theory is successful in deseriblng many phenomena it also has 
certam hmitations The weak mass dependence of solute diffusion was initially con- 
sidered to be supportwe of the hydrodynarmc picture, but recent stud~es [49, 70, 711 
have shown the breakdown of the SE relation in descnblng the mass dependence 
As &scussed before, according to the SE relation the product Dq should reman 
constant for systems having the same size particles and studied at the same temper- 
ature But these studies have found that this product does not remam constant with 
the change In mass, thus, concluding that the SE relation breaks down in describing 
the mass dependence of solute dlffision 
Also the hctlon obtamed from the generalization of the Navler-S tokes equation 
has only one time scale where as ~t has been amply demonstrated by experiments 
[35,36], computer simulations [21,22,23] and theoretical [29] studies that the solvent 
dynamics a bimodal/b~phaslc in nature Thus, the use of this frequency dependent 
friction although can explan processes occurring in picosecond tlme scale or longer, 
it fals to descllbe ultra fast processes such as the ultrafast component of the non- 
polar solvatlon dynamics [77, 781 and vlbratlonal energy relaxation [77] It is also 
unable to descnbe isomernation dynarmcs occurnng at large frequencies [79] There 
are also certan phenomena where both the long and the short time descnption 
of the fnctlon are reqmred, in such cases hydrodynamic descnptlon 1s found to 
be inadequate For example the experimentally observed sub-quadratic quantum 
number (n) dependence of the overtone vibrational dephasmg [80, 81) can not be 
obtalned only if zero frequency hction is considered Ths zero frequency fnction 
la found to gwe a quadratic quantum number dependence [82] The sub-quadratic 
dependence of the quantum number can only be obtained when a time dependent 
hct101t r considered whl& is biphsslc 1n nature [83] 
Thus, desplte numerous success, the hydrodynamic theory has certam limita- 
tions, speaally in descnbmg phenomena occumng m the subpicosecond tune scale 
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1 1 2 Renormallzed Kinet~c Theory 
The renormalized kinetic theory has been developed almost simultaneously by many 
authors [27, 24, 25, 261 The m a n  idea of this theory was to include the effect of 
the collective dynamics along with the binary collision term which in case of hard 
sphere systems is given by Enskog collision These theones are often referred to 
as ring collision theory as along with the Enskog term it takes into account the 
ring events The ring events can be described in the following way -a solute and 
a solvent after coll~ding, travel independently in the field of other particles and 
then the same solute collides either with the same solvent or with any other solvent 
which is dynamically correlated to the first one Thus, the ring event describes two 
binary collisions which are dynamically correlated This theory has been successful 
in obtaining the long time tail in the VACF and can also describe the self-diffusion 
at low density whlch agrees reasonably with the computer simulations [27] But 
the theory fails a t  high density where much larger class of dynamical events other 
than the ring events contribute to the collective effect These dynamical events can 
be taken care of by considering larger number of binary collisions to be correlated, 
thus, considering multiple ring events This theory is referred to as repeated ring 
theory 
Repeated ring theory was first presented by Ernst and Dorfman [84] to study 
the dispersion relation m gases and by Dorfman, van Beijeren and McClure [85] to 
study the Stokes law for infinitely massive particle In these above mentioned works 
the equilibrium correlations were neglected Including these equilibrium correlations 
the repeated ring theory for blnary hard sphere fluid was developed by Meliaffey and 
Cuher [28] In their theory all collisions are expressed in terms of the Enskog binary 
collision operator m which the static structure of the fluid 1s incorporated through 
the radial d~stributlon function In their formulation the intermediate propagation 
between two binary collisions are disconnected This means that the particles which 
collide move independently after collision, in the field of other particles They have 
primarily concentrated in studying the diffusion of a particle which has a much larger 
radius compared to the solvent particles The long time behaviour of the velocity 
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autocorrelatlon function is given by, 
and the dlffuslon coefficient is, 
where RB IS the radius of the diffusing particle, ma and nb are the mass and the 
denslty of the solvent respectively and qr: = v~mbnb IS the Enskog value of the shear 
vlscos~ty The first term In Eq 1 6 IS the Enskog diffusion term whxle the second term 
represents the contribution from the successwe correlated colllslons Thls theory can 
predict the tm3I2 tail in the VACF and also can define the dlffuslon of a large solute 
particle rather well The second term m Eq 1 6 represents a SE like relation but 
with a different value of the hydrodynamic boundary condltlon and also it lncludes 
the Enskog approxunation of the shear vlscos~ty Instead of the full shear viscosity 
The same also appears m the VACF (Eq 1 5) The reason for the appearance of 
instead of r] is that they have considered the Intermediate propagation between 
two bmary collisslons to be gven only by the Enskog propagation Thus, further 
renormalization of this theory IS required so that the intermediate propagation is 
described by the full many-body intermediate propagators The discrepancy in the 
hydrodynamic boundary condition was attributed to the less information put in the 
formulation about the effect of the massive particle diffusion on the bath particles 
or the solvents Mehaffey and Cukier has not extended the theory for an one- 
component system where other terms ( other than the transverse current mode) 
contribute to the collective effects Later Sjogren and Sjolander have developed a 
repeated nng kinetrc theory for an one-component system where the lnteractlon IS 
descnbed by a continuous potentla1 [29] They have also included the effect of the 
full many body propagators m descnblng the mtermedlate propagation The present 
them describes an extension of the theory by Sjogren and Sjolander and thls theory 
will be descnbed in detaals m Chapter 2 
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1 1 3 Semi-P henomenologlcal Theory 
While the renormalized klnetic theory (RKT) can describe the molecular motion 
both in the short and in the long time, the formulations and the calculations are 
rather complex The theory developed by Hynes, Kapral and Weinberg [59] adopts 
a simpler approach to develop a theory which includes in a natural fashxon both 
microscopic and collective effects in the dynamics 
The microscopic contribution arises from the friction produced by an assumed 
microscopic boundary layer around the tagged particle This is gwen by Ce Beyond 
this layer the contribution to the friction is considered to be given by the hydro- 
dynamic Stokes result denoted by ch Due to finite solvent size correction, unlike 
Stokes relation, Ch here depends both on the radius of the diffusi~ig particle and the 
solvent particle The total friction is given by the following form, 
Where R is the radius of the diffusing particle and r is the radius of the solvents 
When R >> r, since & oc R2 it becomes very large and the above expression 
reduces to the Stokes relation that IS C -- Ch(R) At finite size and very low density, 
p + 0, since ce cx p and Ch is independerit of density, the friction is deterrni~led 
by the microscopic term that is -- Ce(R) Thus, both the hydrodynamic and the 
microscopic regime can be described by this formulation 
The mass dependence of a tagged particle diffusion as mentioned earlier cannot 
be described by the hydrodynamic theory which shows no mass dependence or the 
Enskog theory which shows square root dependence on mass The actual mass 
dependence is somewhere in between I t  has been shown by these authors that since 
Eq 1 7 has both Enskog and hydrodynamic terms ~t predicts a mass dependence 
which is weaker than that predicted by the Enskog theory and 1s in qualitative 
agreement with the experimental and slrnulation studies 
However, this formulation fails for equal and smdl slzed solutes where the density 
fluctuation is known to make a dominant contribution [21, 291 
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It should be ~rie~itloried here that the for~nalisrn developed 111 this thes~s provides 
a similar expression for the frxtion ( as Eq 1 7) when the contribution from the 
density mode is neglected 
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Chapter 2 
Theory of Diffusion: Extensions of 
the Mode Coupling Theory 
Formalism 
2.1 Introduction 
As &scussed in the Introduction the dynarmcs of the solvent and its duence on 
many chemical and physical processes are areas of intense research activity There 
are mde range of these processes where the relevant motion, whether of a molecule 
or a collection of atoms, is descnbed in terms of a generalized Langevm equation 
[I, 2, 31 In these cases one needs to know how the dynarmcal response of the 
solvent behaves over the whole time and frequency plane The self-diffusion of a 
solute molecule in a solvent has long been used to understand the dynamics of the 
solvent The self-diffusion co&clent accorbng to the Green-Kubo formula is gven 
by the followmg expression, 
where C.(t) 1s the tune dependent velocity autocorrelation function which can be 
obtaned by Laplace mvertmg the fkequency (2) dependent velocity autocorrelation 
function (Cv(z)) Cv(z) 1s the Laplace transform of the velouty tune correlation 
function, Cv(t) and can be expressed m terms of the followmg generalized Emstem 
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relation, 
where kg is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, m the mass of 
the difising particle The memory functlon of the veloclty autocorrelation function 
(VACF), [(z), is the frequency dependent hctlon 
Thus to study of the liquid dynamics and the self-diffusion of a tagged molecule 
one needs to know the frequency dependent kction on a tagged molecule The 
frequency and time dependent fnction have been studied by dxfferent authors in 
various context Pollak et a1 have obtaned the frequency dependent h t i o n  from 
the spectral density of the bath oscillators, to study activated rate processes [4, 51 
The same technique has been used later by Goodyear et a1 to obtam the frequency 
dependent friction from the instantaneous normal mode density to study the vl- 
brationd energy relaxation [6] An elegant expression of the frequency dependent 
fnction has been denved by Zwanzig and Blxon [7] from generalized Navier-Stokes 
relation, to obtain the veloclty autocorrelation function Later this expression of 
the frequency dependent fixtion has been used to explan many chemical processes 
t a h g  place m picosecond or larger time scale Berne et a2 have obtaned time 
and frequency dependent fnction from molecular dynamics simulations to study 
the lsomenzat~on dynarmcs [8] Yarnaguch~ et d [9] have dso performed molecular 
dynam~ca sunulation and studied the time dependent hction Levesque and Ver- 
let [lo] have performed extensive simulations for liquid argon at several densities 
and temperatures and found that, C ( t )  can be described accurately by the follomng 
expression, 
C(t) = Amp(-at2) + ~ t ~ e x ~ ( - b t )  (2 3) 
The first term which shows a fast Gaussian decay represents the effect of a binary 
collmon between the solute particle and the solvent The second term represents 
the collective process ans111g from repeated collisions wh~ch budd up a back flow 
and react back on the tagged particle at a later time The above expression can 
actually be vahd only for short and mtermehate times as the VACF s k n m  to 
decay asymptotilcally as [U, 7, 12, 131 Tlus asymptotic decay mes due to 
long wttdength transverse current fluctuations 
In this chapter a study of the frequency dependent fnction and the self-dffusion 
of a solute molecule m case of a neat hquid ( where the solute molecule is one of the 
solvent molecules) 1s presented The study has been performed by extending the 
lunetic mode coupling theory presented by Sjogren and Sjolander [14] 
The theory developed by Sjogren and Sjolander is based on the ideas of the kinetic 
theory developed by Gross [15], Boley [16], R.esibois and Lebomtz [17] and pr~mmly 
by Mazenko [18, 19, 201 Mazenko systematically developed a fully renormalized 
lunetic theory to study the self-dffision [18], velocity autocorrelation function [19] 
and density fluctuation [20] for hard sphere flu~ds This theory is often referred to 
as nng klnetlc theory as in addition to the Enskog collision term the nng events 
are also lncluded in the theory The nng events represent two correlated colhsions, 
that is after the solute partlcle undergoes a collision mth a solvent particle both the 
solute particle and the solvent travels independently in the field of other particles 
and after some time the solute particle undergoes a recollision mth ather the same 
solvent particle or some other solvent particle whch is dynarmcally correlated mth 
the first one The rmg theory can produce the long time tad in the VACF [19] The 
self-dffision values cdculated using m g  theory 1191 at low density acre also mthm 
reasonable agreement mth the computer simulation studies [21] But thls theory fads 
at high density where the repeated recollisions become important The effect of the 
repeated recollmons for hard sphere flwds has been studied by MehafFey and Cuher 
[22] This theory has also certam limitations as discussed in Chapter 1 The theory 
developed by Sjogren and Sjolmder IS for neat Lennard-Jones fluid whch in addition 
to binary colhsions take into consideration the effect of the repeated recoll~sions 
This theory has been successful in determlnmg the velocity correlaiaon function for 
hqwd argon and rubidium [23], whch agreed well mth the computer slmulation 
studies [lo, 241 As an input to the nummcal calculations the theory needed the 
VACF itself whch was obtamed from the respective computer slmulation studies 
[lo, 241 T h s  huts the use of thls formulation to study only those systems where 
the computer amdated VACF already exrsts In some later applications Balucani et 
a1 [25] have made some smple apprc#amabons which requmd the knowledge of only 
the self-Mumon coefEuent, that IS, the zero frequency fnctlon They have shown 
,,*x - h 
that a s e l f - co~~~~ten t  calculation can be easdy p e r f ~ ~ b ~ & i ~  ation 
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In this chapter the theory developed by Sjogren and Sjolander is extended to 
study the self-diffusion m neat llquids In Chapter 4,5 and 6 the theory is extended 
to study the s m ,  interaction energy and mass dependence of the self-diffusion of a 
solute respectively A novel scheme has been introduced to calculate the frequency 
dependent fnction self-consistently mth the mean-square displacement or the ve- 
loclty autocorrelation function over the whole frequency/time plane Thm scheme 
ensures that the formulation is -- - self-consistent Other than the dens~ty and 
the temperature, no other input is required to calculate the fnction/diffusion More- 
over, it IS found that m the earlier theory [14] the memory function of the binary 
propagator for the Green's functron was not defined properly whlch leads, at short 
time, to a wrong description of the time dependence of the propagators in the rrng 
collision terms This error is not evident from the numerrcal calculations as long as 
the solute and the solvent have the same mass But a straight-forward application 
of the msting formulation leads to completely wrong results when the mass of the 
solute is larger than the solvent, as shown later in Chapter 6 According to the 
earlier formulation the &sconnected part (where the solute and the solvents move 
independently) of the short time dynarmcs of the propagators in the nng ct.llision 
terms were assumed to be gwen by the inertial motion of the solute and the full 
dynarmcs of the solvent It is shown here that the correct definition of the memory 
functlon of the propagator leads to a different descnption of this short time dynamm 
where along mth the inertid motion of the solute it is only the short tune collectwe 
dynamics of the solvent wlvch contnbutes instead of the full solvent dynamlcs It 
is also show. that the descnption of the binary collision term rerntwns same in both 
the formulation A graphical analysis has been presented to show why both the 
formulat~on (the earlier one and the present one) gwes almost similar results for 
solutes havlng the same mass as the solvent molecules 
The tune scales of the Merent contributions to the fnctron/drffislon have been 
stuhed at m o m  state points The study of the velocrty autocorrelatlon function 
1s also presented It m shown that the VACF decays monotonically st low densrty 
At hgh denslty there 1s a negatlve dip present 1n the VACF due to back satterxng 
The long tlme t-3/2 tad in the VACF 1s found to be more pmmmemt at mnterm&al;le 
density, whch is, of course, expected and wd1-known 
With the above mentioned modification and with the new self-consistent scheme, 
the self-diffusion in neat liquids calculated at different densities and temperatures 
agree well with the computer simulation studles [26, 271 It 1s found that at liqu~d 
denslt~es diffusion is dominated by the microscopic term which is a sum of the binary 
collision and the density contrlbut~on terms In neat hquids, the transverse current 
term contribution is found to be only 15-20 %, being less at hlgh densities and low 
temperatures 
The derivation of the viscosity following the formulation of Balucani and Geszti 
[28, 29, 301 is also presented in t h ~ s  chapter The numerical calculations have also 
been carried out and presented here It is shown that the calculated values of the 
viscosity agrees well with the computer simulation studles [26] 
The layout of the rest of the chapter is the followng In section 2 2 the der~vation 
of the frequency dependent friction and the self-diffusion of a solute molecule is 
presented In section 2 3 the derwation of the viscosity 1s presented A discussion 
on the full self-consistency in the calculation of fiiction is presented m sect~on 2 4 
The numerical results are presented m section 2 5 and the chapter is concluded wlth 
a br~ef discussion presented in section 2 6 
Derivation of Friction 
The system studled in thls Chapter consists of one solute molecule which is tagged 
and N solvent molecules, each of mass m The p a r  potential of the solvent-solvent 
p a r  and the solute-solvent pair is assumed to be gven by the simple Lennard-Jones 
12-6 potential 
where E is the energy scale of the pan-wse interaction, a is the diameter of both 
the solute and the solvent and r is the &stance between two molecules The system 
is charactenzed by two dmtensionless parameters, reduced denslty p* = pa3 and 
reduced temperature T* = FcBT/€ 
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The microscopic expression of the frictlon 1s given by [14, 311, 
where the four-point function G8(12, lt2', t') descrlbes the correlated rnotlon of the 
solute and the solvent partlcles It descrlbes the time dependent probab~lity that 
the solute moves from the position (?-;,A) at t )  to position (rl, p l )  at t and a solve~lt 
partlcle IS located a t  ((r2,A) at t' and the same or some other solvent particle 1s 
found at (r2, p2) a t  t Gs (12, 112', f ) also contams lnformation on the statlc correla- 
tion between the tagged partlcle and the solvent particles through ~ t s  lnltlal vdue 
@(I& 1'2') z 1s the Laplace frequency and G3(12, 112', 1) 1s obtamed from the usual 
Laplace transformation of G8 (12, lJ2', t') 
An exact equatlon of G8(12, 112', Z) IS gwen by [16, 18, 20, 311, 
Where Q3(12, 1'2') in the lowest order m density is wrltten as, 
n8(W 1'2') = - [(l/m)pl Vrl +(l/m)p. v, -V,u (rl -=a) (vPl  -vpl.)] 6(11')6(26) 
(2 7) 
Now the propagator for G8 can symbolically be wrltten as, 
Thus one can write 
G8 = ~~6~ 
For a very short tlme C8 which accounts for the memory furictlon effect may ap- 
prommately be neglected and the evolution of Gs IS largely determmed by $I3 Thls 
instantaneous response corresponds to a binary co1Iis1011 event where the der~slty 
effects are taken into account only as an average mem-field background gwen by 
the Vv(r) term 1n Q3 However, the occurrence of the binary collw~ons cause rapd 
rearrmgements amongst the nelghbourmg partlcles which 1s accounted for by caB, 
the rapidly varying part ln the memory function, C8 
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Thus the full propagator can now be split into parts Let RaB represent a single 
binary collision event and = ca - C a B  is responsible for the correlation effects 
between these collisions Thus propagator RaB can be defined as, 
The earlier authors [14] have considered that caB contributes to the rapid renormal- 
ization of the medium and also includes the asymptotic part of the liquid, which 
implies that RsBD the disconnected part (considering that the solute and the solvent 
motions are disconnected) of RaB contains the free motion of the solute and the full 
motion of the medium The present formulation differs from the earlier one [14] in 
the definition of CaB It is considered that C a B  includes that part of Ca which only 
contributes to the rapid renormallzation of the medium due to a binary collision 
This implies that RaBD represents the free motion of the solute and the collective 
short time dynamics of the medium Since RaB is supposed to describe the propa- 
gation during the binary collision it is more appropriate to consider the short time 
part of the solvent dynamics instead of the full solvent dynamics 
This point becomes clear with the arguments based on time scale, presented 
below First let us expand R3 in powers of C1, 
The above equation represents a series of binary collisions of the solute which are 
correlated by c1 From Eq 2 8 and Eq 2 10, it can be written, 
The logic behind splitting C3 into C B B  and is that (Rs - RsB) should essentially 
be zero mthin the time taken for a binary collision The t ~ m e  scale of the binary 
collision is determined by the time scale of the free particle motion of the solute 
and the solvent One of the factor that determines the time scale of a free particle 
mot~on is its mass Thus in the case where the solute and the solvent has the same 
mass the time scale can be assumed to be deterrnlned by the solute mass alone On 
the other hand if the solute and the solvent masses are different then the binary 
time scale will be determlned by the reduced mass and primarily by the mass of 
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the lighter particle Thus for massive solute the binary colllslo~i t m e  is cfeternllrled 
by the mass of the solvent Now let us turn our attenti011 to the t m e  scale of 
R~~~ Accordlng to  Sjogren and S~olander [14] RaBD contams the free m o t m  of 
the tagged partlcle and the full motion of the medium In that case (RS* - nap") 
remains zero as long as the free motion of the solute continues smce the full rr~otiori 
of the mediuni usually has a much longer time scale Now for rrlassive psrtlcle the 
free inertial motion of the solute will continue for a much longer time cornpared 
to the binary collisional time scale (which is essentially determined by the solvent 
mass) This means (R* - RaBD) remams zero even after the binary collis~on 1s 
over thus leading to unphysical results Accordlng to the present definition, RsaD 
contains the free motion of the solute and the short time collective motlon of the 
solvent Thus the time scale of R " ~  IS determined either by the time scale of the 
free motion of the solute or by the time scale of the short tune collectlve motlorl 
of the solvent, whichever being smaller This implles that for a masslve solute 
(Ra - RsBD) remains zero only as long as the short tune collective motlorl of the 
solvent continues, whlch wdl also be the time scale of the blnary collis~on Ih1s is 
precisely the criteria for the decomposition of into c8 and Cl 
It should be noted that although in Eq 2 12 only the connected xnot~or~ of the 
solute and the solvent is retained, in the argument presented on the tmc. scale ~t 
is the dlsconnected parts which has been considered Thls is because 111 the latter 
part, for the derivation of the expression of &, the solute and the solverit rrlot~oris 
are assumed to be dlsconnected Thls assumption is the sarne as those made in 
the denslty functional theory and also m mode coupling theories where a four-pomt 
correlation functlon is approxmated as the product of two, two-polrit correlatlari 
functions Thls approx~rnation when incorporated In c1 means that after the binary 
collisiorl takes place, the d~sturbances m the medlurn will propagate ~nrtepencier;ltly 
A more exact calculation would be to consider the whole four pomt correlation 
functlon, thus conslderlng the dynamics of the solute and the solverlt to be ~ ~ r r e l n t e d  
even after the binary collision IS over Such a calculatlar~ 1s quatF cunlL~r9c~ne uld  
has not been performed yet 
Next, in the expression of 6 (Eq 2 12) R8 1s replaced by RSD and I?." hy PnD 
We substitute the resulting expression in Eq 2 11 to find, 
R8 = R8B + ~ ~ B ( R ~ B D ) - I ( R ~ D  - RsBD)(RsD)-IRs (2 13) 
From the above expression it is clear that it is only the propagation which is con- 
sidered to be disconnected whereas RsB and RS at the ends of the second term 
contains the full interaction between the solute and the solvent If R8 is replaced by 
RsB at the right hand side then the second term on the right hand side represents 
two binary collisions Presence of the full Rs represents a series of binary collisions 
The rest of the derivation is performed following Sjogren and Sjolander [14] 
One can rewnte R ~ ~ ( R ~ ~ ~ ) - ~  in the follomg form, 
R~B(RsBD)-~ = @(~aB)t[(fJ3D)-l]t(@D)-1 (2 14) 
Using Eq 2 9, (RaD -RaBD) can be written as, 
R8D - R8BD = (cD - GSBD)(GSD)-1 (2 15) 
The following integration when simplified one obtains [31], 
where ,f3 = (kBT)-l and q5M(p) is the Maxwellian distribution given by, 
Using the above mentioned expressions the fnction gwen by Eq 2 5 can be written 
In the above expression the superscript R indicates the contnbution to the fnction 
from the recollision events The expressions for cB(z)  and cR(z) are given by, 
and 
functions defined as, 
C' (11') = V < 6p; (1, t)dpi (1', t) > 
b'(12,11) = V < dpi(12, f)6p; (1', t )  
@(12,112') = V < dpi(12, t)6pi(112', I )  Y (2 21) 
Where 6p = p- < p > and p8 arid p are the microscol)~~ p l ~ c  sptr e C I P I I S ~ ~  J' of the 
tagged particle and the fluid (without the tagged partic lc) 1 csput t~vcl y
(8)-1 m Eq 2 20 la defined by, 
and similarly (@)-I, where the integration runs over the entlre SIX-dmensmal 
phase-space 
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The phase space correlation function can be expressed in terms of Maxwellian 
distribution and static pair correlation function and can be written as, 
Thus from Eqs 2 24 and 2 25 one can write, 
where c ( r )  is the direct correlation function 
I11 Eq 2 20, C; represents the free inertial 1notio11 of the tagged particle, C8 
contains its full motion, C describes the complete disconnected motlon of the sur- 
rounding fluid and Co describes the short time dynamics of this disconnected motion 
of the fluld The T-matrlx in Eq 2 20 is given by 1141, 
In the above expression Hp(p) denotes the Hermite polynomials The expression 
for TB is obtained by replacing (RaD)-I by (RaBD)-I and R8 by R~~ in Eq 2 27 
Also one can write, 
~L+(t(d,z) =~$(-d ,  -2) 
The recollislon term is found to start as t4 At high density the dominant con- 
tribution comes from the first order recollision term, that is the ring term and is 
obtained by replacing TAP in Eq 2 20 by T$ These matrices contain the informa- 
tion about which modes are excited in the surrounding fluid and also the strength 
of the coupling 
In caIculatlon of the recolllsion term only the coupling to the density and the 
longitudinal and transverse current modes of the fluid are considered The tempera- 
ture mode is also hydrodynamic, but as discussed by Mehaffey et a1 [32] and Sjogren 
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and Sjolander [14], the coupling to it occurs through higher power o f t  and it is also 
unimportant for asymptotic times Thus this coupling is neglected 
For the tagged particle only density will be the conserved variable All other 
modes will decay rapidly The non-hydrodynamic modes should be included mainly 
in RsB 
Thus in Eq 2 20, to consider the modes mentioned above p = X = 0 and v, p = 
0,1,2,3 need to considered Where '0' represents the density, '1' the longitudinal 
current, '2' the transverse current and '3' the temperature Please note that the 
subscript p is a dummy index and not to be confused with the density t?;y]. for 
different values of v are, 
Here S(q) is the static structure factor 
2 2 1 Discussion on the D~sconnected and Gaussian Approx- 
 mat Ions 
In writing Eq 2 20 the propagator has been written considering a disconnected 
approximation This implies that the solute and the solvent motion in the propa- 
gator has been considered to be disconnected An analysis of the approximation is 
presented here 
The expression for the Greens function is gven by 
1 1 1  G8(12t, 1 2 t ) =< 6&(12, t)bp~(112', i) > (2 30) 
The expression for dpg(12, t )  when replaced in the above expression the Green's 
function is written as, 
After performing curnulant expansion the above expression can be wntten W+ 
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The joint probability distribution for p! and pl is gven by, 
Where F{pS,pl)  is the free energy functional According to the density functional 
theory the free energy functional is given by [33, 341, 
+hzgher order terms (2 34) 
Where pa 1s the denslty of the tagged partlcle and p, the average density of the 
solvent c12(r) IS the solute-solvent and c(r) ~s the solvent-solvent two particle direct 
correlation function Since there is only one solute, the solute-solute interaction is 
neglected As the solute and the solvent motions are considered to be disconnected 
the two particle correlation between the solute-solvent and hlgher order correlations 
between the solute-solvent are neglected With the above mentioned approximations 
and neglectmg the connected term in Eq 2 32, the only term which survlves in the 
cumulant expansion of the Green's function, G8, is GBD and can be wntten as 
G8(12t, 1'2'f) E ~ ' ~ ( 1 2 4  112'i) = Ca(lt, l'f ) ~ ( 2 t ,  2'f) (2 35) 
It should be mentroned that the probabdity is still not Gausslan due to the presence 
of the loganthmlc term and also the three particle and higher order correlation 
terms If the loganthmlc term is expanded and terms whxh are only quadratic 
The joint probability distribution for p: and pl is gwen by, 
Where F(p fp l )  is the free energy functional According to the density functional 
theory the free energy functional is gwen by [33, 341, 
+hzgher order terms (2 34) 
Where pS is the density of the tagged particle and p, the average density of the 
solvent clZ(r) is the solute-solvent and c(r) is the solvent-solvent two particle dlrect 
correlation function Since there 1s only one solute, the solute-solute interaction is 
neglected As the solute and the solvent motlons are considered to be disconnected 
the two particle correlation between the solute-solvent and higher order correlations 
between the solute-solvent are neglected With the above mentioned approxtmations 
and neglecting the connected term In Eq 2 32, the only term whlch survlves in the 
cumulant expansion of the Green's function, GS, IS GsD and can be written as 
It should be mentioned that the probability is still not Gaussian due to the presence 
of the logarithrnlc term and also the three particle and higher order correlation 
terms If the logarithmic term is expanded and terms whlch are only quadratic 
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in density are retamed and also the three particle arid higher order correlations 
are neglected then an Gaussian approximation is acheved Thus the Gaussian 
approximation considers a decoupling between the solute and the solvent niotion by 
igoring the collective dynamics of the four particles and also ignores hgher order 
correlations This disconnected approximatiorl mlght lead to serlotis errors where 
the solute is strongly coupled to the solvent 111 this theoretical forrriuiat ion since tJle 
approximation is introduced only in the denvation of the intermed~ate propagator 
it might not lead to a large error in the final calculatiorl of the frlction or dlffuslon 
2 2 2 Derivation of the Binary Term 
The exact initial value of the f r~c t~on  is known and is g~verl by the well known 
Einstein frequency w, 
As mentioned before the recollision term begms as t" thus the bmary collis~o~i 
term contans all the contributxons to order t2 Also only even powers in t appear 
Thus C B  can be assumed to be gxven by Gaussian approxxrnatiori and can be written 
*, 
2 2 CW = w:exp(-t /TO, (2 37) 
In the above expression the relaxatxon time TC is determined from the secorid deriva- 
tive of CB(t) at t = 0 
The derivation of rc 1s given in the subsequent steps For the denvatm of 7- a 
more general expression for the binary part of the frictaon is considered, which can 
be written as, 
where ~ ? ( q  = 02) = CB(z) [14] R" in the above expression can be expanded ln 
powers of l/z, 
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It is found that when the above expansion is replaced in Eq 2 38, the contribution 
from c B ( t  = 0) vamshes and also contribution from the (1/z2) term vanishes cB 
contributes only to order (l/z5), thus changing the definition of CSB does not effect 
the expression of the binary time constant 
The expression for 6 ( 1 2 , 1 ' 2 ' )  IS gwen by [14], 
The expressions for 0' (given by Eq 2 7) and 0' are replaced in Eq 2 38 and after 
some s~mplifications the follourlng expression is obtamed, 
' l ( d u z  + 2 1 dr [@@V:V:V (r)lg (r)  [@"v~v~'u (r)] c;1S(sz) = ;% - - 
z3 mp m2 
where summation over repeated indices is lrnplied 
For 93 Kirkwoods superposition approximation is assumed Next double deriv* 
tive of Eq 2 37 ~s taken and Laplace inversion is performed Now equating the 
terms in this expression and in Eq 2 41 (after setting q = 0) of the order of ( l / z3)  
the following expression for the binary time constant ~s obtamed 
W : / T ~  = (p/3m2) / dr(vavpv (r))g(r) (VOVB~ (r))  
where summat~on over repeated indices is zmplied Here S(q) is the static structure 
factor The expresaon for 7:@(q) n wr~tten as a combmation of the distinct parts of 
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2 2 3 Derivation of the Ring Collision Terms 
For the denvation of the ring collision term the expression for the T matrix is 
requ~red 
As shown by Sjogren and Sjolander [14], the exact calculation of the T-matrix 
is quite difficult and can be performed only at certain limits 
Over here the final expressions for the coniponerits of the T-matnx are only 
111 ( \( ill( (1 
T,(&) = ~ m p ) ' / ~ [ s ( i )  - l](a 4') (2 44) 
The above expression suggests that the coupling to the derisity of the xnediurn sur- 
roundmg the tagged particle is independent of x , that is the coupling is instanta- 
neous The calculation of the other components show certam tirue dependence but 
it is not possible to calculate them exactly The initial values can be calculated 
exactly and are gwen by [14], 
1 where a! = 1,2,3 For the binary parts it is found, T$ = TOO and the initial values 
of T g  are the same as for To, 
Also the tlme/frequency dependence of the T-matnx elements can be calculated 
a t q ' = 0  
 odd = 0, Z) = c(z)$ (2 46) 
and sirmlarly, 
~ ' ( d  = 0,z )  = cB(z)pa (2 47) 
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Thus the T-matrix components have the same time dependence as the friction 
Considering that the two particles in R3 and (RsD)-I move independently, from 
Eq 2 27 for large values the following result is obtained, 
Combining this with what has been obtained for q' = 0 one can make a more realistic 
ansatz and write, 
Thus satisfying both the limits of small and large q' and interpolating between these 
two llmits It has been shown by Sjogren and Sjolander 1141 that the dependence on 
qf is weak thus one can approximate, 
Similarly for To, (d, t )  one can wnte, 
From Eq 2 28 it is found that, 
Now the components of the T-mat= when replaced in Eq 2 20, the rlng collision 
term can be written as, 
where RPp(z) contams the coupling to the density and is given by, 
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RpL(z) contains the combined coupling to the density and the longltudlnal cur- 
rent term and can be wrltten as, 
RLL and RTT gives the coupling to the longtudinal and transverse current modes 
respectwely and can be written aS, 
and 
= / [d tq' / (2~)~][ l - ( t l  ~ ' ) 2 ] [ ( y ~ ( q ' ) ] 2 w ~ ~ [ ~ ( d , t ) C t t ( q ' , t ) - f i ( q ' , t ) C n ~ ( q ' , t ) ]  Rm(t) 
(2 57) 
where Cll(q, t )  and Ctt(q, t )  denote the longitudmal and the trarlsverse current- 
current correlation functions respectively and Clro(q, t )  and Ctto (q ,  t )  the short tlme 
parts of the same 
2 2 4 Derivation of the Fmal Express~on for the Frequency 
Dependent Rictlon 
Note that in Eq 2 53, the full friction [ ( z )  is on the right hand side Now replac- 
ing the expressmn of CR(z) in Eq 2 18 the followmg expression for the friction IS 
obtained 
The SB(z) term goes as t2 and Rpp term starts aa t4 and all the other terms start as 
t6 
It IS well known that the velocity autocorrelat~un funct~on decays as t-3/2 in the 
asymptotic lirnlt due to the coupling between the tagged partlcle h o t ~ o n  and the 
transverse current mode of the solvent [7, 12, 131 The asyrnptot~c l m ~ t  of the RTT 
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term can be calculated by assuming that Fs(q,  t )  and Ctt(q, t )  have simple diffusive 
behavior Thus the expression for R m  in this limit takes the following form, 
where D is the diffusion coefficient and q is the shear viscosity It IS found that the 
prefactor to  the f3I2 term is not correct As discussed by Sjogren and Sjolander [14] 
this happens because, for asymptotic times both the density fluctuations and the 
longitudinal current are rapidly decaying modes compared to the transverse current 
Thus they should contribute in the renormalization of the coupling constant to the 
transverse current whereas lt has been assumed that only the blnary collision enters 
into the renormalization process Thus the problem is reformulated by assummg 
that in Eq 2 18, cB IS replaced by cC, which includes all the modes except the 
transverse current mode Now the expression of friction can be wrltten as, 
SC can be derived in a slmilar way by separating it into binary and recollision parts 
(neglecting the transverse current mode) Thus CC will have an expression which is 
analogous to c(z) (gwen by Eq 2 58) The expression for CC can be written as, 
When the expression for CC is replaced m Eq 2 60, the expression for the friction 
can be wrltten as, 
It has been found that the contributions from the RpL and RLL terms are very small 
and can be neglected Thus the final expression for the frequepcy dependent fnction 
reduces to, 
It is curious to note that in certam llrnlts ( neglecting the contribution from the 
density mode ) the present formulation of the fnction has the same expression as ob- 
tamed separately by Hynes, Kapral and Weinberg [35] and by MehafTey and Cukier 
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[22]( See Chapter 1) Thus t h s  formulation provldes a microscopic ~ u s t l f i c a t ~ ~ ~ ~  of 
the semi-empirical expression given by Hynes et al [35] It w l l  br shown in this 
chapter that the density term makes a large contnbut~ori ard cannot be ileglected 
for neat liquids It will be shown later m Chapter 7, that for largr solutes (keep- 
ing the solute-solvent interact~on potential the same as the solverit-suherrt one), the 
contribution from the density term vanishes Thus Eq 2 63 rcduce.; to the forIrl 
Oven by Hynes et al, and Mehaffey and Cukier 
2 2 5 Calculational Method for Frict~on 
For the calculation of the binary collision term the rad~al  di.stlibutlorl funct~on, g(r)  
and the static structure factor of the solute S(q) 1s required 
g ( r )  1s calculated from the HMSA scheme [27] and the well krlown Omstem- 
Zernike relation is used to calculate S(q) from c(q),  whlch rs also nbtmnerf from the 
HMSA scheme 
In calculating the contrlbut~on from the derlsity mode given by Ey 2 64 the 
requ~red solvent dynamical variables are F(q,  t ) ,  the mtermedlate scattermg functlon 
and F,(q, t ) ,  the short t ine  part of the intermediate scattermg function 
F (q, t )  is obtained from its Laplace transform form F(q,  s) By using the follow- 
ing well known Mori contmued-fraction expansion and truncatmg a t  set urid order, 
the expression for F(q ,  z) can be written as [36, 37, 251, 
here Y:(~) is the longtudind component of the vertex function gtveu by Q 2 43 
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The inertla1 part of the intermediate scattering function, F,(q, t) is given by, 
In calculating the contribution from the current term gven by Eq 2 57 the re- 
quired solvent dynamical variables are Ctt(q, t), the current autocorrelation function 
of the solvent and C&(q, t ) ,  the short txme part of the same 
The transverse current correlation function is assumed to be gven by, 
where w;(q) is the second moment of the transverse current correlation function 
which is given by [37, 251 
2 ~ B T  d(d = q m + WZ + ^(td(q), (2 68) 
here $(q) is the transverse component of the vertex function, given by Eq 2 43 
For q (q )  the expression proposed by Akeazu and Daniels [38] is used, 
here qo is an adjustable parameter w h ~ h  actually detemnes the transition of the 
behavior of Cn(q, z) from 'small q' to 'large q' For argon qo = 1 5A-I rrl(0) = 
lun,,o[mpw~(q)]/q2q Here q is the zero frequency shear viscosity which is calculated 
using the mode coupling theory The denvation and the calculational detmls of q 
have been presented in the next section 
The inertial part of the the current autocorrelation function Cm(q, t) is gwen by, 
The solute dynarnlcal variables requued to calculate the denslty and current con- 
tnbution are the self dynamic structure factor, Fs(q,t) and inertial part of the 
self-mntermediate structure factor, F: (q, t) F:(q, t) is gven by, 
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2 2 6 Self-conmstent Scheme to Calculate C(z) 
kssumlng Gaussian approximation the expressloll for FV(q ,  t )  ran be icr~tten as, 
where < Ar2(t) > 1s the mean square displacemelit (MSD) whch  an be obtained 
from the time dependent velocity auto-correlation furict~on (l7A'I\CF), Cv(t), through 
the followmg expression, 
The tlme dependent VACF is obtained by nurrierlcally Laylace ~ntertlrlg the fre- 
quency dependent velocity autocorrelatlon furlctiori w'f~ch  IS related to thr frequency 
dependent friction through the following generalued Einstem lclatlon given by Eq 
Thus in this scheme the frequency dependent frict~an has been calculated self- 
consistently with the mean square d~splacenlent (MSD) 
The self-consistency is implemented through the followi~~g iteratwe scheme F l ~ t ,  
the VACF is obtained from Eq 2 74 by replacing the totd frequency d~peaden t  fnc- 
tion, C(z) by its binary part, C B  (2 )  The VACF thus obtained is used t o  calculate 
the MSD through Eq 2 73 Now this MSD is used to calculate R,,(t) and &(t) 
and thus C(z) This total friction is used to  calculate the new VACF, which again 
is used to determine MSD and thus C(z) This iterative process a coritirlued till the 
VACF obtamed from two consecutive steps overlap 
Once the VACF is obtained self-consistently, the diffusion coefficient, D 1s d- 
culated usmg the following relation between the diffusron coefficient and the time 
dependent velocity autocorrelation function gven by Eq 2 1, 
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2 3 Derivation of Viscosity 
The expression for shear viscosity, q can be wntten as [36], 
The following expression which has been denved from the conservation equation, 
when used in Eq 2 76, the time dependent shear viscosity can be expressed in terms 
of the stress auto-correlation function and is gven by, 
Where in Eq 2 77 it has been assumed that q has only one component along the 
z-axls j: is the x-component of the particle current density ax" is the off diagonal 
element of the stress tensor and is gwen by, 
Here F; is the zcomponent of the force acting on the jth molecule, p; 1s the x- 
component of the momentum of the jth molecule and the correspondmg position is 
XJ 
The high-frequency shear modulus is gwen by 
After a few steps of algebra Eq 2 80 can be reduced to the followmg exact expression 
where g(r) is the radial dlstnbution function of the liquid 
By invoking the separation of tlme scales between the initial fast and the later 
slow decay (as has been done in case of friction) the time dependent viscosity of a 
llquld be wntten as the sum of two different ternis ? he m t i d  fast part ar~Se(l 
due to the dynamics within the cage formed by the surrou~lding i!wlrt ules and 1s 
expressed ln terms of the static correlations The fast pa! t 15 fdlosrd bj  a slow 
longtime part which arises from the dynarnlcal correlatlo~ls and basically desrrlbes 
the relaxation of the cage due to the presence of the hjd~odyrla~rllc 111odes like the 
density and the current As discussed at length by G~n7t1, 111 ~ N N P  J I ~ I . I Y ~  i t  13 tile 
dens~ty mode wh~ch primar~ly contnbutes to the long time visrosrtj [30] 1 lie tlnle 
dependent viscosity can thus be written as, 
In the above expression qB(t) is the short t m e  part w h ~ c h  a r m s  from the statlc 
correlations and qpp(t) is the long time part which a r m s  from the density mode 
2 3 1 Derivation of the Binary Viscosity 
The cdculat~on of qB ( t )  IS described first The exact ~rutlal vdue of t he viscosity is 
known and is given by G, The collective term contributioxl to the vise oslty starts 
as t4 Thus all the contribution from P is mcluded in the blnary term As only 
even powers of t appear m q(t), qB(t) 1s approximated to be exprewd in terms of 
a Gaussian function and wr~tterl as, 
In the above equation r, is determmed from the second der~vatlve of ~ ( t )  
In the hquid range q(t) IS dominated purely by its poterltlat part and thus the 
expression for vlscoslty reduces to 
The force is described in terms of derivative of the pan potential Fa = - &+,) V,v(r,,) 
Using the identlty C, x,F: = C C,(+,) x v c ,  where F,  is the force on ith atom 
due to the jth atom, the above expression for the time dependent viscosity can be 
rewritten as, 
where 
The expression for q( t )  can be written in the following form by making separate 
possible choice for the atomic labels [28], 
The first, second and third term on the right gwe the contributions from the pars, 
the triplets and quadruplets respectively The contribution from the pars at t=O 
can be derived in the followmg way, 
Next the expression for A 1s replaced m Eq 2 89 and angular mtegration is per- 
formed The find expression for $(0) can now be wntten as, 

Where the functions TI (q) a d  T2(q) are defined by the following integrals 
TI (q) = Lrn dr r2 [rv" + 4v1]3'(qr)g(r) (2 96) 
The quadruplet contnbutlons to rfd(0) vanlshes as it contans the ensemble averages 
of the scaler products of velocities of four different particles 
Thus the final expression for ~ ( 0 )  can be written as, 
Note that the only approxlmatlon made m the derivation of Eq 2 98 IS the use 
of the Kirkwood superposition approxlmatlon for the trlplet dlstnbution function of 
the liquid [36] In a dense liquld at low temperature (near ~ t s  trlple pomt), this is 
not a bad approximation [36] 
2 3 2 Derlvatlon of the Density Mode Contrlbutlon 
In deriving the density mode contributiorl to the viscosity, rlpp the formulation of 
Gesztl is followed [30] 
The starting point of the calculation 1s a Morl-type rephrasing of the Green- 
Kubo formula for the v~scosity which is gwen by Eq 2 76 Thus the expression for 
viscosity can be written as, 
7 =llmhm- m2 Iw dt(QL~'(9) lw4lQLQt - 4lQL.f (d) 
e-+O q 4 0  q2v 0 (2 99) 
In the above equation q has been cons~dered to have only one component which 
is along the x-direction L IS the Hermitian Liouville operator, Q=l-P, where P is 
the projector onto the dynamlcal Aa Aa IS component of a four-vector of partlcle 
current densaty and part~cle density, defind as 
where xPV = (APIAv) The classacal scder product ts dchnrd 
where bd = A- < A > 
The contrabution from the density mode IS wrlttcrl a\, 
where the vertex function IS given by, 
and the propagator IS written as, 
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Replacing the expressions for Bk(q) and Bp(q) in Eq 2 106 the propagator can 
be written as, 
Similarly the expression for (BI B)k,p can be written where (BI B)k,p = h I p ( q ,  0) 
1 (BIB)kp = @ ( ~ ) S ( S  - k)(4,p + &,q-p) (2 108) 
Next the calculation of the vertex function is described The projection operator 
Q in Eq 2 105 will Introduce products of the form (AVILjx(q)) Considering time 
inversion symmetry only (A4 1 Ljx (q)) will survive 
The operation of the Liouville operator can be replaced by time derivative, thus the 
term in the left hand side of the scalar product can be written as, 
a 
L*d(q)  = - z p * ( q )  (2 110) 
Thus one obtains, 
( L P ( ~ )  bx(q)) = q ( f ( 9 )  bx(q)) = 0 (2 111) 
From the above denvation it is clear that Q can be omitted from Eq 2 105, writing 
it as, 
(Bp(q)lQLjZ(q)) = ( B p ( q ) l L ~ ~ ( q ) )  = (LBp(q) bX(q)) (2 112) 
The expression for Bp(q) when replaced in the Eq 2 112, it can be shown following 
similar log~c, that the Q present in Bp(q) can be omitted Thus Eq 2 112 can be 
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reduces to, 
In Eq 2 106 terms are taken wblch are l e a d ~ n ~  o r d ~ l  in -+ 0 i l ~ l r l , a l~r~;  it along 
with Eq 2 114 m Eq 2 105, the vertex functioe can bs alitlr~r is, 
The mat- inversion in the above equation can be pcrforrrrccl cattdj as bath S(p) 
and p"'a/apz are even m p Thus the final axpewon for the vcxtev function 1s 
written as, 
Next the expression for the vertex function ( p e n  by ISq 2 1 1 0  ) and that of 
the propagator ( gven by Eq 2 107 ) IS replaced ln Eq 2 101, the sunmatron is 
replaced as mtegral, angular average is performed and vallctble p r \  rcndrnd as q 
Thus the expression for the qpp can be written as, 
where S1(q) denotes the first derivative of the statlc strw Lure far tor 
Note that m der~ving the contribution from the darls~ty fitictuat~on to the total 
vlscoslty, terms of order t2 has not been taken out In the nntid argument of 
separation of time scale it was stated that contnlutmn f m l  tornis npto order t2 
should be included only in the binary term (qR) and the collectwe colitrr bu tion term 
was expected to start as t4 Thus to take out all the co~rtrrbutron of order t2 from 
EP 2 117 , the short time dynarmcs has to be taken out fmm the propagator w has 
been done m ease of fnct~on This 1s achieved by taking out the short tme dynarnm 
from (F(P,~~/s(P)) '  Thus the corrected expression for r),, can now be written a, 
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2.4 Discussion on the Full Self-consistency in the 
Calculation of Friction 
In section 2 2 4 the calculatlonal method for frictlon is presented The calculation 
is performed by consldermg viscoelastlc approximations for the dynamic structure 
factor and the current autocorrelatlon function These approxzmations are known 
to hold good in normal liquid regme But m the supercooled liquid reglme dynam- 
ical correlations are known to build up and the viscoelastic approximations fail to 
describe the long time tmls Thus these dynarnlcal variables should be calculated 
from then exact expresslon 
The exact expression for the dynamic structure factor is glven by, 
Where q ( q ,  z) IS the frequency and wavenumber dependent longltudlnal vlscoslty 
The exact expresslon for the current autocorrelation function is gven by, 
Where q(q, z) is the frequency and wavenumber dependent shear vlscosity 
For the calculation of the long tlme part of the shear and long~tudinal vlscoslty 
the dynamic structure factor is needed Thus the dynamic structure factor and the 
longitudinal vlscosity should be calculated self-consistently A few loop calculation 
has been presented by Kirkpatrick 1.131 There are also other approximate ways to 
take into account the long time tad of the dynamic structure factor and will be 
discussed in details m Chapter 3 
Thus the calculation of friction i~wolves a series of self-co~xmtent calculations 
There is thls self-consistency between the self-dynamic structure factor (or the mean 
square displacement) and the frequency dependent frictlon (presented m section 
2 2 5) The dynamic structure factor and the transverse and longitudlnd current 
dent on each other 
2.5 Numerical Results 
In this section the results of the detaded nuxrlcrtial ctnh ~ t ~ i t l o ~ i l ;  tor CL 11t'rlt Lc~mard- 
Jones fluid performed at various state pomts ale p PWI tml 
It has been discussed in the Introductiort that thc t tranp 111 tho short tme 
description for the collective part does not alter the uurnurrr, a1 rtbwit s fox solutes 
havlng the same mass as the solvent 
In the following subsection a graphical aaxlalysis 1s prrwnta~d whit 11 cupla~ns why 
the numerical results remam undlaxlged 
In sectlon 2 5 2 the tune scales of the three ci~fftnrent rontr lb t i t  iarrs (brrmry, den- 
sity fluctuation and transverse currexlt ) to the f~ictxrsrt at V~VIOUS dntr pomts are 
presented The total time dependent friction is also sllcrwrr hrre 
In section 2 5 3 the velocity autocorrelat~on funct~an at vmraua state points are 
presented 
In section 2 5 4 the numerical values for the diffusion cslcufated at dlffere~lt 
densities and temperatures are presented and the values are cornpared with the 
computer simulation studies 
In section 2 5 5 the numerical values for the vlseo&y an presented and compared 
with the computer smulatmn studies a t  various state po~nts 
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2 5 1 Comparison Between the Earlier and the Present For- 
mulation Through Graphical Analysis 
In this subsection a graphical analysis is presented to show why and how the earlier 
[14] and the present formulatlon give simxlar results for solutes havxng the same mass 
as the solvent Let us recall that the earlier and the present formulation differs in 
the definition of cB whlch 1s the memory function of the binary propagator (RsB) 
for the Green's functxon, G V c c o r d ~ n g  to the earlxer definition, CSBD that is the 
disconnected part of CB, contains the mertial motion of the solute and the full 
dynamlcs of the solvent The present formulatlon suggests that the proper way to 
define C S B D  IS to consxder the inertial part of the solute dynamics and short time 
collective dynamlcs of the solvent instead of the full solvent dynamics As has been 
shown in section 2 2 2, the change In definition in csBD does not effect the description 
of the blnary collls~on term From the derlvatlon presented in sectxon 2 2 3 it IS found 
that due to the change in definition of C s B D  the short time part of the propagators 
in the rlng collision terms are now described differently (see Eqs 2 54-2 57) In the 
earher formulatlon they were gven by the Inertial motxon of the solute and the full 
dynamxcs of the solvent and m the present formulation they are gwen by the inertial 
motion of the solute and the short tlme collective dynamlcs of the solvent 
Thus the difference m the two defin~tlons arlses m considering the solvent dynam- 
ics Now the full dynamlcs and the short time dynamxcs of the solvent IS expected 
to follow each other in the small time limit 
For solutes having the same mass as the solvent the time scale of the xnertial 
motion of the solute IS smaller than the time scale of the short time collectxve 
dynamxcs of the solvent Thls can be venfied by comparing Eqs 2 66 and 2 71 It 
IS found that the dominant contribution from the density term arms at qo = 67r 
and at thls wavenumber, S(q) has a value greater than 1 Thus the tlme scale of 
Fo(q, t )  is greater than that of FF,8(q, t )  as long as the mass of the solute and the 
solvent remans the same Hence mthm the tlme scale of decay of F,9(q, t) ,  Fo(q, t) 
is expected to  follow F (q, t) Thus the product F: (q, t)F(q,  t) and F,9 (q, t) F, (q, t) IS 
expected to give simllar values Hence both the formalism, one consxdermg the full 
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Figure 2 1 F5(q, t)F(q t) - F,b(q,t)F,(q, t )  (represented by solid line) (F8(q,  t) - 
F,B(q,t))F(q t) (represented by dashed line) are plotted against reduced time The 
plots show that since both the functions almost overlap on each other, the earher 
[14] and the present formulation gves same results for solutes having same mass as 
the solvent The plots are at p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728 and at  qa = 2n The time 
IS scaled by I-,, = 4-T 
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dynamics of the solvent and the other considering its short time part should give 
similar results 
The argument presented above can be demonstrated graphically by plot tmg 
(Fs (q ,  t )  - E ( q Y  t ) )F(qy  t )  and (Fs(qy  W q ,  t )  - F,d(q, t)Fo(q, t ) )  in the same graph 
against time Fig 2 1 shows that both the quantities almost overlap on each other 
In a similar way it can be shown that the contribution from the current term also 
remalns the same in both the formal~sm Now as the expression of the binary term 
remains unchanged the total frict~on or diffus~on obtamed from these two formalism 
gve similar results 
It will be shown later in Chapter 6 that for solutes havmg larger mass than 
the solvent the time scale of F:(q, t )  becomes larger than F,(q, t )  and the earher 
formulation leads to wrong results 
2 5 2 Time Scales of CB(t), Rpp(t) and RTT(t) 
According to the mode coupling theory formalism it is only the current term which 
is expected to make a contribution in the long tlme The other terms (primarily the 
bmary and the dens~ty fluctuat~on part) are expected to contribute in the short and 
intermediate t ~ m e  per~od and renormalize the coupling constant to the transverse 
current mode 
The b~nary term 1s expected to go a t2, the density fluctuation term to start as 
t4 and the transverse current part as t6 This difference m time scale of all the three 
terms entermg the calculation of the frlctlon (see Eq 2 60) can be demonstrated by 
plottmg the normalized tlme dependent contribution from the binary and the density 
term to the fr~ction and the contribution from the current term to the diffusion 
Figs 2 2 2  4 show these normalized contnbutions calculated at different dens~ties 
and temperatures The osallations present in the current term contr~but~on at  lower 
temperature or higher dens~ty is due to the osclllat~ons in the transverse current auto 
correlation function 
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Flgure 2 2 The normalized contribution from the binary collision and the density 
fluctuation term to the friction and the current term to the diffusion are plotted 
agamst reduced tlme The solid line represents the time dependent binary term 
(cB(t)), the long dashed line the time dependent denslty term (R,( t ) ) ,  and the 
short dashed 11ne the time dependent current term ( h T ( t ) )  The plots are at  
p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728 The time 1s scaled by T, = 4- CB ( t)  and 
R,,(t) are scaled by 7;' and Rm(t) is scaled by T ~ ,  
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Figure 2 4 Same as Fig 2 2 at p* = 0 5 and T* = 5 0 
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In Fig 2 5 the total time dependent frictlon at dlfferent phase points are plotted 
The plots show that at high dermty (p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728) there is a rise in the 
friction m the mtermediate time Thzs 1s also observed in the computer simulation 
studles of Berne et al [8] and Yamaguch~ et a l [9 ]  Thls rise 1s due to the dominance 
of the denslty mode contnbutlon at  hlgh density The small oscillation observed in 
the plot is due to the oscillation in the current mode contr~butlon At intermediate 
denslty and hlgh temperature (p* = 0 844 and T* = 5 0 )  the tlme dependent frictlon 
shows a monotonic decay At intermedlate density and temperature (p* = 0 5 and 
T * l  41) the frlctlon goes to negatwe at intermedlate time Thls 1s due to the back 
flow effect of the transverse current mode 
The time scale of the binary collisions at dlfferent state polnts are presented m 
Table 2 1 
Table 2 1 The values of the binary time constant at dlfferent reduced densities 
p* = pa3 and reduced temperatures T* = ICBT/e 
The binary tlme scales are found to be in the femtosecond range The numbers 
m the table suggest that the time scale of the bmary collisi~n is faster at higher 
temperature and lower density This happens due to faster relaxation of the system 
at lower denslty or higher temperature T h ~ s  point can be understood better by 
investigatmg Eq 2 42 The second term on the nght hand slde of Eq 2 42 describes 
the contribution from the three partlcle correlatlon function and is found to gwe a 
negatwe contrlbutlon At lower dens1 t y and higher temperature the three particle 
correlatlon effect 1s less thus the second tern1 in Eq 2 42 1s srnaller Now as thls 
term provides a negative contribution to w:/r?, the binary collision time is expected 
to decrease at lower density and higher temperature Thls lmplles that at  lower 
density due to less carrelations the decay of the binary collision takes place faster 
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Figure 2 5 The normalized tlme dependent friction calculated at different state 
points are plotted agamst t m e  
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2 5 3 Velocity Autocorrelation Function 
The normalized velocity autocorrelatlon functions calculated at different denslt~es 
and temperatures are plotted in Fig 2 6 At low density and hlgh temperature the 
VACF remams positive and decays monotonically to zero But as the temperature is 
reduced or the denslty is increased the VACF becomes negative and passes through 
a minimum before approaching zero At low density collisions tend to merely scatter 
atoms wlthout reversing its direction hence the VACF always remams posltive At 
higher densities atoms are closely packed so the probability of back scattering talung 
place increases and thus the VACF becomes negative The long tlme t-3/2 tad of 
the VACF is more prominent at lower density 
The velocity autocorrelation functions obtamed from the theoretical calculation 
are compared wlth that obtamed from simulatiori at  two state points and are pre- 
sented in Fig 2 7 and Fig 2 8 
2 5 4 Numerical Values of Diffusion Coefficient 
The diffusion values calculated at different state points are presented in Table 2 2 
along with the computer simulated values [26, 271 It is to be noted that the cal- 
culation of the velocity autocorrelation function, friction and diffusion are all done 
self-consistently and also no adjustable parameter has been used at  any point 
The good agreement between the simulation and calculated diffusion values sug- 
gest that the extended mode coupling theory can properly define the diffusion of 
a tagged particle in neat liquid and thus should be able to provlde an accurate 
description of the solvent dynamlcs 
The different contributions to  the diffusion coefficient is gwen in Table 2 3 D,,,, 
corresponds to the contnbution from the binary collls~on and the density fluctuation 
term and Dhrydfo c rresponds to the contrzbution from the transverse current mode 
The numbers suggest that a t  h ~ g h  density and low temperature it is the microscopic 
term that is the binary collision and the density fluctuation that makes dominant 
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Figure 2 6 The normali7ed velocity autocorrelation fu~ictions calculated at different 
densities and temperatures are plotted against time 
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Figure 2 7 The normalized velocity autocorrelation functlon calculated at p* = 
0 844 and T* = 0 728 (represented by solid line) is plotted against time The 
slmulated velocity au tocorrelation func tlon (represented by markers) i s  also plotted 
in the same figure for comparison 
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Figure 2 8 The normalized veloaty autocorrelation function calculated a t  p* = 0 5 
and T* = 5 0 (represented by solid line) is plotted agamst t ~ m e  The sl~riulated 
velocity autocorrelation functlon (represented by markers) IS also plotted in the 
same figure for comparison 
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Table 2 2 Calculated values of the diffusion coefficient D,, and simulated values 
of the diffusion coefficient D,,, [26, 271 at different reduced densltles, p* = pa3 and 
reduced temperatures, T* = k,T/s  The diffusion values are sealed by 4-
Table 2 3 Calculated values of the microscopic contribution to the diffus~on 
Dm,,,, hydrodynamic contribution to the diffusion DhydTo and thew percentage 
contributions at  different reduced densities, p* = pa3 and reduced t ernperatures, 
T' = kBT/e The diffusion values are scaled by 
contribution to the diffusion The contribution from the current term is small and is 
found to increase a little at very high temperature The contribution from this term 
is about 15-30 9% depending on the density and the temperature Even at  very high 
temperature or low density the current term never makes the dominant contribut~on 
to the diffusion in neat liquids 
2 5 5 Numerical Values of Viscosity 
The viscosity values calculated using the formulation presented in sect~on 2 3 a t  
different state pants are presented in Table 2 4 dong with the computer simulated 
results [26f Note that the values of the viscosity are required to calculate the 
transverse current auto correlation function and hence the fnction/diffusion (see Eqs 
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2 67 and 2 69) The numbers preserlted Table 2 4 suggest that the formulation 
111 sectiori 2 3 can calculate the vlscoslty values within reasonable degree 
of accuracy Since the prlnlary aim here 1s to calculate the friction, the dynamic 
structure factor is assumed to be giver) by the vlscoelastlc approximation (Eq 2 61) 
which seems to be a reasonable apyrowlatlon 111 the normal liquid regme 
2 6 Conclusions 
In this chapter the existlrig ~riode ~ouyli~ig theory [14] has been extended to calculate 
the diffusion of a tagged molecule arid to study the dynamics of a neat liquid 
It has  been shown that In the earlier theory the definlt~on of the memory function 
of the b~nary propagator for the Green's functlon was erroneous This lead to a 
wrong definition of the short txme dynaxnics of the propagators in the rlng collision 
terms The proposed way to descrlbe the memory function of the propagator 1s to 
consider the iriertlal motion of the solute and short time collective dynamics of the 
solvent ~nstead of the full dyrlarrllcs of the solvent as has been done in the earlier 
formulation A derivation of the frequency dependent friction is presented with 
this new definition It  is found th& although the expressions for the ring collision 
t m ~  dxffer, the blnary term rexnalIls unchanged The short tlme dynamics of the 
propagators in the rmg colllsla terllls are now found to be given by the product of 
the mertml notmn of the solute arid short time collective dynamics of the solvent 
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It has been stated that both the formulation give similar results for solutes having 
the same mass as the solvent A graphical analysis is presented which shows why 
these two formulation give similar results It is found that for solutes havlng the 
same mass as the solvent the product of the inertial dynamics of the solute and the 
short time collective dynamlcs of the solvent is almost the same as the product of 
the inertial dynamics of the solute and the full dynamics of the solvent The error 
shows up for solutes which are heavier than the solvent as will be shown in Chapter 
6 
A novel scheme has been Introduced to calculate the frequency dependent friction 
self-consistently with the mean square displacement or the velocity autocorrelation 
functiorl over the whole freyue~lcy and time plane This scheme allows the calculation 
of the friction to be fully self-consistent where only the density and the temperature 
are required as input No adjustable parameters have been used at any stage of the 
calculation 
The time dependence of the different contributions to the friction/diffusion has 
been studied It is found that the binary term contributes at very short time, the 
contribution from the density fluctuation comes in the intermediate time whereas 
the current term contributes In the long t m e  The time scale of decay of the binary 
collision is found to be in the femtosecond regime It is found to decrease at  lower 
density and higher temperature due to decrease in the correlations 
The velocity autocorrelation function calculated at  different densities and tem- 
peratures show that at low density and high temperature the VACF decays rnonoton- 
ically to zero whereas at higher density it shows a negative dip and then approaches 
zero The negative dip which arises from the back scattering of the particle 
The calculated values of the diffusion coefficient are found to be m good agree- 
ment with the computer simulation studies [26, 271 It is also found that the binary 
collision term and the coupling to the density fluctuation makes major contribution 
to the diffusion in the intermediate and high density regme The current term con- 
tribution although increases at lower density or higher temperature, remains quite 
small over the whole density and temperature range studied here 
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A derivation of the viscos~ty is also presented in this chapter following the for- 
mulation of Balucani [28, 291 and Geszti [30] The calculated values of the viscosity 
are found to be in good agreement with the computer s~mulation studies [26] 
Thus the study presented in this chapter suggests that the extended mode cou- 
pling theory (with the proper description of C S B D  and with the new self-consistent 
scheme) can describe the diffusion of a tagged particle in a Lennard-Jones neat hq- 
uld Hence the theory is expected to provide accurate description of the solvent 
dynamics which a s  mentioned m the Introduction of this chapter is required to de- 
scribe many chemlcal and physical processes It will be shown In Chapter 3 that the 
theory indeed provides a good description of the solvent dynamics Since the theory 
is successful in describing the dynamics and d~ffusion in neat liquids an extension 
of this theory for binary systems (where the solute has different size, interaction 
energy and mass) IS also expected to be successful in describing the solute diffusion 
It will be shown in the next few chapters (4,5 and 6) that the size, interaction energy 
and mass dependence of the solute diffusion for a binary system a t  infinite solute 
dilutlon can be well described by this extended mode coupllng theory 
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Chapter 3 
Relation Between Friction and 
Viscosity in the Normal and 
Supercooled Liquid Regime 
3 1 Introduction 
In this chapter the studies of the relation between the frlction (C) on a tagged 
solute and the viscosity (q) of the medlum, for neat llquids in the normd and the 
supercooled regme are presented Experimental. and simulation studies often find 
that although the frictlon can be connected to the viscosity in the normal liquld 
regime there is an apparent decoupllng between them in the supercooled regme 
[I - 111 The well-known Stokes relation is often used to connect the fnction (C) on 
a spherical molecule with the viscoslty (7) of the medium and is gven by, 
Where 'm' is the mass of the solute, C is the hydrodynamics boundary condition and 
R is the radius of the solute This connection between friction and viscoslty goes 
beyond the ordinary Stokes relation, even the generahzed hydrodynarnlcs describes 
the frequency (w) dependent fnction in terms of frequency dependent viscosity [12] 
While the hydrodynamic theory always predicts thls near equ~valence of the 
friction and the viscoslty, microscopic theones seem to promde a rather different 
picture In the mode coupling theory (MCT), the friction on a tagged nlolecule 
is expressed in terms of contributions from the binary, density and the tr=lsverse 
current modes The latter can of course be expressed in terms of viscosity However, 
in the previous chapter is was shown that in a neat liquid the friction coefEcient 1s 
primarily determined not by the transverse current mode but rather by the coll~slon 
and the density fluctuation terms Thus for neat liquids there is no a przora reason 
for such an intimate relation between friction and viscosity to hold 
A further motivation of this study comes from the the following observations 
Many chemical dynamical processes, such as non-polar solvation dynarrllcs 1131, can 
be described in terms of the frequency dependent viscosity because viscoelastic re- 
sponses are required to understand the processes involving the rclte of change in 
shape or size of molecules in liquids [14] Note that it is tlie frequency depen- 
dent viscosity which is readily access~ble experimentally where as tlie frequency 
dependent friction is a theoretical entity Another place where a knowledge of this 
inter-relationship between [ ( w )  and q(w) is requ~red IS in understanding the viscos- 
ity dependence of activated processes In viscous liqu~ds, this IS a subject of much 
current interest [15] In the elegant Zwanzig-Bixon calculatiori f12J of the frequency 
dependent friction, the frequency dependence of the v~scosity wa5 asumed to be 
gwen by the following Maxwell relation, 
where r8 is the viscoelastic relaxation time, given by 79 = q/G,, where G ,  IS the 
infinite frequency shear modulus and r)  = q(w = 0) From the above expression it is 
clear that this model assumes only one time scale On the other hand, recent exper- 
imental [16,17] and computer simulation studies [18, 191 have amply demonstrated 
that the solvent response is bimodal with at least two widely different time scales 
describing the response 
Mode coupling theory provides the following rationale for the known validity 
L of the Stokes relation between the zero frequency fmtion and the vlseoslty Ac- 
cording t~ McT, both these quantities are primarily detemmned by the static and 
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dynamic structure factors of the solvent Hence both vary similarly with density and 
temperature This calls into question the justification of the use of the generalized 
hydrodynamics for molecular processes The question gathers further relevance from 
the fact that the time (t) correlation function determining friction (the force -force) 
and that determining viscosity (the stress-stress) are microscopically different 
In the first part of this chapter an attempt has been made to answer the followmg 
questions What 1s the relatlon between r](t) and c(t) at short times? Does the 
ratio between the two retam a Stokes-like value at all times? And how does the 
relation behaves as a function of frequency? The analysis seems to suggest that if 
one includes only the binary interaction in the calculation of the time scale of the 
short time dynamics, both viscosity and friction exhibits nearly the same time scale 
When the trlplet dynamics is included, both the responses become slower with the 
viscosity being affected more than the friction The time scale of both the responses 
are of the order of 100 fs It 1s shown that both the frequency dependent viscosity 
and the friction exhibits a clear bimodal dynamics 
The validity of the Stokes relation has also been investigated from the micro- 
scopic pomt of view and the following surprising result is obtaned Individually 
and separately, the ratio of both the bare (binary dominated) and the mode cou- 
pling contributions to the friction and the viscosity follows a Stokes like relation 
Contrary to the hydrodynamic picture, it was found that in case of neat liqulds in 
high density, it is more appropnate to think that the viscosity is being controlled by 
the diffusion or the fiiction Thls is because in this regme the viscosity is primarily 
determined by the structural relaxation of the surrounding hquid which m turn is 
detemned by the diffusion 
The study in the second part of the chapter is motivated by the recent exper- 
lmental and computer simulation studies [I - 111 of diffusion of a tagged particle 
in the supercooled liquid where the tagged partlcle has nearly the same slze as the 
solvent molecules Here there is an apparent decoupling of the diEusion from the sol- 
vent viscosity - the measured diffusion coefficient becomes increasmgly larger than 
tbe value predicted by the Stokes-Einstem (SE) relation [l - 111, which connects the 
I 
diffusion of a solute to the viscosity of the medium and is given by, 
Where D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute, k~ is the Boltzmann constant 
and T the absolute temperature Thus according to SE relation D should follow the 
temperature dependence of T/q In separate studies, Sillescu and co-workers [3] and 
Cicerone and Ediger [5] have found that the translational diffusiori in supercooled 
o- terphenyl (OTP) has significantly weaker temperature dependence than that pre- 
dicted by the SE relation Cicerone and Edlger have reported that for probes which 
are of the same size as OTP molecules, the translational diffusion near glass transi- 
tion occurs 2 orders of magnitude faster than that expected based on rotation times 
[51 
Conceptually, one can envisage several different microscop~c scenario for the ob- 
served decoupling The first scenario is that as the liquid is supercooled, the hopping 
mode of d~ffusion becomes dominant over the convent~onal hydrodynamic mode The 
fact that, hopping can indeed take place in a supercooled liquid has been confirmed 
by molecular dynamics simulatioris [9,10], although it IS yet to be observed in exper- 
iments If the hopping indeed becomes the dominant mechanism of mass transport 
in the supercooled liquid, then one can find a way to explain the decoupling because 
the hopping can couple only to the high frequency niotlon of the solvent Another 
currently popular conjecture is the exlstence of dynarnic inhomogeneity in the sys- 
tems where d~fferent repons are assumed to have rather different relaxation times 
Whle diffusion is fast through fluid-like regimes, it 1s slow in the frozen, solld-hke 
regions To explan several expenmental studies, Ediger and co-workers have sug- 
gested the exlstence of such spatial inhomogeneity m liquids near glass transition 
[2, 5, 6, 7, 81 Cicerone and Ediger [6] have used a photobleaching technique to ob- 
serve the rotational dynamics of dilute probe molecules in supercooled OTP They 
have shown that the nonexponerutial rotational relaxation of the probe molecules 
are atleast partly due to the presence of spatial heterogeneity in the host dynam- 
lcs These heterogeneities as they find are long llved near glass transition In a 
sewrate study [5] these authors have used this concept of spatial inhomogeneity to 
explmn the enhanced diffusion of probes of same size ss the OTP molecules, near 
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glass transition 'Thus the existence of such inhomogeneity seems to be necessary to 
understand the decoupling of the self diffusion from the viscosity for solutes having 
same size as that of the solvent 
It is found from the present analysis that the strmght forward applicat~on of the 
mode coupling theory fails to account for the decoupling in a neat liquid In order 
to explam this decoupling an extended MCT has been developed wh~ch takes into 
account the inhomogeneity of the medium The extended semi-phenomenologcal 
theory seems to explain the decoupling of the same size solute rather well The 
above results are in excellent agreement with the expenmental results of Heuberger 
and Sillescu [4] 
The layout of the rest of the chapter is the follomng In section 3 2 the relation 
between friction and viscosity in the normal liquid regime is discussed In section 
3 3 the relation between them in the supercooled liquld regme is studied and a 
phenomenolog~cal model is presented which seems to explain the decoupling between 
frlction and viscosity Section 3 4 concludes mth a bnef discussion on the results 
3 2 Relat~on Between Friction and Vlscos~ty in 
the Normal Liquid Regime 
As discussed in the Introduction m this section the relation between fnction and vis- 
cosity in the normal l~quid regme 1s investigated Even though the hydrodynamics 
does not have any vahdity in this reglme for neat hquids, the Stokes-Einstein (SE) 
relation seems to reman valid In the following subsections the relat~on between 
tlme and frequency dependent fnction and viscosity and the ongin of the validity 
of the SE relation are studled The fmtion has also been calculated by varying the 
density This study helps to understand the cage effect in dense liquid 
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Let us cansider a single tagged solute pastide of the cia~nc S17P as the solvent 
molecules In a dense liquid Let v ( r )  denote the Lcnna~d- Junes (1, I )  111teractlon 
pmr potential Let o and 'm' be the diameter and mass of the wlute and the solvent 
molecules The Irquid is characterized by the reduced aurnlw de1wt1 p* = p3 as 
a measure of the density of the liquld and the reduced tern p c ~  st ill e I = knT/e as 
the measure of the temperature Here t. is the well depth of the L1 potent~al 
Calculation of Viscosity 
The time dependent shear v~scoslty as given Chapter 2 can be I ~t en as, 
In the above expression qB(t) is the short time part which ar1sc.s from the static 
correlations and qp,(t) is the long time part which arises ffiorrl the d e ~ m t y  rriode 
contribut~on Calculation of q D ( t )  arid q,,(t) are performed 111 the same way as 
described m Chapter 2 
The Fourier frequency dependent viscosrty is obtained by tdklrig a Founer trans- 
form of the above equatlon and is pven by, 
Calculation of Friction 
As discussed in Chapter 2 for neat liquids, it is the density and the binary part 
which contributes most to the frxtmn Thus the t ~ m e  dependent friction can be 
written as, 
C ( t )  = CD(t) + R,(t) (3 6) 
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The Fourier frequency dependent friction is obtained by taking a Fourier trans- 
form of the above equation and is gwen by, 
3 2 2 Numerical Results 
T ~ m e  Dependence of Friction and Viscosity 
The comparative study between the time dependent friction md the viscosity at  
p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728 1s depicted in Fig 3 1 In this figure both the viscosity 
and the friction has been normalized to unity at t = 0 by their respective irlitial 
values This figure has several interesting features Both frlction and viscosity 
exhibit a pronourlced ultrafast Gaussian decay which accou~its for almost 90% of 
the total relaxation The Gaussian time constants are equal to 130 fs for the friction 
and 160 fs for the viscosity The second interesting aspect is that both the quantities 
exhibit slow long time decay which are also comparable 
It is worthwhile to discuss the relative contributions of the binary and the three 
particle correlations to the initial decay If the triplet correlation is neglected then 
the values of the Gaussian time constants are equal to 89 fs and 93 fs for the 
friction and the viscosity, respectively Thus, the triplet correlation slows down the 
decay of viscosity more than that of the friction The greater effect of the triplet 
correlatiorl is in accord with the more collective nature of the viscosity This point 
also hlghhghts the difference between viscosity and friction As already discussed, 
the Kirkwood superposition approxlmatlon has been used for the triplet correlation 
function to keep the problem tractable This introduces an error which, however, 
may not be very significant for an argon-like system at triple point Fig 3 2 dlsplays 
the similarity between the short time dynamlcs of the frlction and viscosity on an 
enlarged scale 
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Figure 3 1 The time dependence of the friction ( ( t )  (solid line) and the vlscoslty 
q(t) (dashed line), for a Lennard-Jones liquid near its triple point (p* = 0 844 and 
T* = 0 728) The friction and the viscosity are normaltzed by their initid values to  
facllltate comparison of the dynamics The time is scaled by the usual dimens~onless 
time, 7.. =(mo2/kaT)05 which 1s here equal to 2 527 ps For more details see the 
text 
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figure 3 2 The same as Fig 3 I - the short time dynamics is shown in an elongated 
ordinate scale to facllltate cornpanson 
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frequency Dependence of Frlction Emergence of Solvent Cage at High 
Denslty 
fig 3 3 shows the frequency dependence of the lmagnary part of the friction at 
vmous densities, all at T* = 0 728 Here the bimodal nature of the solvent dynamics 
1s most dramatically revealed at high density The peak at  the higher frequency 
side ar~ses from the short time dynamics of the solvent, whereas the one in the 
lower frequency 1s due to the collective dynamics of the solvent The figure clearly 
shows the progressive formation of the cage structure of the solvent with increasing 
density At very low density the contribution from the short time direct collision 
part dommates, whereas the contribution from the collective dynamics is very small 
hence the first peak is almost absent Around p* = 0 95 both the peaks are of equal 
height which suggests that at  this density the contnbutimi t o  friction from CB(u) 
and RW(w) are almost equal As the density 1s further increased the first peak rises 
sharply as at high density the caging effect of the solvent becomes more pronounced 
Although expected, this is perhaps the first expliclt demonstration of the evolution 
of the cage effect from the dynamics 
The frequency dependence of the real part of the friction at  var~ous densities, 
all at T* = 0 728 is shown in Fig 3 4 The frequency dependence of the real part 
of the friction also has two parts, separated by a plateau As mentioned before the 
effect of the short time dynamics of the liquid on the friction is manifested in the 
high frequency end, whereas the effect of the collective dynamics of the liquld 1s 
reflected in the low frequency limit For lower density the plateau extends almost 
upto the zero frequency followed by only a small rlse As the density is increased 
the flattening of the curve starts at a higher frequency and in additxon, the rise after 
the plateau becomes sharper It is evldent that the bimodal response of the solvent 
dynamics ~s a rather general behavior of dense llqulds Although it 1s present over a 
wide range of density, it becomes really prominent at  higher densities In the high 
densl t~ llmlt, the distances between the nearest neighbors are small, hence the short 
tiwe dynamics takes place at  a higher frequency (or smaller time) Also the cagmg 
effect of the solvent becomes ITIbre pronounced as the structural relaxation of the 
liquid becomes slow In this regime the couplmg of the solute motion to  the density 
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Figure 3 3 The irnagmary part of the calculated fnctlon a plotted as a function 
of the frequency at vanous reduced densltles, all at the reduced temperature T*(= 
ksT/e) = 0 728 The densities of the plots are the followmg, (a) f = 0 7, (b) 
p* = 0 844 and (c)  p* = 0 95 The frequency dependent fnction and the frequency 
are both scaled by T;', where T., = [m$ /k s~] l /~  = 2 527ps 
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Figure 3 4 The real part of the calculated fnction ~s plotted as a function of the f r e  
quency at vanous reduced densities, all at the reduced temperature, T* (= koT/e) = 
0 728 The densities of the plots are the following, (a) p* = 0 7,  (b) p* = 0 844 and 
(c) p* = 0 95 The frequency dependent fnctlon and the frequency are both scaled 
by T;', where T., = [m$/kB~]1'2 = 2 527pe 
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mode of the solvent becomes dominant whlch is evident from the sharp rise of the 
friction after the plateau 
Frequency Dependence of Viscosity Comparison with Maxwell Relation 
Fig 3 5 depicts the xnagmary part of the frequency dependent vlscoslty which 
clearly demonstrates the bimodality of the vlscoelastic response In the same figure 
the prediction from the Maxwell's relation have also been plotted In the latter 
the relaxation time T. is calculated by the well known expression, T, = 9 It 
shows that the Maxwell relation produces only one peak at low frequency and pro- 
vides inadequate description at hlgher frequencies Another important aspect of this 
graph is that the simple Maxwell relation fads to describe adequately even the low 
frequency peak 
In Fig 3 6 the frequency dependent real part of the viscoslty has been plotted 
It should be pointed out that the frequency dependence of both the real and the 
lrnagmary part bear strlklng resemblance to those of the frlction 
Relation Between Zero Frequency Friction and Viscosity 
Flg 3 7 shows the calculated ratio mC/(qR) agamst the calculated viscosity q, for a 
variation of 77 over more than an order of rnagmtude - here R is the radius of an atom, 
R = a/2 It can be seen from this figure that m dense liquids the ratio mC/(qR) is 
close to 67r which is mdeed surprising Any hydrodynamic like behawor is not seen 
at low densities where the value of the viscoslty decreases faster than the fnction 
as the density 1s lowered Actually, such breakdown of hydrodynamic behavior has 
also been observed m the computer simulations of Lennard-Jones ellipsoids [20] 
3 2 3 Stokes Relation Revisited 
As emphasized m the Introduction, the hydrodynamic denvatlon (based on the 
contribution of the current mode alone [21]) of the relatlon between the frlction and 
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/ \ - - Maxwell Relabon 
- Theory 
Figure 3 5 The imagmary part of the calculated vlscoslty 1s plotted as a function 
of the frequency at the tnple point (solld line) Also shown 1s the prediction of 
the Maxwell viscoel8st1c model (dashed line), gwen by Eq 3 2 of the text The 
viscosity is scaled by u2 / f i rnk~~)  and the frequency 1s scaled by r,;', where 7, = 
[rn$/k~T'l ' l~ = 2 527ps 
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Flgure 3 6 The real part of the calculated vlscoslty a plotted as a functlon of 
the frequency at the reduced denslty p* = 0 844 and the reduced temperature T*(= 
ksT/e) = 0 728 The vlseoslty e scaled by $ / J i m k a ~ )  and the frequency 1s scaled 
by ril, where T ~ ,  = = 2 527ps 
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Figure 3 7 The ratlo of the calculated friction to the calculated vlscos~ty IS plotted 
agrunst the reduced viscos~ty These values are obtained at various densities and 
temperatures The viscosity is scaled by 02/fims) The prediction of the Stokes 
relatlon with the stick boundary condition is shown by a dashed l i r ~  
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the vecosity has no valldlty in the case of neat liquds (where the tagged molecule 
1s one of the solvent molecules) On the other hand, the experiments [22], computer 
simulatzons [23] and the MCT calculations presented here all show that the ratio of 
friction to viscosity at high density almost always lies between 47r and 6n even for a 
neat liquid It is, therefore, imperative to analyze the cause of apparent validity of 
the Stokes relation in greater depth 
In the followi~ig a semi-quantitative argument 1s presented on the recovery of the 
hydrodynamic boundary condition from microscopic considerations 
An analysis of the relevant integrals show that the dominant contribution of 
the density mode to the v~scosity and the fnction comes from intermediate length 
scale (8 2 qa 1: 3) That is, more than 90% of the contribution comes from a 
region surrounding the sharp first peak of the static structure factor, that is, around 
qo = 2n At these values of the wave number, the dynarnlc structure factor is well 
determined by the following simple mean field expression first used by de Gennes 
many years ago, 
Where q, IS the posit~on of the first peak of the static structure factor Here D 
1s the self-difEusion coefficlent which is determined from the veloaty autocorrelation 
function after the frequency dependent fnction and the mean square displacement 
are calculated self-consistently Thls self-consistency scheme is presented m Chapter 
2 The diffusion coeffiaent thus calculated is then used in the above expression to 
provide a correct intermediate scattering function to be used in the calculation of 
the viscosity 
Further simpl~fication can be made by using a slmple prescriptions for the wave 
number dependence of the structure factor, as shown by Balucani (241 The above 
prescription provides fmrly accurate values for the zero frequency fnction and the 
viscosi ty 
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It is, therefore, clear from the above discussion that the collective contribution to 
the v~scosity is dominated by the structuml relazatzon which 1x1 turn is determined 
by the rate of diffusion Thus, it is more appropriate to cons~der the viscosity of 
the medium as being determined by the diffusion This IS of course a nlatter of 
perspective 
There is, however, an even more interest~ng aspect Usirig the resu 1 ts of Balucarii 
[25] it can be shown that the inltial value of the viscosity and the friction are related 
approximately by, 
For p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 72, 3 9 gives a value of the ratio equal to  23 6966 
It is already found that the decay of the normalized viscosity is sllglltly slower 
than that of the friction and the ratio of the time coxistants is 160/124 Thus, the 
ratlo of the contribution from the bare part to the zero frequency frictior~ to that 
of the viscosity is equal to 23 6966 x 124/160 wli~ch is equal to 18 364 I'berefore, 
the ratio of the bare part of the zero frequency fr~ctiori to that of viscosity is nearly 
identical to 6.rr This seems to provide a microscopic explanatiur~ for the results 
shown in the Fig 3 7 
It is to be noted that in the above discussion although the numerical values 
of the prefactor is close to 6n, it does not in any way imply the stlck boundary 
condition The above calculation is based only on m~croscoplc cons~derations and is 
semi-quantitative in nature The main point here is that in the high density liquid 
reglme, the ratio of the friction to the viscosity a t tans  a constant value independent 
of the density and the temperature and this value is numerically close to ( but less 
than) 67r 
It 1s now interestmg to discuss the simulated values of t h a  ratio at hlgh density 
For an Argon system near the trlple point a t  p = 021A-a and T = 86 SK the ratlo 
1s 4 77r At p = 021k3 and T = 95K the ratio la 5 1s In computmg the above 
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ratios the frictiorl s from the Elnstein relation using the known value of 
&ffusion coefficient [23] It 1s perhaps fair to allow an uncertamty of 5 - 10% in the 
determination of this ratio both by theory or simulation 
3.3 Relation Between Friction and Viscosity in 
the Supercooled Liquid Regime 
In the supercooled regime the viscosity is known to be very high and it diverges 
near glass transition [26] SO according to the SE relation the diffusion should 
be very small In the supercooled regime and become zero near glass transition 
Experimentally i t  is found that there exlts a definite value of the diffusion in the 
supercooled regime and this values is orders of magnitude higher than that predicted 
by the SE relation In this section a semi-phenomenological model is proposed 
which seems to explan this decoupling of diffusion/friction from viscosity in the 
supercooled liquid near the glass transition 
The calculation of the viscosity and the friction are carried out in a similar way 
as gwen in Chapter 2 The dynam~cal variables except for the dynamic structure 
factor remans the same as discussed in Chapter 2 The dynamic structure factor a 
known to develop a long tune tail in the supercooled resme near glass transition 
The expressron of the dynamic structure factor in the normal liquld doman cannot 
exhibit this long time t a l  In the following subsect~on the formulation of the dynamlc 
structure factor m the supercooled regme 1s described and used to calculate the 
friction and the v~scosity 
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Express~on for the Dynam~c Structure Factor In the Supercooled Reglme 
The dynamic structure factor in the normal llquid is given by, 
Where the expression of all the static correlations are preserited 111 Chapter 2 As 
discussed in Chapter 2, m supercooled liquids, a new scenario emerges because of the 
enhanced dynamzc correlatzons whlch is drlven by the slowi~lg down of density relax- 
ation at the intermediate wavenumbers In the mode coupling theory the expression 
of the dynamic structure factor m the supercooled reglon is given by [27, 291 
The expression of KMc(q, t) is taken from the reference 24 with a correction and 
is gven by, 
In the calculation of this term, the intermediate structure factor is needed as an 
input, hence a self-consistent caleulatlon between the dynamlc structure factor and 
K ~ c ( q ,  2 )  is required Because the expression m in the contmued fraction form, the 
full dynamic structure factor could be sensitlve to the order of truncat~on of this self- 
cons~stence edculat~on An one loop calculation has bee11 done by Sjogren 1301 at a 
particular wavenumber, which shows a modification of the dynamic structure factor 
1x1 the m ~ J l  frequency /long tlme In the present study one loop calculat~ons have 
dso been csmed out a t  chfferent wavenumbers and it was found that  a longtime tad 
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appears ~n the mtermedlate scattermg funct~on, m the supercooled 11qu1d The effect 
of t h ~ s  mode-couphng term m the mtermed~ate scattenng funct~on can be wntten 
m a s~mpler way by the followmg expression 
The normal part F(q,t) a stdl gwen by Eq 3 10 wh~le the s~ngular part, FSzng(q, t) 
a gven by the mode-couphng theory Note that ~t is t h ~ s  mgular part wh~ch a t  glass 
t rans~t~on becomes a non-decaymg time independent but q-dependent term wh~ch 
IS related to the Debye-Waller factor of the glass The s~ngular term IS therefore 
approx~mated by the following form [31] 
- @&d Where Do 1s the d~ffuslon coeffic~ent of the solvent T h ~ s  with TMC(~)  - a q 2  
form of the s~ngular part of the structure factor has been successful In fittmg the 
mtermediate scatter~ng funct~on obtamed from the neutron scattering exper~ments 
[31] The prefactor A, 1s known to be weakly wavenumber dependent, m t h ~ s  work 
~t IS assumed to be equal to 0 3S(q) T h ~ s  is, however, not a senous approxlmat~on 
The value of the exponent is exper~mentally found to be close to 0 58 In calculat~on 
of T ~ ~ ( Q )  the constant 'c' IS chosen in such a way that the whole FMc(q, t) represents 
the behav~or of F(q, t) m normal llqu~d reglme 
The most ~mportant pred~ct~on of the mode couplmg theory, IS the temperature 
or the density dependence of the relaxat~on t~me,  rMC(q) MCT pred~cts that ths 
relaxation t ine  grows as a power law as the glass trans~tion IS approadhed (from the 
supercooled l ~ q u ~ d  s~de) T h ~ s  IS because the &fFus~on coeffiaent Do of the l~quid 
goes to zero in the followmg fash~on 
DO(d = ~ P O ) ( P ,  -pI7 (3 16) 
where 7 IS an exponent pred~cted to have a value equd to 1 8 for Lennard-Jones 
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like systems [31] To and po are the temperature and density below which the mode 
coupling effects are negligble 
As already mentioned, many of the predictions of the mode-coupling theory, such 
as the power-law divergence of the relaxation time and the non-exponential relax- 
atlon functions have been verified experimentally Thls is not to say that the theory 
does not have difficulties in explming experimental results a t  glass tra~lsition [32] 
One important limitation at present is that the theory fails to predict the correct 
transition temperature (or density) Another criticism of the theory is its failure to 
satisfactorily describe the emergence of hopping transport at low temperatures near 
the glass transition The present work is not concerned with the glass transition- 
but relaxation at temperatures (or densities) away from the glass transition point 
Itself For the purpose of the present work, use of Eq 3 15 and 3 16 are reasonable 
as they describe the emergence of slow dens~ty relaxation properly 
In determin~ng the dynamic structure factor, the value of D,(To) is needed to 
be specified In this work the decouplmg is studied as a function of the diange of 
density A noticeable long t ~ m e  tad in dens~ty relaxation appears only very near to 
the glass transition line This makes the choice of To or po rather easy I t  is found 
that, for the reduced temperature, T* = 0 8, the reduced density, p$ = 0 91 
It should be stressed at this point that the constructio~i of the dynamic structure 
factor outllned above is based on the basic results of the mode coupling theory 
Effect of the D y n a m ~ c  Structure Factor o n  F r ~ c t ~ o n  a d V ~ s c o s i t y  
With the above descnbed formulation of the dynamic structure factor the viscosity 
and fnction are calculated in the supercooled liqu~d It is found that long time tad 
of the dynamic structure factor affects both the viscos~ty and the friction leading to  
their divergence near glass transmon Thus for a homogerieous liquid the friction 
and v~scmity are coupled even in the supercooled regme The calculated viscosity u 
plotted aganst density in Fig 3 8 which shows a d~vergnce near the glass transition 
dmslty The drvergence of viscosity m supercooled liquids near glasb transition has 
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also been studied by other authors using different theoretical model Dattagugta and 
Turski have shown that the local orientation ordering leads to liquid-sol~d freez~ng 
[28] Later Dattagupta has shown that the m~smatch in the orlentation of two 
locally ordered nelghbourlng r e g m  supercooled 11qu1d causes an internal stress 
which leads to a large enhancement of v~scoslty [26] 
3 3 2 Effect of Inhomogenelty on Decoupl~ng of Diffuslon/filctlon 
from Viscosity 
From the prevlous section it is found that a straight forward application of the 
MCT cannot explain the decoupling of dlffusion/friction from viscosity As discussed 
before, there are two explanations suggested for thls decoupling in neat liquids One 
of them explains drffusion in supercooled liquid in terms of hopping mechanism and 
the other in terms of lnhomogeneity in the solvent As argued by Bagchi [33] earlier, 
the hopping can decouple from the bulk viscosity because the former is rntrlnsrcally 
a high frequency phenomenon But such hopping mechanism of mass transport have 
indeed been observed for binary mlxtures of spherical atoms only very near to the 
glass transition temperature On the other hand, S~llescu and coworkers [4] have 
observed the decoupling rather far from the glass trans~tion temperature So the 
only other proposed explanat~on is In terms of the random d~stribution of quenched 
inhomogeneity In supercooled liquids The implication of this hypothesis is discussed 
below 
In the lnhomogeneous model it is assumed that in the deeply supercooled liq- 
u~d ,  there exlst regrons with different degree of fluldity [34] While all these regom 
contribute with respective waghts m detemimng the viscosrty, the diffusion is de- 
termined more by the fluid regions [5] At the heart of this ~nhomogeneity hypothesis 
lies the size of a typlcal domain One may make an estxmate of the length of the do- 
main by comparing the rotatronal relaxation times mth the tracer diffusion studies 
Cicerone et al 17) suggest that such a dommn, if w t s ,  must be less than 2-5 nm 
Tarjus and Kivelson [34] have recently argued that such a 
emergence of such length scales has earlier been predicted 
semr-quantitative calculation of the diffusion considering an 
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Figure 3 8 The theoretical result for viscosity (q*) is plotted as a function of reduced 
density ( p*) near the glass transition point, at reduced temperature T* = 0 8 P* 
has been vaned from 0 89 - 0 99 , where the glass transition density, pi = 1 0 The 
plot shows that the viscosity dverges nesr the glass transition pomt 
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1s discussed here It is shown that, such a decoupllng can indeed be understood by 
combining the lnhomogeneity hypothesis with MCT 
Domsllns havlng different degrees of fluldity may appear as a consequence of 
lntermedlate length scale density fluctuations Note that in an ergodic system the 
probability of fluctuation of the wavenumber dependent denslty, p,, IS glven by the 
following well-known expression, 
In a supercooled llquid the static structure factor S(q) is nearly zero for small 
wavenumbers ( because of very low compressibility), hence dens~ty fluctuation can 
take place only in intermediate wavenumbers where S(q) is large For example, a 
fluctuation at qa = 1 would imply a length scale approxmately comparable to 2 ~ 0 ,  
which is of the same order as estimated by Cicerone et a1 [7] 
Let us consider that the solvent has non-overlapping do~nains which have distinct 
static and dynamic characteristics The diffusion m such a system can be considered 
as a random walk in a random environment formed by the independently relaxmg 
domain [35] Hence the dlffusion in three dimension is the waghted average of the 
diffusion In all these different domains [5] The average diffusion D can then be 
written as, 
N 
where D, IS the local diffusion coefficlent in domam '2' and P, IS the probablhty 
distribution of the domaln '2' The calculation of the diffusion in these different 
non-interacting dommns can be performed wlthin MCT by calculatmg the fr~ction 
in each of these domans This is reasonable because the fnctlon IS d e t e n n e d  
pnmarlly by the local effects and can thus be calculated Independently for each 
domain Ln terms of averaging over the hction in dIfFerent domans the expression 
of dlffusion can be written as, 
Where N is the number of non-overlapping, distinct domams and S, is the fnction 
in the dornarn ' 4  
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As rnentloned earher, the most obvious characterirtic of these dornans a their 
density Near the glass trans~tion, even a small difference m derisity rnakes a large 
difference in the dynamical properties In the theoretical ~ISCUSSIOI~S of glassy hqulds, 
the most important mlcroscoplc dynamlcal quantlty 1s the lntermedlate scatterlng 
function, F(q, t )  which IS related to the dynamic structure factor S(q, w )  by a Fourier 
transform F(q ,  t)  can be drastically dlfferent for a solld-like arid a hqu~d-hk~ d
main As shown by the calculatlo~is presented in the previous sectlon, a very slow 
long tlme tail appears m the Intermediate structure factor as the glass transition 1s 
approached - such a tad IS absent for the flu~d-llke doman In fact, this slow long 
tlme tall becomes non-decaymg at glass transition to gve  rise to the elastic peak m 
S(q, w )  As stated earlier, such a slow tail in F(g,  t )  can significantly Increase the 
frictlon In calculating the frlctlon, the effect of the mhomogeneity on the statlc and 
dynamlc correlations IS to be considered only for lriterrnedlate and long wavenum- 
bers The small wave vector llmit probes the collective dynamics of the solvent and 
hence ~t IS the average frictlon which contributes in this regloxi I t  IS f a r  to assume 
that qa = 1 separates small from lntermedlate wavenuniber reglme 
Let us now turn to the calculatxon of vlscosity m an l~ifio~nogeneous solvent 
Thls calculatlon IS d~fferent from (almost inverse of) dlffuslon The vlscoslty of the 
solvent, IS the weighted average of the local viscosity In the dlfferent domams Hence 
~t can written as 
Where q, IS the viscoslty of the domain '1' For each domam the local vlscosity IS 
calculated consldenng the dynamic inhomogeneity of that domam In a similar way 
as in fnctlon, a particular domain is charactenzed pnmanly by the dynamlc corre- 
lation F(q,  t) Whle calculating the viscoslty the integration over the wavenumber 
is agwn divided Into two separate regions as done in case of fnctlon Agam, effect 
of inhomogeneity is considered for intermediate and long wavenumbers, whereas m 
case of small wavenumber it IS the average v~scos~ty whlch contributes 
As discussed, it 1s most appropriate to focus attention d~rectly on the interrnedl- 
ate scatter~ng function, F(q, t )  whlch is to be conadered as the key random variable 
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~f P[F(q, t)] is the normalized probability distribution of the functional F(q, t ) ,  then 
the modified MCT expressions for friction takes the followmg form, 
where 
where < F(q, t )  > is the average intermediate scattering function and qSnt is 
the value of the intermediate wavenumber q,,ta = 1 is assumed in all the subse- 
quent discussions Note that in dense supercooled liquid, it is the second term in 
Rpp(z = 0) that completely dominates A similar equation can be denved for the 
viscosity What is thus proposed here is a semi-empirical theory which comblnes the 
microscopic mode-coupling theory with the basic ideas of the inhomogeneous model 
[1 - 81 
In the quenched two step model ( of Zwanzig [35] and Ediger [5]), where there are 
only two distinct 
the calculation is 
domans, one is a solid-like doman and the other is a liquid-like, 
very simple The expression of the self-diffusion is now given by, 
where Cs is the fnctlon in the solid like domans and 6 is the friction in the liquid 
like domains A is the probability of having sold like domams and (1 - A) is the 
probability of havlng liquld like domains CS 1s calculated from Eq 3 21 and Eq 
3 22 w ~ t h  an F(q, t )  characterivng a solid-like domain while 1s cdculated from 
the same equations but mth  an F(q, t )  of a liquid-like domain 
Similarly, because of the existence of two distinct domains, the viscosity can be 
wntten as 
?? = A% + (1 - A)VI (3 24) 
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where q is the viscosity in the solid like region and is the viscosity in the liquid 
like region Both are calculated in the same procedure as discussed 111 Chapter 2 
but wxth different F(q,  t)s 
Let us now consider two densities in the supercooled liquid to make the points 
made above quantitative For the first, let us assume that the average density of 
the solvent, p* = 0 97 while the glass transition occurs at  p* = 1 0, as considered 
in Section 3 3 1 In additlon the density of the solid-like region is assumed to be, 
p; = 0 99 and that of the llquid like regon, pl* = 0 95 It  is found that the viscosity 
and the friction in the solid-11ke region are about seven times larger than that in the 
liquid-like region If the two domans are assumed to occur with equal probability, 
a value for the ratio of diffusion to knT/2rrp equal to 5 15 IS obtained, lrldicati~ig a 
moderate decoupling For the second case, movlng closer to the glass transition the 
average density is assumed to be 0 98 Now, the solid-like region can be assumed 
to have a density equal to 0 995 while the liquid-like region 0 955 The calculated 
self-consistent MCT values of the viscosity and the friction for the solid-like regon 
are about two orders of magnitude larger than those 
domain, and the expressions 3 21 and 3 22 reduce to 
~ B T  Dm- 
2mG 
and 
of the same for the liquid-like 
which gives a large decoupling of diffusion from vxscosity, by about 
magnitude Hence even if the average viscosity of the solvent diverges, 
two orders of 
the measured 
diffusion coefficient need not become zero, because its value is decided by the friction 
m the liquid-like regons It should be stated here that this analysis essentially 
quantifies the physlcal picture of decoupling proposed by Clcerone and Ediger [5] 
3 3 3 Comments on the Above Analysis 
1 There are two assumptions a t  the heart of the inhomogenerty hypothesis First, 
of course, is the existence of the domains with differe~lt dynamic properties Second, 
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the dynarn~c properties of the domam are sens~t~ve to small var~at~ons of temperature 
or dens~ty, as only small fluctuations m denslty are allowed at such h~gh  dens~ty 
s ~ c h  s e n s ~ t ~ v ~ t y  to small change m dens~ty (or temperature) can happen only m the 
supercooled l~quld, not too far from the glass transit~on temperature 
2 The analysls presented here requlres the existence of distinct donlams of 
certa~n d~menslon to explain the decouplmg What is cruc~al 1s the b~furcat~on of 
the mhomogeneous medlum mto homogeneous reglmes whxh can sustam, llqmd-hke 
or sohd-hke dynam~cs Since the dimens~on of these domains are pred~cted not to 
be large, ~t IS not necessary to have an emergence of any macroscopx length 
3 4 Conclusions 
In t h ~ s  chapter the relat~on between friction and v~scos~ty m both normal and super- 
cooled l~quids are studled Let us first summanze the results obtamed In the normal 
l ~ q u ~ d  regme Flrst, ~t IS shown that the short t ~ m e  VISCOUS and fmct~onal responses 
m a neat liqu~d occur essent~ally on the same time scale The t ~ m e  dependence 
of this response IS largely Gauss~an wh~ch IS followed by a slow long t ~ m e  decay 
T h ~ s  b~phaslc response IS a hallmark of dynam~cal processes m dense l ~ q u ~ d  This 
IS clearly reflected In the lmagmary part of the frequency dependent f r~ct~on a d 
v~scos~ty The study of frequency dependent frict~on at  a constant temperature and 
d~fferent densit~es demonstrates the emergence of the solvent cage m dense liqu~ds 
The second ~mportant result IS that the t ~ m e  scales of the m t ~ a l  decay IS of the order 
of 100 fs, whxh is typ~cally the t ~ m e  scale observed both m polar and non-polar sol- 
vat~on dynarnlcs In the present case the ultrafast dynam~cs ongmates clearly from 
the nearest nelghbor s ta t~c  orrelat~on The th~rd  mportant result 1s the dernon- 
stration that the apparent vahd~ty of a Stokes like relat~on between f r~c t~on a d 
v~scosity has ~ t s  root both in stat~cs and dynamlcs While the ~ n ~ t l a l  va ues of these 
quantities pr~manly determ~ne the ratlo, the nearly ~ d e n t ~ c d  dynamics sustams this 
ratlo even in the frequency plane 
It IS shown here that for neat l~quida both the frictzon and the viscos~ty IS deter- 
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mined by the microscopic terms and numerically the friction converges to a value 
close to ( but less than) 6rqR Thus this analysis seems to suggest that the ongn 
behind the validity of the Stokes relatlon for the same size solute is that both the 
microscopic fnctlon and the viscosity are determined essentially by the same dy- 
namlcal variables It has been emphasized that the occurrence of 67r in not to be 
taken as a signature of the stlck boundary condition 
The above discussion leads to the following important point For a neat liquld the 
Navler-Stokes hydrodynamics cannot be used to ~ustify apparent nu~nerical validity 
of the Stokes relation In this case, the validlty of a Stokes like relation between the 
vlscosity and the friction can be explamed only when the contributions from the bare 
(that is, the binary) and the denslty modes are both taken into account Another 
point of interest is that whlle in hydrodynamics based analysls it IS beheved that ~t is 
the viscosity which determines the friction, the present study suggests that perhaps 
it is more meaningful to think in terms of the reverse scenario In the region where 
hydrodynamics is not valid but a Stokes hke relation is obeyed, it is the diffusion 
(or the friction) which determines the viscosity and not the vlce versa 
In the second part it is shown that a phenome~iological model of the hetero- 
geneity in the liquld can explain the decoupling of the frlction and viscosity in the 
supercooled liquids The expressions for friction and viscosity remains the same as 
in the normal liquid regme but the dynarnical variables such as the dynamic struc- 
ture factor develops a long time tail within a very narrow de~is~ty  range This long 
time tail of the dynamic structure factor accounts for the rapid rise of the value of 
viscosity and friction over this narrow density range The decoupllng arises due to 
the existence of the slowly relaxing solid l~ke  microdommns in the supercooled liq- 
uids The presence of this solid like domains gves nse to inhomogeneity in the liquid 
with some domams which are solid like and others which are liquid llke In each of 
these domains the SE law will be valid but the overall value of the diffusion/friction 
decouples from the measured vlscosity 
Note that the study presented here can explan decoupl~ng in neat hquids only 
m a semi-quantitative manner To present a quantitat~ve study of the decouplmg, 
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a detaded calculation which considers different domams in the solvent is to be per- 
formed The crux of the problem is to find an accurate distribution function , like 
P [ F ( ~ , ~ ) ] ,  of the domains This remans an unsolved problem 
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Chapter 4 
Size Dependence of Diffusion 
4 1 Introduction 
Diffusion of small solute particles (atoms, molecules) in a dense hquld of larger 
particles is an important but 111-understood problem of condensed matter physics 
and chern~stry In this case one does not expect the Stokes-Einstein (SE) relation 
between the dlffuslon coefficient (D), of the tagged particle of radius (R) and the 
viscosity (q) of the medium to be vahd Indeed, experiments [I, 2, 3, 4, 51 have 
repeatedly shown that m tlrirs limit SE relation (with sllp boundary condition) sig- 
nificantly vlzderestzrnates the diffusion coefficient The conventional SE relation IS 
D = CkBT/Rq where, kaT is the Boltzmann constant times the absolute temper- 
ature and G is a numerical constant determined by the hydrodynamic boundary 
condition To explan the enhanced dlffus~on, sometimes an ernpirlcal modification 
of the SE relation of the form, 
is used [3, 51 The value of the exponent is typ~cally a N 213 This fractional VIS- 
cosity dependence of D is often referred to as the ricrovlscosity effect whlch imphes 
that the viscosity around a small solute is rather different from that of the bulk due 
to slze effects On the other hand, Zwanzig and Harrlson [6] proposed that lt 1s 
more rneanmgful to d~scuss the experimental results m terms of an efictzve hydro- 
dynamic radius which is determined, among Inarly factors, by the solute-solvent size 
ratio Neither the fractional viscosity dependence of 13 nor the arigin af tlie effectlve 
hydrodynamic radius are well-understood 
Although detailed microscopic calculatlorls of the prohlerri rrieritimcd above are 
not available, there exist several computer simulation studies [8, 91, whch also find 
the anomalous enhanced diffusion, even for simple rriotlel potent~sls such as the 
Lennard-Jones The physical origin of the enhanced d~ffusiorl is not clear from 
the simulations The enhancement can be as large as 50 % over the hydrodynamic 
value What is even more surprising is that the s~rrlulated iffusion constant becomes 
smaller than the hydrodynamic prediction for very s~tiall solutes, w ~ t h  sizes less 
than one fifteenth of the solvent ~riolecules T h e  results h e  defied a, rrucroscopic 
explanat~on 
In this Chapter, a microscopic calculat~on of the s i ~ e  depeiiderit dlffusiori 1s pre- 
sented The calculation is based 011 the well-know11 mode coupl~rig theoretic ap- 
proach The theoretical calculation 1s shown to give ari exccllerit agrecrrierit with 
the simulation results and provides a physlcal mterprctst~ori of thta erllia~iced dif- 
fusion It is found that the enhanced diffusiori of s~r~aller solutcs arises from the 
decoupli~ig of the solute motion from the derisity mode of the  solvent It 1s shown 
that this decoupling of the solute (smaller than the solvent ) dynarrws from the 
solvent density mode in the normal llquid regime is the orlgxu of the euyerirnen- 
tally observed large decoupling of the solute diffus~on fro111 sulverlt v~scoslty In the 
supercooled regime (51 
In this Chapter we also address another u~~resolved problem which 1s a quan- 
tltative understanding of the crossover to the SE behavior Such a crossover 1s of 
course expected as the solute sire is increased far beyorld that of the solvent We 
study the diffusion of solutes larger than the solvent A cross-over of the diffislon 
to SE relatlon for large solutes is also presented m thls chapter 
Slnce the goal is to study the friction on a solute wfilch IS drffer~nt in slm from 
the solvent, the mode coupling expressions of fnction for a neat l~quid presented ln 
Chapter 2 needs to be extended for a binary system at  ~nfi~lrte solut'e dllutlon 
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The layout of the rest of the chapter is as follows Section 4 2 deals with the 
theoretical formulation Sectlon 4 3 deals mth the enhanced anomalous diffusion of 
smaller solutes The decouplmg of tracer diffusion from v~scosity m the supercooled 
llquld is presented in sectlon 4 4 In sectlon 4 5 we present the cross-over to the SE 
relatlon for larger solutes and section 4 6 concludes mth a brlef discussion on the 
results 
4 2 Theoretical Formulation 
Let us cons~der a angle tagged solute particle among the solvent molecules Let 
vlz (r )  denote the interaction p a r  potential between the solute and a solvent molecule 
while v(r) denotes the same for a pa r  of solvent molecules Both are assumed to 
be gwen by the Lennard-Jones potential and are characterized by the same energy 
parameter, E The other relevant interaction parameter, the LJ diameter, is denoted 
by 01 and 0 2  for the solvent and the solute, respectively 7Z-I = 2 is the solute to 
solvent size ratio The expression for the solute-solvent interaction pair potential is 
where 012 = 9 Both the solute and the solvent are considered to have the same 
mass 'm' 
The liquid is characterrzed by the reduced number denslty p* = pol3 and the 
reduced temperature T* = JCBT/E 
In this chapter, for the calculation of fnction only those expressions wdl be 
presented which are different from that for a neat hquid For the other expressions 
we will refer to the previous chapters 
The final expression of the total frequency dependent fnctlon remans the same 
as presented In Chapter 2 and is pven by, 
4 2 1 Calculation of the Binary Term 
Let us first describe the calculation of CB(t), for a tagged molecule different, In size 
from that of the solvent molecule 
The expression of CB(t) can be written as, 
CB(t) = 4 1 2 e x ~ ( - t ~ / < ) ,  ( 4  4 )  
where wc12 is the well-known Einstein frequency of the solute in presence of the 
solvent molecules and is gwen by, 
2 
w,,, = & ;: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~) (4 5 )  
here g12(r) is the solute-solvent radial distribution function obtained from the binary 
HMSA scheme [7] 
In Eq 4 4 ,  the relaxation time rc is determined in a simllar way as that for a neat 
liquid but for a different (solute-solvent) interaction potential and radial distribution 
functlon and 1s gwen by, 
W:/.: = (p/3m2) J dr(vavBv12(r))n2(r) ( v a v B v l 2  (r)) 
3 CUP 
+(1/6~) / [dq/(2a) h d 1 2 ( q )  ( S ( q )  - l)~d*L(q) (4 6, 
where summation over repeated indices is implied Here S(q) IS the statlc structure 
factor of the pure solvent The expression for $$(q) 1s written as a combination of 
the distinct parts of the second moments of the longitudinal and transverse current 
correlatmn funct~ons y$,,(q) and y;,, (q) , respectively 
7%(s) = - - ( ~ / m )  J dr ezp(--rq r ) g 1 2 ( r ) v a v P u l 2 ( r )  
= P4%12(9) + (6, - FV)4,,(q) 
where & 2 ( q )  = % 2 ( d  and ~ f i 1 2  (q) = ,YZ&(q) 
4 2 2 Calculation of the Density and Current Contributions 
f$&) glvm the couphg of the solute motion to the denslty modes of the solvent 
through two particle direct correlation function %T(t) gives the coupling to the 
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transverse current through the transverse vertex function The expressions for Rpp(t) 
and Rm(t) are obtained in the same way as described in Chapter 2 but for a binary 
liquid at lrlhriitely dilute solute concentration and is given by, 
From the above expressions it is found that other than the two particle direct 
correlation function in the density term and the vertex function m the current term 
everything remains the same as that for a neat liquid The two particle direct 
correlation function for a binary system, c12(q) is obtamed from the binary HMSA 
[7] The vertex function &, (q) is @ven by Eq 4 7 
The calculation of friction with the new dynamic and static correlations men- 
tioned above is performed in a similar procedure gwen In Chapter 2 The viscosity 
for the pure solvent is calculated as described in Chapter 2 
For the calculation of friction and viscosity in the supercooled regime (sect~on 
4 4 iri this chapter) the dynamic structure factor for a supercooled liquid has been 
used (as described in Chapter 3) 
4.3 Anomalous Diffusion of Small Solutes 
This section presents the study of the diffusion of solutes smaller than the size of the 
solvent in the normal liquid regime A detailed calculation of the sme dependence of 
the diffusion coefficient has been carried out The solutesolvent slze ratlo 1s vaned 
from 1/20 to 1 The results are compared rmth the existing computer simulation 
studies 
The study is performed at reduced temperature T. = 0 75 and reduced density 
between p* = 0 844 - 0 92 This is precisely the system studied m computer simula- 
tionr [8) The variahon of the self-diffusion coefhcient with the solute sue  i s  shown 111 
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~ l g  4 1, where the size of the solute molecule has been varied from 1 to 1/20 times 
that of the solvent molecule In the same figure the computer simulated values [8] 
are dso plotted for cornpanson with the calculated results The calculated results 
are good agreement with the computer simulations Both the theoretical results 
and the computer simulation studies show an enhanced diffusion for size ratios R ( 
72 = ol/oz ) between 1 5 to 15 This as we find is due to the sharp decouyling of 
the solute dynamics from the solvent density mode 
It has been already discussed in Chapter 2 that for neat liquids the contribution 
from the current term IS very less at high density Thus there is a decoupling of the 
solute motion from the current mode of the solvent even for neat liquids For smaller 
solutes we find that the current term contribution further reduces and in addition 
there takes place this decoupling of the solute motlon from the solvent density mode 
that gives rise to the enhanced diffusion of s~naller solutes 
The decoupling scenario can be clearly envisaged from the following graph Fig- 
ure 4 2 shows the time dependence of the self intermediate scattering function for 
solute-solvent size ratio 0 5, and the intermediate scattering functioii of the solvent 
for a gven wavenumber (chosen to be equal to 6 O/a) in the norniaI density regime 
For comparison we have aIso plotted in the same graph the self-intermediate scat- 
tering function for solute-solvent size ratio 1 The plots show that for size ratio 1 
the solute motion is fully coupled to the solvent dynamics, whereas when the solute- 
solvent size ratio is 0 5 then there is a disparity in the time scale of the solute and 
the solvent dynamics The time scale of the solute motion is much smaller than the 
time scale in which the solvent dynamics takes place This reduces the co~itribution 
of the density mode of the solvent to the solute friction/diffusion 
Another factor whlch contributes to the decoupling is the two particle direct 
correlation function The product qz (q )F(q ,  t )  defines the modified structure of the 
solvent probed by the solute The value of the direct correlatxon function is less for 
smaller solutes at all wave vectors The smaller the value of the two partlcle direct 
correlation function the lesser will be the contribution of tlle density mode to the 
total friction 
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Figure 4 1 The ratio of the self-diffusion codaen t  of the solute (4) to that of the 
solvent molecules (Dl)is plotted as a function of the solvent-solute size ratio ( U ~ / Q )  
for equal mass The solid line represents the values calculated from the present mode 
coupling theory The filled circles and the crosses represent the computer simulated 
[8] and the modified computer simulated values, respectively For comparison we 
have also shown the results predicted by the Stokes-Emstem relation (represented 
by the dashed lme) Here the range of danslty studled IS @(= p3) = 0 85 - 0 92 at 
T*(= knT/e) = 0 76 
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Figure 4 2 The time dependencies of the single particle and the collective inter- 
mediate structure factors are compared for two different solute sizes a t  a particular 
wavenumber q* = 6 001 at reduced temperature T* = 0 75 and in the nomd 
density r e w e  (P* = 0 89) The solid line represents the collective intermediate 
S ~ ~ U C ~ U R  factor The long dashed line is the single particle inter~ned~ate structure 
factor for solutesolvent size ratio 1 0 and the short dashed line 1s for solute-solvent 
size ratlo 0 5 The plots show that the decoupllng of the solute motlon from the 
solvent dynamics increases as the solute size IS decreased The time 1s scaled by T ~ c ,  
where r., = [mo2/b~]lJ2 
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This sharp decoupling also explams the saturation of the d~ffusion for R > 10 
 or R > 10 due to almost full decoupling of the solute motion from the solvent 
dynamics there is hardly any contribution from the density mode and the fr~ction 1s 
determined by the binary part Thus in the time scale at wh~ch the solute dynamics 
takes place the solvent remains nearly static Now once the solute becomes very 
small it does not feel the static structure of the solvent around it and can dlffuse 
through the interparticle distances Thus further decrease in the size of the solute 
does not decrease the binary friction leadmg to the near saturation of the diffuslon 
when plotted against the solute-solvent slze ratio 
Another surprising result obtamed both m the computer s~mulation studies and 
in the theoret~cal analysis is the smaller value of the diffusion coefficient than that 
predicted by the SE relat~on for R > 15 The SE relation pred~cts that the fr~ction 
is proportional to R-I whereas this present microscopic calculation shows a near 
constant value of the fnction for R > 15 This leads to a smaller value of the 
calculated diffusion coefficient than that predicted by the SE relation 
Note that there is an apparent disagreement between the theory and simulation 
between R = 12 - 18 While tbe theory gwes a smooth curve, there IS a d ~ p  in the 
sirnulat~on result [8] In the theoretical calculation the system IS studied in the h m ~ t  
of zero solute con cent ratio^^ Thus the size of the solute should not influence the 
diffuslon of the bulk solvent It should remain constant for a particular density and 
temperature as the solute slze is varied The simulated system IS made comparable 
with the theoretically studled system by fixlng the value of the diffusion of a solvent 
molecule in presence of other solvent molecules, Dl = 0 024 for p* = 0 92 This 
leads to a smooth curve shown in Fig 4 1 The agreement between theory and 
simulations is now excellent 
Thus it is found that there ~s a decoupllng of tracer diffusion from viscosity in 
the normal liquid regme Though there is a large decouplmg of the motion of the 
tracer particle from the solvent dynarmcs, surpnslngly the decouplmg leads to only 
a small enhancement of the diffusion This is because in this regon both the friction 
and the v~scosity are dominated by the short time part 
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4.4 Decoupllng of Tracer Diffusion From Viscos- 
ity in the Supercooled Liquld 
Io the previous chapter it was shown that because of the long time tail in the 
dynamic structure factor the viscoslty and the frict~on for neat llquid &verges in the 
supercooled liquid For neat llqulds the decoupling of the solute diffusion from the 
viscosity of the solvent could only be explmried by consideririg an i ~ ~ t l o ~ a o g e ~ i e o ~ ~  
solvent with solld llke and liquid like domains 
Ln this sectlon it will be shown that for smaller solutes because of the decoupllng 
of the solute motlon from the solvent density mode (as d~scussed 111 the previous 
sectlon ) there is a large decoupling of the tracer diffusion from solvent viscoslty 
even when the solvent is considered to be honiogeneous 
In Fig 4 3 the variation of the ratio of the calculated self-diffusion coefficient to 
the Stokes-Einstein value, (that is D/Dsc) is plotted agamst density at  a reduced 
b 
temperature T* = 0 8 This variation is shown for two d~fferent solute-solve~it size 
ratios It 1s clear from this figure that the calculated ratio becomes rather large for 
smaller solutes as the glass transition point 1s readied The extent of decoupling 
decreases rapidly as the sue is increased For solute-solvent size ratio 0 5 the ratio 
DIDsB 1s about 12 5 at p* = 0 99 (where the glass trarlsition derta~ty p: = 10) 
while for solute-solvent size ratio 0 75 the ratio is about 3 48 
As already mentioned, this decoupling of the tracer diffusion from the solvent 
viscoslty arises in the mode coupling theory because of the decoupling of the solute 
motion from the collective dynamics which becomes progressively slower as  the glass 
transition temperature is approached 
The decoupling becomes more pronounced only near the glam trarlsition poi~lt 
where the coupling to the density fluctuation plays the dommant role in determining 
the viscos~ty Near this regime the mtermediate scattering functlon of the solvat 
after the mitml decay develops a slow long time tad Thls tail becorrles slower as the 
glass transition point ~s approached The m o t m  of the smaller solukes does not get 
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Figure 4 3 The calculated tagged particle diffusion coefficient, D (scaled by the dif- 
fusion coefficient value predicted by the Stokes-Einstein relation, GE = k~T/4xqR)  
is plotted agmnst reduced density p*, for two different solute sizes The reduced 
temperature T* = 0 8 and p* is varied from 0 89 - 0 99 The dashed-dot line xs 
for solute-solvent size ratlo 0 5 and the dashed line is for solutesolvent sIze ratio 
0 75 The solid line shows the result predicted by the Stokes-Emstein relation The 
plot shows that the decoupling of d~ffusion coeffic~ent increases, wlth the decrease in 
solute slze and also as the glass trmsltion point 1s approached 
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Rgure 4 4 The tlme dependencies of the s~ngle particle m d  the collective inter- 
mediate structure factors are compared for two different solute sizes at  a particular 
wavenumber q* = 6 001 at reduced temperature T* = 0 8 and in the supercooled 
density regme (p* = 0 97) The sold h e  represents the collective intermediate 
stmAure factor The long dashed line 1s the smgle particle lntermedlate structure 
factor for solute-solvent sue ratio 1 0 and the short dashed line is that for solute 
solvent sue ratio 0 5 The time a scaled by T.,, where 5, = [ m ~ ~ / l k ~ ~ ] ' ' ~  
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coupled to this long time ta l ,  where as the viscosity is directly affected from this 
slowing down of F(q ,  t )  This can be clearly seen in the Fig 4 4 For solute-solvent 
size ratio 0 5 the solute motlorlls much faster to p k  up any contribution from the 
long time tad of F(q,  t )  As the solute size increases the solute motion becomes 
slower and the tail of the dynamic structure factor makes significant contribution to 
the total frictio~i 
~ h u s  it is found that in supercooled liquids the dynamics of the smaller solutes 
are not coupled to the longtime tail of the solvent dynamics It is known that 
this long time tall is responsible for the large value of the solvent viscosity Thus 
this sharp decoupling between the solute and the solvent dynamics leads to the 
decoupling of the solute diffusion from the solvent viscosity 
4 5 Diffusion of Solutes Larger than the Size of 
the Solvent: Recovery of St okes-Einst ein Re- 
lation 
Now let us turn our attention to diffusion of solutes which are larger than the 
solvent molecules Here, the crossover from the collis~on and density dominated 
region to the transverse current dominated regon and the recovery of the SE relation 
for solutes about three times bigger than the solvent IS presented 
In the case where the solute size IS bigger than the slze of the solvent the diffusion 
mechanism can be completely different Here one expects a hydrodynamic behavior 
and the SE relation to be vahd Earl~er studles [lo] have shown that Eq 4 3, mth 
only the Rm(z) term, csn correctly reduce to the SE limit for large 02/01, provided 
that Fs (q, t )  is set to unity, Fi (q, t )  1s neglected and the vertex function has the 
proper form which was however, left unspecified No detailed study of this problem 
, to the best of our knowledge, has ever been camed out for dense l~quids The 
following questions are considered to be part~cularly interesting Where exactly the 
crossover takes place 7 Is there any sharp crossover at dl? Since we are Interested in 
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Figure 4 5 The size medrated crossover from the mlcroscoplc to the hydrodynamic 
behamor uf diffusion In thls figure the contnbution to the diffusion from the binary 
md the density modes gven by Dm,,, = [CB + Rpp]-I has been compared with that 
from the transverse current mode given by = & All the d u e s  are scaled 
by q, = [ r n l / h ~ ] ' l ~  
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large solute sizes, F: (9, t )  1s neglected This further guarantees that Rm (I) has the 
correct hydrodynamic form The relat~ve values of (, 1 (z=O) + RpP(z=O) ad RZ''T (Z = O) 
has been studled I11 Fig 4 5 the sue ratlo dependence of the values of the first term 
a d  the second term of Eq 4 3 at zero frequency is plotted It is found that the 
1 value of Rm (2 = 0) 1s higher than (.&=,) + Rppb=a) when o-2/al is 3 and above The 
scenario changes below size ratlo 3 and RTT(Z = 0) rapidly becomes smaller as slze 
ratio 1 is approached When 'R-' 2 4 the magnitude of [(z = 0) increases almost 
linearly with the size of the solute The ratio mC(z = O)/qR, which can be termed 
as the hydrodynamic boundary coefficient (HBC), IS found to be equal to 12 545 for 
R - ~  =4, which IS very close to 4n, the value of the slip HBC 
We were also curlous to know the effect of the inertial term (F,B(q, t ) )  on the 
crossover W ~ t h  this term present in RTT ~t IS found that the crossover takes place 
at  somewhat larger solute size 02/01 = 6 and also the ratio m[ (z  = O)/qR remains 
large which IS rather unphysical 
This might be because only the slze of the solute has been increased keepmg 
all the other parameters such as the mass and the energy parameter e same wh~ch 
basically describes an unrealist~c system Later in this thesis we mll investigate the 
cross-over from the microscopic and density dommated regnne to the current mode 
dominated regme by changng the size and accordingly the mass and the interaction 
energy of the solute whlch is expected to descnbe a more realistic system 
4.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter ~t is shown that the theory can explam the enhanced diffusion of 
1 
solutes which are smaller than the solvent The results are m good agreement w t h  
the computer s~mulation studies The enhanced tracer diffusion over the value pre- 
dicted by the SE relation can be explaned in terms of the decoupling of the solute 
dynsn~cs  from that of the solvent In the normal hquid regme though there is a con- 
s~derable decoupling of the solute motion the enhancement in the diffusion is small, 
as both the fnction on the solute and solvent vlscoslty are pnmanly detelmmed by 
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the binary term 
Tlie theory also seems to provide a rnicroscoyiL evplarlatiu~l for the rlear sat- 
uration of the diffusion coefficient for R > 10 and also the srrialler value of the 
diffusion coefficlent than that predicted by the SE relation for R > 15 Both these 
phenomenons can be attributed to the decoupllng of the solute dyriar~itcs from the 
solvent density and current mode and the near saturation of the blnary friction for 
R >  10 
It is shown that the decoupling gxves rise to further e~ilia~icerxlent of diffusiorl over 
the value predicted by the SE relatlon in the supercooled regime This IS because In 
the supercooled regime the solvent dynamics slows down aud develops a very lorig 
time tail This gives rise to the large value of viscosity 1x1 the supercooled regime 
eventually leading to its divergence at glass transition As the dyxianiics of the solute 
which is smaller than the solvent does not get coupled to thls long time tail, the 
solute essentially remams Ignorant towards these changes happexmg 111 the solvent 
dynamxcs So though the slowing down very much effects the viscosity , ~t has llttle 
effect on the solute dynamics leading to the large decoupling of the salute dxffwion 
from the solvent viscosity 
The diffusion of solutes larger than the solvent has also been studied It IS 
found that for solutes about three times larger than the solvent, the diffusion IS 
primarily determined by the current mode An interesting result 1s the recovery of 
the Stokes expression between the friction and the vlscoslty An irltrlguirg aspect 
is the natural convergence of the ratio m<(x = O)/qR to the shp hydrody~iarnic 
boundary coefficlent (HBC), as the solute si7e is increased T h s  then naturally 
rases the question that, what are the coadxtions under which the stick HBC, 6 ~ ,  
can be recovered In the present calculation the LJ energy parameter of the solute- 
solvent pair (€12) has been considered to be equal to that of solvent-solvent p c r  (E) 
An appropriate calculation would be to study the dependence of the frlction as a 
function of (QQ/€) When €12 > s the value of the friction on the solute particle 
1s expected to increase as the solute experiences a greater attraction towards its 
nelghbourlng solvent molecules This rise in the frict~on might lead to the stlck 
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HBC This problem will be addressed in the later part of th~s  thesis 
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Chapter 5 
Effects of Specific Solute-Solvent 
Interaction on Diffusion: 
Crossover from a Sub-slip to a 
Super-st ick Limit of Diffusion 
5 1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter is was shown that the dfiusion of a solute changes consider- 
ably with the solute-solvent size ratlo In particular, it was demonstrated that the 
contributions of vanous mechanisms to fiiction can alter drastically with slze Tlus 
chapter presents the study of the role of the specific interaction between the solute 
and the solvent molecules on the ddTusion mechanism [l - 61 By specific mter- 
action it is meant that the ~ntermolecular interaction potentld between the solute 
and solvent has a component which is of dflerent origm Usually the interaction 
between the solute-solvent par  (Q) is assumed to be denved from the interaction 
between the solvent-solvent paw (el) and that between the solutesolute pau (a) 
For example according to Berthelot's rule el2 = a But there are systems where 
the solutesolvent interactrons may be of different ongn and Berthelot's rule may 
not be applicable Examples of such tnteractions are the hydrogen bondlng, charge 
transfer complexes etc In Navier-Stokes hydrodynmics, this is accounted for, in 
ad hoe fashion, by either changing the hydrodynamic boundary condition or the 
hydrodynamic radlus [3] For example, the hydrodynamic boundary condition of 
polar molecules needs to be changed from the slip to the stick boundary condltlon 
as the solvent is changed from a normal alkane to the alcohol of the same than 
length, although the viscosity and density of the solvent does not change markedly 
[I, 21  his way of accounting for the specific solute- solvent interaction does not 
seem to provide any microscopic justification 
Several experimental studies [4 - 61 have recently explored the role of specific 
solute-solvent interactions on the diffusion process Notable among them is the 
marked decrease observed In the value of the probe diffusion coefficient when a 
radical is generated by photodissociation It was found that the diffusion of a photo 
generated radical is considerably slower than that of the parent, stable molecule, 
of the same size [5] In another interesting experimental study, Nakahara et a1 [6] 
observed a definite role of attractive solute-solvent interaction in deter~rming the 
d~ffusion of polar solutes in polar solvents While the effects of dielectric frlction on 
mass transport have been studied extensively [7, 81, there has been little theoretical 
investigation, to the best of our knowledge, on the effects of short range specific 
solute-solvent interaction on the diffusion of a tagged solute 
The objective of the present work is to study the role of such short range attrac- 
tive and repulsive interactions on molecular diffusion from a mlcroscoplc point of 
view The short range interact~on between the solute and the solvent molecules is 
considered to be d~fferent from that among the solvent molecules themselves Thus, 
the solute-solvent Interaction can be represented by the following expression 
Here vo(r) represents the potentlal energy without the specific interbctlon This 1s 
regarded as the interaction potential of the reference system vo(r) is assumed to 
be the same as the solvent-solvent pair potential Au(r) is a measure of the specific 
interaction and is considered as a perturbation over the reference potentla1 h ( r )  
may either be repulsive or attractive For example, the speclfic interaction between 
a benzene molecule and water 1s primmly repulsive m nature On the other hand, 
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the specific interaction between a methanol (or any alcohol) molecule and water 1s 
attractive in origm Note that this formulation can be used to describe both the 
situations 
The system studied here consists of one solute molecule and the solvent medium 
The pair potential of the solvent 1s assumed to be gwen by the ample Lennard-Jones 
12-6 potential 
where e is the energy scale of the par-mse solvent-solvent interaction, a is the solvent 
diameter and r is the distance between two solvent molecules The solute-solvent 
specific interaction is assumed to be gwen by 
where esS is a measure of the strength of the speclfic solute-solvent interaction 
The effect of the specific interaction on the solute's diffusion has been explored by 
varying E,, from negative (attractive) to posltive (repulsive) through zero (reference) 
It is found that the systematic variation of the specific interaction strength from 
attractive to repuls~ve leads to a systematic but non-linear decrease of the fnction 
which induces a trans~tlon from an apparent stick-like to a slip-like diffusion Thus 
this study provides a microscopic justification for the change m the hydrodynamic 
boundary condition for describing diffusion in complex hquids 
The theoretical results obtmned here have been compared with computer simu- 
latlons of the same model systems [9] The agreement between the theory and the 
computer simulations have been found to be satisfactory 
The major change is found to occur in the binary term of the friction This 
is because the specific interaction can significantly alter the structure of the cage 
surrounding the solute molecule The change in binary fnction in turn leads to some 
change in the structural relaxatton (that is, the density mode) contnbution This 
cascading effect is also a hallmark of the mode coupling theory, because the binary 
term propagates the slower, correlated events However, for a solute molecule of the 
same sxze as the solvent molecules, the contribution from the current made remams 
almost unaltered and also quite small 
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The organization of the rest of the chapter IS the f0110~11ig The theoretical 
formulation is described in the next section Section 5 3 co~itains the results ~h~ 
chapter concludes with a brief discussion presented 1n section 5 4 
5 2 Theoretical Formulation 
The equations for the calculation of the friction remains the same as presented in 
Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 Though the expressions remam the same, the solute- 
solvent pa r  potential is now given by Eq 5 1-5 3 The solute-solvent radial distn- 
bution function, g12(r), the two particle direct correlation function, c12(q) and all 
other dynamic and static variables where vlz(r) enters are now calculated with this 
new potential Since the solute-solvent mteraction potentla1 with the perturbation 
can not be described by a Lennard-Jones k~nd potential, the HMSA scheme given 
by Egorov et al [lo] had to be modified for the calculat~o~i of gl2(r) and c ~ ~ ( T )  
The solute-solvent interaction potential can be written as, 
Thus the separation of v12 (T )  into ~ t s  attractwe (v12,4 ( r ) )  and repulsive (vlzn(r)) 
part is given by, 
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where rmSn =kt/(€ - e,./4)] rr The rest of the calculational scheme remmnrr the 
same as described by Egorov et al [lo] 
It is to be noted that whde in simulationg the dynsrmcs of the solvent 1s effected 
by the specific solute-solvent interact~on, m the theoratleal study performed here the 
solvent dynarmcs is considered to remain unaltered That i s  tile dynamic structure 
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factor of the solvent is assumed to be the same as that for a neat liquld The 
effect of the specific interaction is Introduced at  the static level through the two 
particle correlation functlon, clz (q) clz (q) only modifies the statlc structure of the 
solvent around the solute To Introduce the effect of the specific interaction on 
the dynarnlcs of the solvent, a full self-consistent calculation is requlred where the 
dynamlc structure factor of the solvent should also be calculated self-cons~stently 
Since the theoretical calculation is performed at infinite solute dilution, it is 
assumed that there is only one solute present in the solvent medlum In such a case 
the solvent molecules which are near to the solute are surrounded by many other 
solvent molecules and only one of the neighbour is the solute molecule Thus it 
can be argued that the specific solute-solvent interaction has a negllgble effect on 
the dynamics of these neighbouring solvent molecules and thelr dynarnlcs can be 
assumed to be the same as that of the bulk solvent 
5.3 Results 
The liquld 1s characterized by the reduced number density p* = pa3 and the reduced 
temperature T* = kBT/e  The mass and the size of the solute are assumed to be 
same as that of the solvent The solute-solvent p a r  potentd is glven by Eq 5 4 
and the solvent -solvent palr potential 1s gwen by Eq 5 2 
5 3 1 Effect on Solute-Solvent Radial Distribution Functions 
The solute-solvent radial d~str~butlon functlon obtamed from the modified HMSA, 
for attractive ( 4 .  < 0), repulsive (eSs > 0) and reference ( 4 .  = 0) cases are shown in 
Flg 5 1 These functions indicate the role of the specific solute-solvent interaction 
m formlng or brealung the solvatlon shell around the tagged solute Note that the 
peak helght increases significantly for large attraction, whlch mdicates the increase 
In the number of nearest neighbors around the tagged solute and the reverse 1s 
observed for the repulsive case Moreaver, they are a11nost symmetrical around the 
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reference peak In addition, one can observe a shift in peak positions (see Wg 5 I), 
this corresponds to the same local structure formation and structure breaking, in 
the attractive and repulsive cases, respectively In other words, in the repulsive case 
> 0) there is local evaporation, which leads to a bigger radius of the cage and also 
a gradual disappearance of the cage around the solute This feature is manifested in 
g ( r ) ,  where the bigger cage radius corresponds to the shift of the peak position to the 
right and the reduction m the peak height indicates less number of solvent molecules 
around the solute The reverse (condensation) happens for attractive case, where 
there is a pronounced solvent cage formed around the solute with smaller cage radlus 
Particularly with repulsive specific interaction, the decrease In the peak height of 
the second mamma IS assoc~ated wlth the disappearance of second solvat~on shell, 
which is in good agreement with the study of Lynden-Bell et al [ll] In repulsive 
case the structure breaking leads to an increase in solute diffusion On the other 
hand, if the specihc solute-solvent interaction is attractive, the solute is crowded 
by the solvent molecules, as  reflected in g12 (r), which ultimately hinders the solute 
diffusion It is to be noted that the same features of the radial distribution function 
has also been observed in the simulation studies [9] 
5 3 2 Diffusion Coefficients and Cross-over 
The ratio of the self diffusion coefficients for different e,, to that of the reference 
system (e,, = 0) are plotted against e8,/c,  at p* = 0 85 and T* = 1 0 in Flg 5 2 
When e8 , /e  is negative, it means an attractwe interaction and vice versa From the 
figure it can be seen that diffusion increases for the repulsive specific solute-solvent 
interaction and decreases for the attractive specific solute-solvent interaction For 
cornpanson the simulated values [9] are plotted ln the same graph The theory is 
in semi-quantitative agreement with the simulation results This can be considered 
satxifactory as no adjustable parameter has been used at  any stage of the calculation, 
even the viscosity of the solvent has been obtained from the mode coupling theory 
expression In the same figure the slip and stick hydrodynamic boundary conditions 
are also shown with two horizontal lines From the figure it 1s clear that the specific 
solute-solvent in t e r~ t ion  induces a cross over from st~k-like to slplike diRusion 
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Flgure 5 2 The calculated values of the ratio of the self diffusion coeffiaents Dsolute 
for dserent css to that of the reference system (e,, = 0) Do are plotted against 
r3./s (represented by the sohd line) For cornpanson, the values obtairid from 
computer simulation studles ( represented by the points ) are also plotted in the 
same graph The dfision coefficients obtamed by uslng the sllp and the stick 
boundary conditions are shown by the sohd strslght hnes The v~scosity of the 
solvent 1s also obtained from the mode coupllng theory The solvellt 1s Lennard- 
Jones argon at p* = 0 85 and P = 1 00 The mass md  the size of the solute are 
the same as thase of an argon atom 
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one moves from attractive specific interaction to reyuhve oue Thus, one 
potentially has an explanation for the use of such different boundary conditions to 
describe diffusion in complex liquids 
The calculation reveals that the effect of the specific solute-solvent interaction 
has a more pronounced effect on the binary friction and the density term Thls is 
because a short range interaction primarily changes the cage structure of the solvent 
around the solute, which in turn affects the binary and the density term h the 
attractive specific interaction case, due to the strong attraction between the solute 
and solvent molecules, a large number of solvents exlsts around solute, forming a well 
defined cage around it Consequently the solute immediately collides wlth solvents 
and the reversal occurs frequently thus increasing the friction On the other hand, 
for the repulsive case the solute and solvent move away from each other and there 
1s a reduction in the number of solvent molecules around the solute, wh~ch leads 
to a less pronounced cage Due to the presence of less number of neighbouring 
solvent molecules, the probability of having collisions for a solute with the solvents 
also decreases So the solute can easily escape the solvent cage and back scattering 
would not exert significant influence on the motion of the solute leadlng to a decrease 
in the frictiori 
5.4 Conclusions 
The main results presented in this chapter are now summarized A study of the 
diffusion coefficient of a tagged solute has been carned out by varying the strength 
of the specific solute-solvent interaction The analysis showed that the microscopic 
origin of the effects of the specific solute-solvent interaction lies primarily in the 
modification of the binary and density term of the fnction This is because the spe- 
cific interaction can significantly alter the structure of the solvent cage surrounding 
the solute moIecule 
For attractwe speufic interactions a more pronounced solvent cage with a smaller 
cage radius is formed around the solute This Increases the blnary collson between 
the solute-solvent pans and also due to the slower relaxation of the solvent cage 
the density term contributes more to the friction On the other hand m case of 
a repulsive speclhc interaction there is a local evaporation and a less pmnounced 
solvent cage with a bigger radlus is formed around the solute In t h r  case both the 
binary collisions and the density contribution to the total friction reduces 
A crossover from sub-slip to super-stick of the diffusion was obtamed when the 
specific interaction was varied from more repulsive to a more attractive one This 
provides a microscopic justdcation for the change in the hydrodynamic boundary 
condition performed to study diffusion of complex Ilyuid~ [I, 21 
It 1s also found that the solute diffusion exhibits a non-linear dependence on the 
magnitude of the attractive solute-solvent interactlon This 1s In accordance with 
the computer simulation study [9] and also wlth the recent experimental results of 
Terazlma and co-workers [5] where the diffusion rate of a photogenerated radical has 
been found to be significantly slower than that of the parent molecule 
Although many experiment a1 results st111 remam to be explamed quariti tatlvely, 
the present theory offers the following qualitative explanation When the solvent 
dynamics is slow (that is, the liquid IS VISCOUS) and the attractive interact~on between 
the solute and the solvent IS strong, then the solute diffusion wlll be dominated by 
the contribution from the density mode of the solvent alone In such a situation, 
the temperature dependence of the solute diffusion will naturally follow that of the 
solvent On the other hand, a decoupling of the solute diffusion from the solvent 
dynaniics can take place when the solute-solvent iriteraction is pri~xiarlly repulsive 
In the latter case, the binary interaction can dominate solute diffusion 
The above results will also be dependent on the relative strength/fraglity of 
the solvent compared to the solute-solvent interaction For a strong hqu~d,  such 
as a network liquid, diffusion coefficient wlll be determined largely by the solvent 
dynamics itself In a weak liquid, such as a molecular hqu~d, e g, dllorobenzene, the 
chffuslon wxll be partly determmed by the solute-solvent interactlon Tbxs aspect 1s 
manifested in the ratio of e,,/e This point is particularly relevant in understanding 
the temperature dependence of the solute dlffuslon coeffiuent 
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Chapter 6 
Power Law Mass Dependence of 
Diffusion 
6 1 Introduction 
For future theoretical developments in the field of transport properties of binary 
and higher order mxxtures the simplest case seems to study the influence of the 
variation in mass of one of the species on the transport properties Without a full 
understanding of this pure mass effect on the transport properties ~t is not possible to 
analyse the effect of the translational- rotational coupling in real molecules Towards 
this goal the simplest system that can be considered is a binary mwture at infinite 
solute dilution where the effect of the solute-solvent mass ratio on the solute diffusion 
can be studied 
1 
Although there has not been much theoretical work other than a quantitative 
study by Hynes et at [I], there are some computer simulation studies of the mass 
dependence of diffusion which provides valuable insight to this problem [2-111 Alder 
et al [2,3] have studied the mass dependence of a solute diffusion at an infinite solute 
dilution in a binary isotopic hard sphere mlxtures The mass effect and its influence 
on the corlcentratlon dependence of the self-diffusron coefficient in a binary isotopic 
Lennard-Jones mixture up to solute-solvent mass ratio 5 was studied by Ebbsjo et 
a1 [4] Later on Bearman and Jolly (5, 61 studled the mass dependence of diffusion 
in binary mlxtures by varying the solute-solvent mass ratlo from 1 to  16 and recently 
Kerl and Willeke have reported a study for binary and ternary isotopic mixtures [7] 
Mass dependence of diffusion by also varying the size of the tagged molecule, for a 
binary Lennard-Jones mixture, has been studied by Ould-Kaddour and Barrat by 
performing MD simulations [8] There have also been some experimental studies of 
mass diffusion [12, 13, 14, 151 
The above mentioned computer simulation and experirnental studies have ad- 
dressed various aspects of mass dependence but they all show that  the self-diffusion 
coefficient of a tagged molecule exhibits a weak mass dependence, especially for 
solutes with size comparable to or larger than the size of the solvent molecules 
Sometimes this mass dependence can be fitted to a power-law, with a small expo- 
nent, less than 0 1 [5] This weak mass dependence has often been considered as 
supportive of the hydrodynamic picture In hydrodynamics the diffusion of a solute 
is conventionally described by the well-known Stokes-Einstein (SE) relation, 
where D i s  the diffusion coefficient of the solute, R the radius, and 77 the viscosity of 
the solvent The constant C is determined by the hydrodynarrnc boundary condition, 
being 4 for slip and 6 for stick boundary condition, respectively As usual, ksT is 
Boltzmann constant times the temperature An important aspect of Stokes-Einstein 
relation is that the predicted diffusion does not at  all depend on the mass of the 
solute 
Kinetic theory, on the other hand, predicts a completely opposite picture For 
example, the Enskog theory predicts a square root mass dependence, as  gwen by 
the following expression, 
Where g is the reduced mass of the solute-solvent pair, u e the diameter of the 
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solvent and g (0) is the value of the radial distribution function at contact Eq 6 2 
predicts too strong a mass dependence which 1s not observed in computer simulation 
[2-111 and experimental studies [12] 
According to the SE relation, the product Dq should remmn constant for systems 
having particles of same size and studied at the same temperature Recent studies [8, 
10, 111 have found that the SE relation does not hold when the mass of the particles 
are changed Walser et a1 have performed MD simulations of water molecules with 
different mass and different molecular mass distribution [lo] They have shown that 
although the viscosity increases and the diifusion decreases with mass, the product 
of the two does not remam constant The product Dq as they find is not correlated 
with the molecular mass, but it is correlated for those systems n t h  the same mass 
distribution Thus, while the mass dependence 1s not as strong as predicted by the 
lunetic theory, it is also not totally negligible 
Thus neither the hnetic theory nor the hydrodynamic theory can explain the 
* 
correct mass dependence of diffusion Clearly, the hydrodynamic and the kinetic 
theories descrlbe two opposite limits of diffusioh While the first one assumes the 
validity of the Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics at the molecular length scales, the 
second one tends to describe diffusion only 1n terms of binary collisional dynamics 
While hydrodynamics assumes that the diffusion occurs via the coupling of the 
solute velocity with only the collective transverse current mode of the solvent, the 
Enskog kinetic theory neglects coupling of the solute motion to all the hydrodynamic 
modes In both these pictures the diffusion due to the structural relaxation of the 
surrounding solvent is totally neglected The more recent mode coupling theory 
(MCT) seems to mterpolate between the two h i t s  and t&es mto account the 
contributions of the structural relaxation 
In the preceding chapters it has been shown that MCT can successfully descnbe 
the diffusion in neat liquids ( Chapter 2), the diffusion of solutes smaller or larger 
than the solvent molecule ( Chapter 4) and also the &ffusion of solutes where the 
mteraction between the solute-solvent par  is different from that between the solvent- 
solvent p a r  (Chapter 5) 
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In this chapter the mode coupling theoretlcal study has been extended to study 
the mass dependence of a tagged molecule dlffuslon The theoretlcal study seems to 
provide aau accurate descrlptlon of the dependence of the diffusion coefhclent of the 
solute on mass A power law mass dependence of the dlffuslon IS obtaned whl& 
1s ln good agreement wlth the slmulatlon results of Bearman and Jolly [5] The 
vdue of the exponent IS found to be equal to 0 099 The reason for the weak power 
law dependence is that the mass dependence enters largely through the blnary term 
whose contrlbutlon IS small in dense liqulds In addition, the contrlbutlon of the 
denslty term moves in the oppos~te dxrectlon when the mass is mcreased, thus further 
weakening the effects of the blnary term 
A graphical andysls of the short time dynamlcs of the collective part has also 
been presented which seems to further justify the modlficatlon proposed In Chapter 
2 It IS shown that the direct extension of the exlsting theory [16, 171 leads to a 
completely wrong result - zt predzcts an zncrease of dzfluszon wzth mass1 
The organization of the rest of the chapter is the following Section 6 2 deals wlth 
the theoretlcal formulation Sectlon 6 3 provldes a graphzcal analysis of how and 
where the existing theory was golng wrong In describing the short tlme dynamics 
of the collective parts thus further justlfylng the modification proposed m Chapter 
2 Sect~on 6 4 contams the numerical results and sectlon 6 5 concludes the chapter 
wlth a brief d~scuss~on 
6.2 Theoretical Formulation 
The system studled m this paper cons~sts of one solute molecule of mass M and the 
N solvent molecules, each of mass m The pan potentld of the solvent-solvent pax 
and the solute-solvent pan n assumed to be even by the slmple Lennard-Jones 12-6 
potential 
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where E IS the energy scale of the pan-wise solvent-solvent mteract~on, o IS the 
dlarneter of both the solute and the solvent and r IS the d~stance between two 
molecules The system 1s characterrzed by two dimensionless parameters, reduced 
dens~ty p* = po3 and reduced temperature T* = ksT/e 
The mode coupl~ng expresslon for the frequency dependent fr~ctlon as presented 
m Chapter 2, 
where CB(t) IS the binary part of the frlct~on, Rpp(t) IS the frict~on due to the coupling 
of the solute mot~on to the collective dens~ty mode of the solvent and Rm(t) IS the 
contr~but~on to the dlffus~on (mverse of fr~ct~on) from the current modes of the 
solvent 
The expresslon of the binary frxtion CB(t), for d~fferent solute-solvent mass ratlo 
IS glven by, 
where w o n  IS now the Emstem frequency of the solute m presence of the solvent and 
is gwen by, 
here g(r)  1s the radial d~str~butmn function 
In Eq 6 5, the relaxat~on tune q 1s determ~ned from the second denvatlve of 
CB(t) at t = 0 and is qven exactly by, 
where summation over repeated indices is implied p is the reduced mass of the 
solute-solvent par  Here S(q) is the static structure factor The expression for 
r;b(q) is written 8s a combination of the distinct parts of the second moments 
of the longitudmal and transverse current correlation functions d(q) and d(q), 
respectively 
The expression for Rpp(t) for different solute-solvent mass ratio can be written 
a, 
Smilarly the expression for Rrrr(t) is gven by, 
In Erl 6 9 and 6 10, c(q) 1s the two particle direct correlation m the wavenumber 
(4) space wh~ch is obtmed from the HMSA scheme [18] whl& h a  also been used 
to ~ b t m n  the radial diststnbution functions required to calculate the binary time 
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constant and the vertex functions F(q, t) is the intermediate scattering factor 
~ , ( ~ , t )  1s the inertial part of the intermediate scattering function Ctt(q, t )  is the 
current autocorrelation function of the solvent and Ctto(q,t) is the mertial part of 
the current autocorrelation function The expression and the calculation detads of 
the above mentioned dynamlcal variables are presented m Chapter 2 Since all are 
pure solvent properties the mass that enters in the calculation is the solvent mass 
The solute dynamical variables required to calculate the denslty and current 
contribution to the friction are the mertid part of the self-intermediate structure 
factor, F: (q, t )  ,given by, 
and the self-intermediate structure factor, F8(q, t) Assuming Gaussian approxlma- 
tion the expression for F8(q, t)  can be wntten as, 
where < Ar2(t) > 1s the mean square displacement (MSD) which 1s calculated 
self-consistently with the frequency dependent fnction through the iterative scheme 
descnbed in Chapter 2 
Note that in the above expressions, the mass of the solute enters m a complex 
fashion First, it enters in the binary friction -even here the contribution 1s more 
complex than what was envisaged m the Enskog theory The mass also enters m the 
collective contributions 
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6 3 Graphical Analysls of the Proper Description 
of the Short Time Dynamics the Collective 
Mode Contr~butions 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the existing prescriptiori of the short time dynamics of 
the collective modes is erroneous It has been also shown in Chapter 2 that for the 
same mass both the formalism seem to provide nearly s lndar  values of the friction 
This is because for solute-solvent mass ratio 1, the time scale of the iriertial motion 
of the solute is smaller than the time scale of the collective short time dynamics of 
solvent, thus the product F,B (q, t)F(q, t) remains almost the same as F,9 (q, t )  F,(q, t )  
Which implies that (Fs (q, t) - F,B (q, t))F(q, t )  and F8 (q, t)F(q, t) - F,B (q, t) F,(q, t )  
almost remalns the same as shown in Fig 2 1 
Although the value of the friction remains nearly the same for solute-solvent mass 
ratio 1, this error becomes transparent when the mass of the solute is significantly 
larger than that of the solvent molecules 
In order to have a pictorla1 understanding of the time scale argument presented 
before (see Chapter 2) the following analysis is performed Let us recall that in the 
mode coupling theory formalism, one needs to subtract the binary contribution from 
the collective terms This is because at  very short times (when terins of the order 
t2 are only important), only the binary term is relevant According to  the emsting 
prescnptlons [16, 171, this can be achieved by subtracting the free inertial motion 
from the self-dynamic structure term, that is, instead of F8(Ic, t), (FS(k, t) - F,S(k, t ) )  
1s multipl~ed to the rest of the itegrand, both m the density and in the current mode 
contributions The time scale in the binary part given by Eq 6 7 1s determined by 
both the mass of the solute and the solvent and since effective mass enters the 
calculation it 1s mostly the mass of the hghter partlcle which determines rc On the 
other hand the time scale of the decay of Fl(k, t) 1s determined only by the mass of 
the solute When the mass of the solute becomes very large then the time scale of 
F;(h t) b x m e s  much larger corupared to that of the binary tinla s ~ a l e  
That the emsting MCT decompos~tion indeed leads to a serious p~oblem is shown 
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Figure 6 1 The normalized intermediate scattemg function of the solvent and the 
self-intermediate scattering functions (taking out the ~nertial part) of the solute for 
two different solutrt.solvent mass ratio are plotted against reduced time The solid 
h e  represents the intermediate scattermg function of the solvent, the long dashed 
line represents the self-intermediate scatt&ng function of the solute for M/m = 1 0 
and the short dashed line represents the same for M/m = 3 0 The plots are at  
$ =  0 844 and T* = 0 728 The tnne is scaled by 5. = d m '  
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fig 6 1 where F3 (k, t )  - F: (k, t )  is compared w t h  the dynamic structure factor 
~ ( k , t ) ,  as a function of time for different mass ratios It can be seen from this 
figure that for massive solutes, diffusion is coupled to solvent dynamlcs only at 
longer tmes which a clearly unredistic According to our definition of cdB, the 
short time dynamics of the collective part is now glven by the product of the inertial 
part of the solute dynamics to the inertial part of the solvent dynamics and not to 
the full solvent dynamics Thus the time scale of decay of the short tlrne dynamics 
in the collective parts that is F,9(q, t)F,(q, t )  and F,B(q, t)Ctto(q, t )  will be determmed 
by both the mass of the solute and the solvent and mostly by the mass of the lighter 
particle as in the case of the blnary term 
6 4 Results 
The mass dependence of the solute diffusion is studied a t  p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728 
The diffus~on coefficient of the solute is found to have a weak mass dependence 
The diffusion 1s found to decrease as the mass of the solute is Increased In Fig 
6 2, both the binary and density term contnbutlon to the total friction is plotted 
agamst the mass ratio It is found that the current term contribution remmns small 
and almost unaltered over the whole range of solute-solvent mass ratio studied in 
this chapter 
The same plot also shows that the blnary paxt of the friction increases slowly 
and monotonically tnth the solute mass On the other hand, the density term 1s 
first found to decrease for solutes almost twlce as massive as the solvent and then it 
increases mth the mass of the solute The reason behind thls mt i a l  decrease of the 
densrty term with the mass of the solute is the followmg The maxlmum contribut~on 
from the density term to the total fixtion comes around qa = 2n Now the time 
scale of the short tune collectrve motion of the solvent Fo(q, t )  is larger than the 
trme scde of the ~nertial motion of the solute of the same mass a t  this wavenumber 
As the mass of the solute is mcreased, the tlme scale of its mertial motion increases 
and thus &ftl,B)F,d(~,t) ~~c~~~ tdl the tmte scale of the inertla1 mation of the 
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Flgure 6 2 The total fnctlon (represented by solid line), the blnary contnbutlon to 
the frlctlon ( represented by long dashed lme) and the density contribution to the 
frlctlon ( represented by the short dashed line) are plotted agamt the solute-solvent 
mass ratio at p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728 The friction IS scaled by 7;' 
becomes larger than the time scale of the short time collective dynamics 
of the solvent It is found that till the solute-solvent mass ratlo is below 2, the 
inertla] time scale of the solute remains smaller and F'(q, t)F,"(q, t )  increases with 
the mass of the solute Now the Increase in the product, F,(q, t)F," (q, t),  decreases 
the contribution from the density term Thus the contribution from the density term 
1s found to mitially decrease wlth the solute-solvent mass ratio and then increase 
wlth it Though the density term decreases initially the total friction is found to 
always Increase wlth the mass of the solute The lnitlal increase being a little slower 
due to the oppos~te ffect of the solute mass on the density and the binary term 
The most interesting result suggested by t h ~ s  theoret~cal investigation IS the 
power law dependence of the solute dlffusion on mass as has also been observed in 
computer s~mulation studles [5] The power law dependence IS clearly manifested in 
Fig 6 3 , where in$ IS plotted against in% Here Dl 1s the diffusion of the solvent 
and D2 is the dlffusion of the solute The slope of the line is found to be 0 099 
This seems to suggest a weak mass dependence of the solute dlffuslon, whlch is in 
agreement with the MD simulation results 
6.5 Conclusions 
Let us first summarize the mam results presented in this chapter It is shown that 
the dlrect extension of the exlstmg MCT prescription leads to wrong results, showing 
an increase in the diffusion value as  the mass of the solute is increased Thls seems 
to further justify the modification of the short tlme dynamics of the collective part, 
proposed 1n Chapter 2 
The theoret~cal formulation suggests that mass of the solute enters the expres- 
slons m a complex way The mass dependence of the diffusion predicted by the MCT 
neither supports the hydrodynamic theory whlch predicts no mass dependence, nor 
does it support the klnetic theory wh~ch predicts too strong a mass dependence 
The solute diffusion s found to  have a weak mass dependence The theoretical 
irivestigatmi also predicts a power law dependence of the solute diffus~on on mass 
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Figure 6 3 LogeD1/D2 vs Log,M/m 1s plotted at p* = 0 844 and T* = 0 728 
Where Dl is the self-d~ffusion of the solvent, and D2 that of the solute M and m 
are the masses of the solute and the solvent respectively The dots are the cakulated 
values and the sohd h e  1s the h e a r  fit The slope of the strmght lme 1s 0 099 The 
plot shows a power law mass dependence of the solute d~ffus~on The slope of the 
plot suggests that t h s  mass dependence 1s weak 
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which IS m accord with the existmg computer simulation results [5]  
What 1s the 0rig-m of the weak power law deperiderlce of d~ffusion or1 the mass? 
Accord~ng to MCT this dependence comes mostly from the biriary, that is, short 
time dynarnlcs Since the contribut~on of the binary term to the total friction 1s 
about 30-40 % m the hquid, the dependence on mass 1s naturally weaker than the 
predlctlorl of the kinetic theory Another lmportarit factor is that the deaslty term 
first decreases w ~ t h  the Increase of mass, although it increases later Thus, for small 
changes of mass (a factor of two or so), the Increase of friction from the binary 
term wlll partly be cancelled by the decrease from the density term However, the 
negligbly small contribution from the current lmplies that the hydrodynamic logx 
of weak mass dependence IS not val~d 
This mass dependence study can be extended to investigate the dependence 
of relaxat~on processes m proteins on the solvent vlscos~ty Experlmentally this 
has been studied by changng the molecular composition of the solvent [19, 201 
thus changmg the solute-solvent mass ratio Hence the theoretical analog of this 
experimental study w~ll be to investigate the dependence of the relaxation processes 
in prote~ns on solute-solvent mass ratio 
Another important problem in this area is the mudl stronger mass dependence 
of the viscosity, observed in simulations [lo] The same effect IS observed between 
ordinary and heavy water whose understanding is still awated As the d~fference 
between water and heavy water can a t  least partly be modelled by using differ- 
ent interaction energy parameter, €, one can attribute thls anomaly partly to the 
dynamics and partly to the statics 
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Chapter 7 
Factors Controlling the Cross-over 
to Hydrodynamics and Recovery 
of the Stick Boundary Condition : 
A Combined Effect of Size and 
Solute-Solvent Interaction Energy 
7 1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapters the effect of solute-solvent size ratio, interaction potential 
and mass ratio on the self-diffusion of the solute has been studied separately It was 
shown In Chapter 4 that when the size of the solute becomes much larger than that 
of the solvent, a cross-over to the hydrodynamic current mode dominated diffusion 
takes place which IS, of course, expected Note that this sizamediated cross-over 
to the hydrodynamics with slip boundary condltlon 1s a slmple consequence of the 
mode coupling theory (MCT), where the structure of the expwslon for the frlc- 
tion/diffusion ensures that this cross-over to the current mode dommnated regme 
takes place for large solutes It has also been shown andytlcally [I] that once the 
current mode makes the dominant contr~bution to ddfuslon the S-E relation with the 
slip boundary condition can be recovered Other theories, such as renormallzed ki- 
netlc theory (nng theory) 121, repeated ring theory (31 and a seml-phenomenolo~ca1 
theory by Hynes et a1 (41 have also demonstrated this cross-over to the hydrody. 
narics for large solutes But none of these theones could recover the hydrodynamic 
stick boundary condition 
The results of Chapter 4 were , however, somewhat unsatisfactory for several 
reasons Rrst, when the full self-consistent calculation was performed, the cross- 
over to a sllpllke result was found to occur only when the solute size is about six 
times larger thaa that of the solvent This seems too large Note, however, that all 
through this variat~on of the solute slze, a d~rect proportionality between friction 
on the solute and the viscosity of the liquld 1s mmntmned and a casual look at 
the numbers rmght lead to the conclusion that hydrodynamic current mode is the 
dominant one which is, however, not the case The second reason is that in the 
real world, diffusion of large solutes is usually described successfully through the 
SE relatlon usmg the st%& boundary condltion [5, 6, 71 Numerically the value 
of the d~ffusion with the slip or the stick boundary condltion is not very different 
but fundamentally they have different origm [8] The molecular reallzat~on of the 
hydrodynamic boundary condition for both translational and rotational diffusion 
have been difficult and largely unsolved problems, addressed by many authors [9- 
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As presented earlier (see Chapter 4), if the slze of the solute is only changed 
while keeping all other parameters fixed, it does not mlmic a realistic situation 
It is more appropnate to change the interaction energy and also the mass along 
with the size In Chapter 5 ~t was demonstrated that numer~cally a cross-over 
from slip to stick boundary condition takes place when the interact~on between 
the solute and the solvent is made more attractive For solutes larger than the 
solvent the interaction energ between the solute-solvent pair is usually larger than 
that between the solvent-solvent p a r  It can be argued that dud to t h ~ s  larger 
~nteract~an e ergy the solvents feel a greater attraction towards the solute and the 
first layer of solvent molecule around the solute can adhere to the surface of the 
sdute molecule Thu large solute molecule with smaller solvent molecules stickmg 
to ~ t s  urface esn be irnagmed as a rough solid surface Now according to  hchardson 
p] the relatwe motion between this rough sohd surface and the rest of the solvent 
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rnedlurn is given by the stlck and not the slip boundary con&t~on The physical 
picture that lies underneath %chardson's logc of the recovery of the slip boundary 
cond~t~on also agrees wlth Chandler's rough sphere model 1111 In both the two 
cases, the roughness of the surface can prov~de a momentum in the djoining llqud 
molecules in the direction of motion of the solute or surface Thus, the surface 
roughness induces a stick-like velocity profile in the liquid near the moving solute 
The above picture m terms of surface roughness is very similar to the picture of 
Zwanzig [lo] and is certainly an appealing way to envisage the crossover from the 
slip to the stick boundary condition Thus, conceptually it is not difficult to envisage 
the appearance of this stick boundary condition for large solute molecules However, 
lt 1s rather difficult to describe the crossover from a microscoplc theory 
An analysis of the limiting expressions for all the three contnbutions to the fnc- 
tion/d~ffusion is performed consmdering the size of the solute to be large and keeping 
all other parameters unchanged This analysis shows that the final expression for 
the zero frequency friction reduces to a form gven by Hynes et al [4] and Mehaf- 
fey and Cukier [3] The contribution from the density mode becomes zero as the 
microscopic structure of the solvent becomes unimportant to a large solute It IS 
also shown that in llmit of large solute radius it is analytically possible to recover a 
S tokes-Einstein like relation 
A numerical study of the diRusion of large solute has been fierformed by changmg 
the mass and the interaction energy of the solute accordingly The cross-over to 
hydrodynammcs (the current mode dominated regme) is found to take place earlier 
(below the solutesolvent size ratio 2) than that predicted in Chapter 4 This early 
cross-over is found to be due to the non-vanishmg contribution from the dens~ty 
mode for Increased solute-solvent interaction This density mode contribution leads 
to a faster decrease of the microscoplc contnbutlon to the diffusion and thus an 
early crossover to the hydrodynamic picture 
The effect of the ~nteraction potent~al on the diffusion of large solutes has also 
been studied For this study the solute-solvent size ratio has been fixed at 4 and 
the interaction energy between the solute-solvent par has been vaned When the 
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interaction energy of the solutesolvent pmr 1s the same as the solvent-solvent par ,  
the value of the diffusion coefficient is found to be very close to that predicted by the 
SE relation with the slip boundary condition but cross-over to hydrodynamics does 
not take place As the solute-solvent interaction energy is increased a cross-over 
from shp to stick boundary condition and also a cross-over to the hydrodynamics 1s 
found to take place 
The layout of the rest of the chapter IS as follows Section 7 2 deals with the 
theoretical formulation Section 7 3 presents an analysis of the limiting expressions 
for the three different contributions to the fnctlon/diffusion of a large solute Section 
7 4 contains the numerical results and section 7 5 concludes with a brief di~cussion 
7 2 Theoretical Formulation 
The system studied here consists of one solute molecule of mass, M ,  diameter, a2 
md interaction energy parameter €2, and the N solvent molecules, each of mass, m, 
diameter, al, and interaction energy parameter €1 The pan potential of the solvent 
is assumed to be given by the simple Lennard-Jones 12-6 potential 
and solute-solvent pa r  potential is given by, 
where cia = u* and $2 is assumed to be given by Berthelot rule thus €12 = 
The system is characterized by two dimensionless parameters, the reduced num- 
ber density p* = and the reduced temperature T* = ksT/cl 
The final expression for the total frequency dependent friction rernams the same 
as presented in Chapter 2 and is given by, 
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From the above expression of friction, the diffusion can be written as, 
Where Dm,,, is the contribution to the diffusion from the binary collision term and 
the density mode of the solverlt &,aTo is the contribution to the diffusion fram the 
current mode 
7 2 1 Calculation of the Blnary Term 
Let us first descnbe the calculation of CB(t), for a tagged molecule different in size 
and mass from that of the solvent molecule The solute-solvent interaction potential 
is gven by Eq 7 2 
EB(t) = 412ex~(- t~/<) ,  (7 5 )  
where wOl2 is the well-know11 Einsteln frequency of the solute 111 presence of the 
solvent and is gven by, 
here glz(r) is the solutesolvent radial distribution function obtamed from binary 
HMSA scheme [15] 
In Eq 7 5, the relaxation time r~ is determined from the second derivative of 
cB(t)  at t = 0 and is given exactly by, 
where summation over repeated indices ~s unplied p ~s the reduced 
(7 7) 
mass of the 
solute-solvent pair Here S(q) 1s the static structure factor of the solvent The 
expremon for 7:&(q) is ant ten as a combination of the distinkt parts of the second 
moments of the longtudinal and transverse current correlation functions yld12(4) and 
7il2(9), respectively 
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7 2 2 Calculation of the Density and Current Contributions 
Rpp(t) gives the coupling of the solute motion to the density modes of the solvent 
through two particle direct correlation function RTT(t) gives the coupling to the 
transverse current through the transverse vertex function The expressions for Rpp(t) 
and RTT ( t )  are glven by, 
The two particle direct correlation function for a binary system, c12(q) is obtained 
from the blnary HMSA including both the size and the interaction energy parameter 
dependence [15] The vertex function 7iI2 (4) IS gtven by Eq 7 8 
The expressions and the calculational detmls of the other dynaniical variables 
are presented in the prevlous chapters 
7 3 Analysis of the Limiting Expressions for the 
Terms Contributing to the Friction/Diffusion 
of a Large Solute 
In this sectlon an analysis of the limiting expressions for the three different terms 
contributing to the friction/d&mon is performed considering the solute to be large 
compared to the solvent When the solute becomes very large, physically one expects 
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the solvent to  appear as a ~ontlnuum medium to the solute Thus the microscopic 
details of the solvent becomes unimportant 
~t is found that as the solute size is increased keeping all other parameters fixed 
the ~ e a k  in the solute-solvent radial distribution function slowly disappears and 
approaches the value 1 This implies that the probability of a solvent particle, 
~rovided there is a solute at  the origm, is same everywhere The solut~solvent 
statlc structure factor, Slz(q) which can be obtained from g12(r) will also have no 
structure and will have a uniform value, that is &(q) = 1 for all wavenumbers 
For a theoretical analysis the radial distribution function is approximated to be 
gtven by the following step function, 
where rm,, = 2 1 / 6 a 1 2  Other than the size, all other parameters of the solute are 
considered to be the same as the solvent That is €2 = el and A4 = m 
7 3 1 Bxnary Contribution 
With the above mentioned radial distribution function, expression for the Emstein 
frequency after performing the angular integration reduces to ( from Eq 7 6 ) ,  
Once the integration is performed, it can be easily shown that w:12 a 0 1 2  
It has been already discussed (see Chapter 3) that the contribution from the 
three particle contribution to the binary time constant of the fnction is small, thus 
for simplicity the analysis for q is performed considering the contribution only from 
the two particle term Thus the second term in Eq 7 7 r neglected and the angular 
integration m the first term is performed This reduces Eq 7 7 to the following 
form, 
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Where A,B and C are glven by the following expressions, 
The integration when performed it is found that u+ cc ozl, thus q cx o12 l+oom 7s 
Eq 7 5 the binary friction at zero frequency can be obtmned as, 
Where Cl is a constant Note that the binary frlctlon 1s proportional to the square 
of the solute-solvent diameter which is in accord wlth the Enskog expression for the 
friction At the limit of large solute radius a12  N a2/2, thus the binary friction 
becomes proportional to the square of the solute radius 
7 3 2 Density Mode Contribution 
Since SL2(q) = 1 for a11 the wavenumbers, using Ornstein-Zernike relatlon it can be 
shown that q z ( q )  = 0 for all q 
This imphes that the density mode does not have any contribution Physically 
thls can be explained m the following way Since the solvent appears as a continuous 
medium to the solute, the microscopic structure of the solvent is ignored leadlng to 
a absence of the short range correlations It can also be argued that the time scale 
at which the density fluctuation takes place ~s very smdl compared to the time scale 
of the solute motion Thus the solute is zporant to the processes happening in such 
a, short tlme scde and can only sense the average value of the density 
7 3 3 Transverse Current Mode Contribution 
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time The short time part of the propagator ( second term in the integrand) can 
be neglected in the long time Since the solute is very large, it has a long time 
scale Thus Fs(q,t) has a much slower time dependence than that of the current 
autocorrelation function and can appronmately be written as, F3(q, t) = Fa(*, t = 
0) = 1 With the above mentioned approximations, Eq 7 10 in the frequency plane 
at z = 0 reduces to, 
One can now approsumate the current autocorrelatlon function in the diffusive limlt 
When the time integration IS performed the above expression reduces to, 
Next, for simplicity, an approsumatlon for the vertex function is considered It has 
been shown by Balucani that yi12(q) can apprmmately be gwen by [5], 
where 3, and 32 are the Spherical Bessel functions of order zero and two respec- 
tively The above expression of the vertex function when substituted in Eq 7 17 
the expression for RTT(z = 0) reduces to, 
where s = qr,, Thus it implxes that the contribution from the transverse current 
term to  the diffusion is proportional to the inverse of the soIutesolvent diameter 
which is in accord m t h  the Stokes-Einstein relation The analysls of the current 
term is true for any solute size as no approxlrnation for gla(r) has been made 
Note that even without the approxlrnation of the vertex function (given by Eq 
7 18) it is possible to demonstrate that Rm(z = 0) cc 4, but the analysis be- 
comes cumbersome Thus although the approxunation for the vertex function is not 
necessary but lt is made to slmplify the analysis 
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7 4 1 Early Cross-over to the Hydrodynamics 
In this subsection the diffusion of solutes is studled by increasing its sue, mass and 
the interaction energy parameter To check the validity of the MCT scheme with the 
change of all the three parameters ( the size, the mass and the mteraction energy) 
of the solute, the diffusion of Xe in Ne has been studied where computer simulated 
values are avadable 1151 The ratios of the different solute-solvent parameters and 
calculated and simulated values of d~ffusion are presented in Table 7 1 
Table 7 1 The calculated value of the diffusion, D,, and the simulated value [15], 
D,,, for Xe m Ne The ratio of the different parameters are also gven The diffusion 
values are gwen in units of d F  
The agreement between the calculated and simulated values of diffusion suggests 
that the MCT scheme works well for blnary system at mfimte solute dilution It 
should be mentloned here that the good agreement ~s only possible when the change 
of mteraction energy is also considered along mth  the size 
To study the cross-over to the hydrodynamics, the size ratio, mass ratio and also 
epsilon ratio is varied by considering different solutesolvent systems such as Xe in 
Ne, Kr m He, Xe m He, CC14 m He etc The Lennard-Jones parameters for these 
systems are obtamed from standard literatures [16, 171 The results obtiuned are 
presented in the Table 7 2 
F'rom the numbers presented in Table 7 2 it is found that Dm,, decreases very 
fast as the solute size IS mcreased, on the other hand Dhydra decreases slowly with 
the increase m the solute size For solute-solvent size ratld 1 48, Dm,,. ~s b~gger 
than Do,. When uz/ol 1s about 1 74 , Dhgdro becomes just bigger than Dm%,, 
suggesting that already a cross-over to the current mode has taken place although at 
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Table 7 2 The calculated values of Dmgcvo and Dhsrdvo for different solute-solvent 
size ratio The mass ratio and the ratio of the interaction erlergy are also Changed 
accordingly The diffusion values are Oven m units of d F  
this stage the diffusion takes place vla both the channels For t7Z/t71 = 4 0, Dhydro is 
found to be almost 5 times larger than Dm,,,, which implies that a sharp cross-over 
to the current mode dominated regon has taken place 
Note that in Chapter 4, a cross-over to the current mode dominated regon 
was obtamed when the F,B(q, t) term in Rm(t) was neglected When this term 
was present in %(t) the cross-over took place at much higher solute-solvent size 
ratio which seemed to be rather unphyslcal In the present study without any 
approxlmatlon the cross-over is found to take place between solute-solvent size ratio 
1 5-2 
The reason for the early cross-over can be understood from the following discus- 
sion When the lnteracttan energy between the solute and the solvent 1s increased 
the peak of the radial distribution function does not disappear Thus cla(q) # 0 
for 9 wavenumbers Hence the density mode contribution does not become zero 
as hap- m the case where the w e  of the solute is only increased (see Section 
7 3 3) Hence the first t m  m Ekg 7 21, dong mth the b~nary term also contams 
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the contr~butio~~ from the density mode T h ~ s  results ln faster decrease of 
leading to an early cross-over 
The above analysis suggests that incorporating the change m mass and most 
l m p o r t ~ t l y  the change in the interaction energy parameter w~th the change in sue 
of the solute the cross-over to the current mode dominated regon takes place much 
early By solutesolvent slze ratio 4 0 the diffusion a found to take place pnmanly 
through the couplmg to the current mode 
It should be pomted out here that the values of the solute-solvent size ratlo at 
wh~ch the cross-over takes place is not universal but system dependent It very much 
depends on how the mteractlon energy of the solute-solvent potential changes with 
the solute sne 
7 4 2 Numerical Recovery of the Hydrodynamic Stlck Bound- 
ary Condition for a Large Solute 
In t h ~ s  ubsection the effect of the interaction energy on the d~ffusion of a large 
solute is studled The solute-solvent sue ratlo 1s kept h e d  at 4 0 and mass ratlo 
at 120 The results thus obtained are tabulated m Table 7 3 The value of the 
diffusion coeffic~ent obtained from shp boundary condition 1s D S l ,  = 0 014 and that 
obtamed from the st~ck boundary cond~tion is Dab& = 0 00938 Here the viscosity 
1s calculated from the MCT 
From the numbers presented in Table 7 3 it IS found that when @/al = 1 0, although 
the value of the diffusion is very close to that predicted by the SE relation mth the 
slip boundary cond~tlon, there is no cross-over to the hydrodynamics When the rat10 
of the mteract~on parameter is further maeased a cross-over to the hydrodynaria 
1s found to take place and also the diffuaon coeficient IS found to be close to that 
pred~cted by the SE relation wth the stick boundary condition Further increase 
1x1 the ratlo shows greater dominance of the current mode and the diffusion value 
decreases further 
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Table 7 3 The calculated values of Dmmro, Dhydro and the total dlffuslon, Dt,taI for 
different solute-solvent interaction energies The solute-solvent slze ratlo and m a s  
ratio are kept fixed at 4 0 and 120 0 respectively 
units of d F  
The diffusion values are given in 
Increasing the interaction energy parameter while keeping the diameter fixed 
lrnplies increasing the well-depth of the interaction potential while keeping its width 
fixed This increase in well-depth traps the solvent molecules around the solute 
Thus almost adhermg the solvents on ~ t s  urface The solute with the solvents 
stlcking to its surface can be imagined as a rough solid surface, whose relative 
mot~on agamst the rest of the solvent is gwen by the stick boundary condition as 
has been shown before [9, 10, 111 Although the analysis s e e m  to have shown the 
recovery of the stick boundary condition from the hydrodynamic point of vlew it 
is only poss~ble to quantlfy the picture from the study of the veloclty field of the 
solvent hke the studles of Barrat et a1 [14] and Khare et  at [Is] 
A further Increase in the interachon energy attracts larger number of solvent 
molecules around the solute and t h ~ s  whole unit of the solute with the solvent 
molecules, dlffuses together This u n ~ t  has a much blgger mze and mass than that 
of the solute alone, thus have a smaller difksion coeffic~ent han that of the solute 
molecule 
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7 5 Conclusions 
In this chapter an analysis of the limiting expressions for all the three contribu- 
tmns to  the friction/dlffuslon for a large solute 1s performed It is shown that the 
binary term is proportional to the square of the solute diameter, the current tern 
1s proportional to the Inverse of the solute diameter whereas the contrlbutlon from 
the density mode vanishes The final expression for the zero frequency frlction is 
found to be similar to that gwen by Hynes et al [4] and Mehaffey and Cukier (3) 
The analysis can predict the cross-over of the friction/diffusion to the hydrodynamic 
regme for a large solute 
The diffusion of larger particles has also been studled where the change m inter- 
action energy and the mass with the size IS taken care of This as mentioned before 
represents a more realistic system The study shows that the crossover to the hydro- 
dynamics ( that is current mode dominated repme ) takes place much earlier than 
that predicted in Chapter 4 of this thesis The cross-over takes place below solute 
solvent size ratio 2, which is m accord mth  the conventional msdom The reason 
for thls early cross-over was found to be the followmg For greater solute-solvent 
interaction there is a non-vanishmg contribution from the density mode T h s  leads 
to a faster decrease of the microscopic contribution to the dlffus~on resulting in an 
early cross-over 
The effect of the xnteraction energy parameter on the diffusion of larger solutes 
has also been studied by fixlng the size and the mass of the solute The solute 1s 
taken to  be 4 times bigger than the solvent It has been shown in Chapter 4 that 
the dlffuslon of a large solute by keepmg all the parameters same is gwen by the 
SE relatlon wlth the slip boundary condition Now the change in mteractlon energy 
without changing the solute &mete r  can Increase the well-depth of the interaction 
potential, while keeping the well-wldth unchanged This leads to trapprng of solvent 
molecules around the solute This big solute with these solvents around it appems as 
a rough solid surface to the bulk solvent The relative motlon of a rough surface and 
a fluid is gven by the stlck boundary condit~on [9] Thus mcreasmng the interactxon 
energy leads to a cross-over from slip to stick boundary con&tion for large solutes 
However, the recovery of the stick boundary condition for same size solute (see 
Chapter 5) and for large solutes have different orlgin For same size solute, although 
the stick boundary condition was recovered numerically, the diffusion took place via 
the microscopic terms only That IS, there was no cross-over to hydrodynamics and 
thus the veloclty profile of the solvent did not play any important important role 
On the other hand, for large solutes both the hydrodynamic picture and the stick 
boundary conditions were recovered Thus it is more likely that the stick boundary 
condition achleved in t h s  case can describe the picture gwen by Richards011 [g], 
Chandler [ll] and Zwanzig [lo] However, only after the study of the velocity field 
of the solvent (as has been done by Barrat et al [14] and Khare et al [13]) it is 
possible to quantify such a picture 
Thls analysls seems to suggest that the cross-over to hydrodynamics does not 
takes place only because of the larger size of the solute but also due to the effect 
of other parameters llke the interactlon potential of the solute It also shows that 
even if there is a cross-over by changing only the size, ~t happens much later and 
the hydrodynamic stick boundary condition is never recovered unless the mterac- 
tion energy between the solute and the solvent is increased Thus a cross-over to 
hydrodynamics with the recovery of the stick boundary condition 1s a combined 
effect of increase of the size of the solute and the interactlon energy between the 
solute-solvent pan 
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Chapter 8 
Time Dependent Diffusion in Two 
Dimensional Lennard Jones Fluids 
8.1 Introduction 
Diffusion in two dimensional (2-D) systems is a subject not only of great academic 
interest but also of practical relevance Many important chemical and biolo~cal 
processes occur m systems which are best described m two dimensions However, 
theoretical study of such dynamical processes face the following paradoxical sltua- 
tion The different theoretical studies of diffusion in 2-D lead to two very different 
conclusions Earlier mode coupling theoretical analysis predicts that due to the pres- 
ence of the t-l tad in the velocity autocorrelation function the diffusion coefficient 
dzverges in two drmension [I] On the other hand the lunet~c theory finds that it is 
the collision operator which d~verges [I] Since the diffusion coeffic~ent is roughly 
the inverse of the collision operator, the kinetic theory predicts a zero diffusion co- 
efficient in 2-D [I] As discussed by Pomeau and Resibois both these methods have 
certan inconsistencies [I] In the mode coupling theory approach the existence of 
diffusion coefficient was assumed in the begmning and then rt was shown that dif- 
fusion coefficient diverges On the other hand in the klnetic theory approach it was 
assumed that the ring collision term 1s smdl compared to the Boltzmann collision 
operator and then ~t was concluded that the ring collision term 1s Infinite Thus in 
both the theoretical approaches the ~nitial assumptions and final conclusions are not 
consistent with each other 
Even conclusions drawn from the different computer simulation studies also does 
not seem to be consistent The classic computer simulation study of Alder and Wain- 
wright was performed at low density 121 In this study they have shown that the long 
time diffusion coefficient dlverges in 2-D due to the existence of persistent hydro- 
dynamic flows On the other hand some recent molecular dynamics simulations of 
two dimensional systems have reported estimates of the self-diffusion coefficient (31 
In particular, it appeared from these simulations that a diffusion coefficient mzght, 
after all, exst at higher densities due to the absence of the persistent hydrodynamic 
flows which were found to be present in the low density studles Thus neither the 
theoret~cal studies nor the computer simulation results lead to a definite conclusion 
regarding the existence of diffusion coefficient in two dimension 
In order to understand the above questions/paradoxes, a mode coupling theo- 
retical (MCT) analysis of tsme dependent diffusion for two dimensional systems has 
been y erformed The study 1x1 this chapter is motivated by the success of the MCT 
in describing the diffusion m 3-D, as shown in the prevlous chapters There has 
been study of the diffusion in a quasi two-dimensional colloidal system [4] The 
m a n  concern in tlus study is to extend the MCT for 2-D and study the diffusion in 
a Lennard-Jones fluid An attempt has also been made to answer the anomaly in 
the computer simulation studies 
The present mode coupling theoretical approach does not presume the existence 
of the diffusion coefficient thus avoiding the inconsistencies that were present in 
the earlier studles [I] According to the present calculation i t  is found that the 
dlffuszon coefficmt dlverges in the long time It is also found that although the long 
time diffusion coefficient (D) diverges due to the long wavelength hydrodynamic 
fluctuations one can still exactly define and accurately calculate the time dependent 
d~ffuslon (D(t ) )  
The saturation of P(t)  zn the long tzme implies that a finite value of diffusion co- 
efficient casts (whieh hss been reparted in certain computer sirnulatSon studies [3]) 
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such a saturation in D(t )  can also be achieved from MCT calculation by artificidy 
introducing a lower wave ~ ~ m b e r  cut-ofl This suggests that the saturation in D(t)  
1s a system size effect and arises due to suppression of long wavelength fluctuations 
The agreement between MCT prediction and the simulation results [5] IS satlsfac- 
tory The rlse in D(t) with time m the long time can be fitted to a logarithmic form 
~t has also been shown that the m e  in D(t )  is sharper at lower density and this has 
been attributed to the earlier emergence of the current term at lower density 
The layout of the rest of the chapter 1s as follows In the next section the earlier 
theoretical approaches and present theoretical approach has been presented The 
results are presented in section 8 3 The chapter is concluded with a brief discussion 
in sect~on 8 4 
Theoretical Formulation 
All the particles w ~ t h  the same mass m, and diameter a are defined to interact 
through the pairwise additive LJ potential, 
where E is the interaction parameter The system IS characterized by the reduced 
number density p* = pa2 and reduced temperature T* = k ~ T / e ,  where ke is the 
Boltzmann constant The units of mass, length and time are m, c and T.,=o @ / a  
, respectively The tlme dependent Musion (D(t ) )  s scaled by c2/~#, 
Among the earher theoretical formulations of the diffusion in ZD, certamly the 
lanetic theory and the mode-mode couplmg theory approaches are the important 
ones As mentioned m the Introduction, the kinetic theory approach predlcts that 
the collision operator diverges and thus the diffusion coefficient vanishes in two 
dimension [I] There are vanous approaches m the mode coupling theory [l, 6, 
81 and all these approaches have predicted that in three dimension the veloclty 
autocorrelation functlon has a fat2 tad When these appr~aches are extended m 
two dimension they show the presence of t - I  tad in the velocity autocorrelation 
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function, which leads to a divergence of the diffusion in the long time A brief 
discussion on the previous theories are presented in the following subsections 
8 2 1 Kmetlc Theory Approach 
The velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) ~s Qven by, 
Where vlx(t) denotes the x-component of the velocity of particle '1' at time 't' The 
above expression C E L ~  be explicitly wntten as [I], 
Where A denotes the area, LN is the Liouvllle operator and p z  denotes the canonical 
equilibrium distr~but~on After some steps of algebra the above expression in the 
frequency domam cm be written as [I], 
Where @q(pl) denotes the MaxwellIan distribution, 
In Eq 8 4, 60(pl, z )  1s the frequency dependent collision operator given by, 
In Eq 2 6, & a the project~on operator whch gves the prqect~on along pl and is 
defined as, 
Now a density expansion of the colhsion operator in Eq 8 4 can be performed and 
the first few terms m this expansion are [I], 
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In the above ex~resslon C ~ ) @ I ,  2 )  is the finite frequency generalization of the 
~oltzmann-Lorentz collision operator f?il)(pl, z) can be described by the finite 
frequency generalization of the Choh-Uhlenbeck [I] collision operator This oper- 
ator descnbes the dynamical correlations created by the collisions between three 
particles Using the above mentioned description the expression of @) (pi , z )  can 
be shown to be written as [I], 
Thus replacing the expression for CL1)(p1, Z) in Eq 8 4 it is found the C&) goes to 
zero in the limit z -+ 0 Now the d~ffusion coefficient is gven by, 
Thus as CA1) (pi, a) diverges in the limit a -+ 0 the diffusion coefficient becomes zero 
The inconsistency present in this approach is that in the density expansion of the 
collision operator it was assumed that C,$l) (p1, Z )  is small compared to (pl, z )  but 
finally ~t has been shown that the former diverges Thus the assumption made during 
the density expansion is not correct and such an expansion can not be performed 
8 2 2 Mode Coupling Theory Approach 
There have been various approaches in the mode coupling theory [I, 6,7,8] All these 
theories have exhibited the presence of t-3/2 of the velocity autocorrelation function 
in the asymptotic limit in three dimensions Extending each of these theories for 
studies in two dimension it can be shown that the velocity autocorrelation function 
has t - I  tail in the asymptotic limit Since the diffusion coefficient is related to 
Cv(t) through Eq 8 10, it can be shown that D diverges in the long time due to 
the presence of this t-l tad in the VACF 
In this subsection the presence of this t'l m the VACF is shown and the Incon- 
sistency present in the theory has been discussed For this study, the mode couphng 
theoretical approach which has been presented in Chapter 2 for three dimensional 
studies has been extended in case of two dimensmn 
The rnode couphng theory expressions for the calculation of the friction in 2-D 
can be obtamed m a simdar way as has been described in Chapter 2 for a neat llquld 
in three dimension In MCT, the total fr~ction IS decomposed into a short time and 
a long time part The long tlme part which descnbes the correlated recollis~ons 1s 
obtamed by expanding the total frictlon in the basis set of the eigen functions of 
the Liouville operator, that is the density, the longtudinal current mode and the 
transverse current mode It is found that the density, the transverse current mode 
aad the short time part of the hlction makes major contribution to the total frlctlon 
Thus the frequency dependent frictlon IS glven by the following expression, 
In the above expression cB(z)  is the binary part of the fnction, Rpp(z)  glves the 
coupling of the solute motion to the density modes of the solvent through two particle 
dlrect correlation function Rm(z)  gives the coupling to the transverse current 
through the transverse vertex function RPp(z) and RTT(z) are obtained through 
Laplace transformation of Rpp(t) and Rm(t) ,  respectlvely In two dimensions, the 
expressions for Rpp(t), RTT(~)  and cB(t) are gwen by, 
where w, is the well known Einstan frequency [9, 101, now m 2-D 
here g(r) ~s the radlal d~stnbut~on function whxh has been obtamed from the slm- 
ulation [53 
In Eq 8 14, the relaxatian time rc is determmed from the second denvatwe of 
SB(t) at t = 0 and a gwen exactly by, 
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where summation over repeated indices is imphed The expression for rip(q) 18 
wrltten as a combination of the distinct parts of the second moments of the lon- 
gtudinal and transverse current correlation functions d(q) and $(q), respectively 
To calculate Rpp(t) the two particle direct correlation functlon c12(q) is requlred 
which is obtained from the nearly analytical expression gven by Baus and Colot for 
a two dimensional system [ll] 
The static structure factor S(q) has been calculated from the two particle dlrect 
correlation function through the well known Ornstein-Zernike relation [lo] 
The other dynamical m a b l e s  requlred to calculate RJt) and &(t), are the 
dynamic structure factor of the solvent, F(q, t ) ,  the Inertial part of the dynamic 
structure factor, F,(q, t), the transverse current autocorrelation function of the sol- 
vent, Ctt (q, t), the inertial part of the same, Cm(q, t), the self dynamic structure 
factor of the solute, Fs (q, t )  and the inertial part of the self dynamic structure fac- 
tor of the solute, F,b(q, t) The expressions of all the above mentioned dynamical 
quantities and their calculational details are presented in the Appenduc 
From the studies in three dimension it is known that m the asymptotic lmi t  it 
is the current term which makes the dommant contlnbution The asymptotic llmit 
of the Rn term ( w e n  by Eq 8 13) 1s calculated assumlng F'(P, t) and &(q, t) 
m the diffusive lirnlt In this limit the expression for ~ m ( t )  can be written as, 
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Where D is the diffusion coefficient of the solute and 7 is the viscosity of the medium 
The presence of t-I in Rm(t) gwes rise to the t-' tar1 in the VACF, which leads to 
the dwergence of the d~ffuslon coeffic~ent 
The inconsistency in this approach and all other mode coupling theoretical ap- 
proaches [I, 6, 7, 81 is that a finite diffusion coefficient has been assumed to define 
the diffusive behavlour of the self-dynamic structure factor and then it has been 
concluded that this diffusion coefficient it-self diverges 
8 2 3 Present Theoretical Formulation 
In the present theoretical approach this mconsistency is avoided by not assumlng 
any diffusion coefficient m defining the self-dynam~c structure factor 
The self-dynamic structure factor of the solute a t  all time is calculated from the 
mean square dlsplacernent (MSD) using the following definition, 
q2 < Ar2(t) > 
Fs (q, t) = exp(- 4 I 
The MSD IS obtained from the velocity autocorrelatiorl functlon through the 
following expression, 
C,(t) is obtamed by Laplace invertmg Cv (x) which IS related to  the frequency de- 
pendent friction by the following generalized Einstein relation, 
Thus the frequency dependent friction 1s calculated self-consistently with the 
mean square displacement 
The self-consistency 1s implemented through the following iterative scheme First, 
the VACF is obtamed from Eq 8 22 by replaung the total frequency dependent k c -  
tlon, <(a) by its binary part, cBfz) The VACF thus obfamed a used to  calculate 
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the MSD through Eq 8 21 NOW this MSD is used to calculate Rw(t) and * ( t )  
a d  thus [(z) This total friction 1s then used to calculate the new VACF, whi& 
agan 1s used to determine MSD and thus <(z) This iterative process is contmued 
till the VACF obtaned from two consecutive steps overlap 
Once the VACF is obtamed self-consistently, the time dependent diffusion, D(t) 
1s calculated from the following expression [12], 
It is to be noted the present formulation wdl still Sve the t-I t d  m Rm(t) and 
thus in the VACF but in Eq 8 19 ,the diffusion coeffiuent m now replaced by the 
t ~ m e  dependent diffusion D (t) 
Thus the present formulation does not have the the inconsistency which was 
present in the earlier approaches 
8.3 Results and Discussions 
The numerical calculations are done both at low and high density at p* = 0 6 and 
p* = 0 7932 and at T* = 0 7 The high density calculations are performed to 
investigate if there is any existence of diffusion coefficient at hgh density as clamed 
by the simulation studies [3] 
As in the case of 3-D the binary collision term ~s expected to make a contribution 
to the friction at a very short tune, the density term which renormahzes the binary 
part is expected to make a contribution in the itermedmte time and the current term 
in the long time This difference in time s d e  in these three &fferent contributions 
to the friction/difFusion is shown in Fig 8 1 where the normdued C3(t), Rpp(t) and 
RIT(t) are plotted agamst the reduced time 
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Figure 8 1 The normalized contribution from the binary collision ( represented 
by solid h e  ) and the density term ( represented by the long dashed line) to the 
friction and the current term contribution (represented by the short dashed line ) 
to the diffusion are platted agmnst reduced time The plots are at p* = 0 7932 and 
T* = 0 7 The time is scaled by T, = 4- Fhctmn is scaled by l /~ ,  
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8 3 1 Velocity Autocorrelation Function 
The velocity autocorrelation function calculated at p* = 0 6 and at T* = 0 7 1s 
plotted in Fig 8 2 The long time tad present in the VACF 1s clearly demonstrated 
in the figure As discussed before, it m the presence of this long tune t-I tml in the 
vACf wh~ch gives rise to the divergence of the diffusion in the long time It is found 
that the presence of the t-' tad in the VACF calculated at high density is not that 
prominent This is because of slower emergence of the current mode at high denslty 
This point will be discussed later ~n Section 8 3 3 
8 3 2 Time Dependent Diffusion 
Although the expressions for the diffus~on in 2-D looks similar to that in the case 
of 3-D, their behaviour in these two dimens~ons are entirely different While m 3-D 
the time dependent diffusion converges to a constant value in the long time, in 2-D 
the diffusion coefficient diverges with time 
The time dependent diffusion at p* = 0 6 and at T* = 0 7 1s plotted in Fig 8 3 
The D(t) shows a divergent behaviour which is expected due to the presence of the 
long time t-l tad present m the VACF which is shown in Fig 8 2 
The time dependent diffusion calculated at higher density, at p* = 0 7932 and at 
T* = 0 7 is plotted in Fig 8 4 The plot shows that the &flusion at higher density 
also does not saturate to a finite value but increases with t~me  In the same figure 
the D (t) s obtaned from the simulated velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) 
and mean square displacement (MSD) [5] have also been plotted The agreement 
between MCT and the simulations is satisfactory 
TO understand the long time behamor of tune dependent dffuaon the long tune 
part of the D(t) calculated a t  higher density (p* = 0 7932 and at T* = 0 7 ) has 
been fitted (shown in the mset of Fig 8 4) to the follomng form, 
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Figure 8 2 The normalized velocity autocorrelat~on function is plotted aganst re- 
duced time The plot shows the presence of the t-' tail in C.(tf at long time The 
plot r at p* = 0 6 and T* = 0 7 The tune 1s scaled by 7, = (rn- 
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Figure 8 3 The tlme dependent dlffus~on, D(t)  is plotted against reduced time The 
plot shows a faster rise m D(t)  with time The plot 1s at p* = 0 6 and T* = 0 7 
The time is scaled by 7, = dmot/s D(t)  is scaled by 02/r8, 
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Figure 8 4 The time dependent diffusion D(t) is plotted agmnst reduced time 
The solid hne represents the D(t) obtamed from the mode coupling theory (MCT) 
caIculatlon, the short dashed kne and the long dashed h e  represents the D(t) 
obtained from simulated VACF and MSD, respectively In the inset fits to long time 
D(t) to Eq 8 24 are also shown The plots are at p* = 0 7932 and T* = 0 7 The 
time 1s scaled by 5, = 4-i D(t) 1s scaled by a2 /~8c  
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~t 1s found that the D(t)  does show a logarithmic divergence as expected due 
to the presence of the t-' tail in the VACF The value of the slope (Al) 1s 0 0091, 
is in good agreement with those obtmned from the simulations (0 0079 from 
vACF and 0 0086 from MSD) 
8 3 3 System Size Dependence 
~n a recent MD simulation (51 it has been found that the tlme dependent diffuslon 
shows a system size dependence There is a variation in the D(t)s calculated for 
different system sizes From this simulation it is found that for smaller systems the 
nse in D(t)  is slower and D(t )  saturates at  a finite value for very small systems 
Thls saturation in D(t)  can also be achleved from the present MCT calculation 
by uslng a lower wavenumber cut-off Cutting off the contnbution from the lower 
wavenumbers is equivalent to taking smaller systems in the simulation studies Both 
of them lead to the suppression of the long wavelength fluctuations whlch are other- 
wise present in the system In Flg 8 5 the time dependent diffuslon obtamed from 
MCT using different lower wavenumber cutoff is plotted agmnst reduced time Thls 
plot shows that if we cutoff or suppress long wavelength fluctuations then D(t) does 
not dlverge a t  long time but saturates to constant values dependmg on the lower 
cutoff in the qa Integration In the same figure the D(t)  obtamed by neglecting the 
contribution from the current term is also plotted This shows that it 1s only the long 
wavelength hydrodynamzc fluctuations which lead to the divergence of the difbaon 
coefficient Thus this analysis seems to suggest that the saturatm in the time de- 
pendent diffusion obtained in the theoretical study is the same system size effect 
obtained m the simulation studies [5] Both can be attributed to the suppression of 
the contnbution from the long wavelength hydrodynmc fluctuations 
When the D(t)s calculated at  higher and lower densihw are I compared (See Fig 
8 2 and 8 4) it 1s found that D(t)  lncrems faster with time at lower density Thls 
seems to suggest that at high density the l/t behavior of the VACF 1s latent due to 
the slower emergence of the current mode (which 1s shown to be responsible for the 
divergence of D(t)f  and thus the dominance of the mmcroscopic term ( the binary 
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Flgure 8 5 The time dependent diffusion calculated using different low wave number 
cut-off IS plotted agamst reduced tune The different low wave number cut-off (ka) 
d u e s  are indxated m the figure The dotted line represents the D(t)  obtamed 
neglect~ng the contnbut~on from the current terrn The pbts are at p* = 0 7932 and 
3" = 0 7 The tune is scded by T,, = D(t) 1s scaled by 02/7., 
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The above discussion suggests the following scenario There could be two ~ 0 %  
reason beh~md obtalnmg a finite diffusion coefficient in the simulation studies 
performed at  higher density [3] For sm.Mions with the same number of part~cles 
since the system slze at higher density 1s smaller than that at lower density, the long 
wavelength fluctuations w h ~ h  are present at  low density stud~es might be absent in 
studies performed a t  higher density Also due to the slower emergence of the cur- 
rent mode a t  higher dens~ty the divergence of D(t )  or the existence of the pers~stent 
hydrodynamic flows might show up at  longer t~mes 
8.4 Conclusions 
Let us first summarize the Inam results of this chapter The present theoretical 
approach does not presume the exrstence of the diffusion coefficient in the calculation 
of the velocitj autocorrelatlori function Thus ~t does not have the inconsistency 
which was present 111 the earlier MCT approaches [I] 
It is fourid that in two dimension the d~ffusion coefficient does not exist as the 
diffusiori at long txme diverges even at high density T h ~ s  eems to solve a long stand- 
Ing paradox regardmg the existerice of the d~ffus~on coefficient in 2-D The results 
show that desplte the divergence of D, a finlte D(t)  exsts and can be calculated 
accurately 
It is shown that a saturation xn D(t)  in the long time which has been obtained in 
the computer simulatxon stud~es [ti] of small systems can be achieved by artificially 
introducing a lower wavenumber cut-off This suggest that the finite diffusion cod- 
ficlent obtained In the s~mulation studies [a] = due to the finite size of the system 
which leads to the suppression of the long wavelength fluctuations 
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It 1s dso found that at higher density the rlse of the time deptwlent diffusion 
1s slower w~ th  time than that at lower density This seems to suggest a slower 
emergence of the current mode at higher density, which also could possibly explain 
the absence of the persistent hydrodynamic fluctuations in the high density computer 
simulation stud~es [3] 
Thus the present study provides posslble explanations for the presence of the 
diffusion coefficient values reported in case of high density computer ~lrnulat io~ 
studies [3] It also shows conclusively that both at high and low density the diffusion 
coefficlent diverges in the long t~me 
The question then is How to descnbe the d~ffusion lirnlted processes 111 two 
dimensions? In 2-D for many processes the rate is expressed in terms of the diffusion 
coeffiaent 113, 14) Thus the non-existence of the d~ffusion coefficient in 2-D rings 
an alarm - the paradox being how to descnbe the diffusion li~nited processes As 
mentioned earlier, although the diffusion coefficlent does not exist, D(t)  certainly 
does It IS proposed that all these processes need to be reframed In terms of the 
tune dependent diffusion D(t) Thus this study could possibly provide a new and 
meaningful way to discuss diffusion and diffusion controlled react~ons in 2-D 
Here the calculational detalls of d l  the input parameters requ~red to calculate 
R,,,,(t) and &(t) me presented 
Fi (q, t )  is the inertla1 part of the self dynamic structure factor and is given by, 
F(qy t )  a the intermehate scattering function of the solvent It is obtamed from its 
La~ lwe  tmmform form F(p, z) By using the following well known Mon continued- 
f r ~ t l o n  expansion and truncating at second order, the expresslon for F(q, z) can be 
wntten as [lo, 151, 
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< wqa >= and rq-' = 2 f i  Aq = wf(q)- < w: > where, w ? ( ~ )  a the 
second moment of the long.ltudmal current correlation funct~on given by [lo, 151, 
2 ~ B T  
w m  = 34 - + w: + &q), 
m (8 27) 
here nlfi(q) is the longitudinal component of the vertex function 
The short time collective part of the intermediate scattering funct~on, F,(q, t )  is 
The transverse current correlation function is assumed to be gwen by 
where w;(q) is the second moment of the transverse current correlation function 
which is given by [lo, 151 
For rt(q) the expression proposed by Akeazu and Damels [16] has been used, 
rc2(0) - 2w: (q) + 2q a m  
~ ; ~ ( q )  = ~W:(P) + 1 + (q/q*)= 
here q, n an adjustable parameter which actually determines the transition of the 
behavior of Cn(q, z )  from 'small q' to 'large q' and 1s considered to be q. = 1 5a-I 
riL (0) = hmq,o [mp$ (q)]/q2rl Here q is the zero frequency shear viscosity which 
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Part I1 
Applications of the Extended 
Mode Coupling Theory to 
Chemical Dynamics 
Chapter 9 
Introduction 
111 the first part of this Thesis the dynamics of pure liquids and the diffusion 
of a tagged molecule have been studled usmg mode coupllng theory (MCT) It 
has been shown that at densities normal to most common solvents, the dynmcs 
of liquid is birnodal/biphasic in nature There is a universal ultra-fast Gaussian 
component which often carries more that 50 % of the relaxation and usually wlth a 
time constant in 100-200 fs time range This ultra-fat relaxation is followed by a 
slow near exponential decay, wlth time constant typically 1n the picosecond range 
The ultra-fa& part was found to arise from the short time binary collisio~is between 
the solute and the solvent molecules whereas the slow long time part was found to 
arise due to correlated recollisions between them It was further pointed out that 
m many earlier studies a self-consistent treatment of the two were not carned out 
Commonly used hydrodynamic picture was found to be at fault ln several important 
limiting cases Most ~mportantly, it was found that the fiquency dependence of 
friction and viscosity have a common ongin and can be d ~ d ~ d  ~ h n  the same 
self-consisteat formalism 
In Part I1 of the Thesis, problems of Interest to Physical Ghernistrg/Chem1cd 
Physics are studied There 1s a mde range of physlcal/ehermcal procegses where 
the molecular motion is described xn terms of the generdlzed L 
[I] In these cases one needs to know how the dynamcd hctw vanes over the 
whole time and frequency plan which as discussed before esn be 'obtaped from the 
MCT formulation Thus the MCT formalism developed in the previous part has 
been extended to study three different problems of Physical Chemlstry/Chemical 
Physics A brief background of all the three problems are presented to motivate the 
studles presented later 
In the recent years many studies have been performed in understanding the influ- 
ence of solvent dynamics on a large number of chemical relaxation processes in solu- 
tion However recent developments in non-linear spectroscopic techniques brought a 
revolution in the study of these relaxation processes These new exyeri~nerlts made 
it possible to study the dynamics m a very short time scale thus revealing many 
new phenomena Studies on solvation dynamics performed in the recent times have 
found a nearly universal ultra-fast component in the 50-100 fs range in many sol- 
vents [2-71 Joo et a1 [5] studled the solvation dynarnlcs of a large dye molecule in 
alcohols by three pulse photon echo peak shift (3PEPS) measurements and found 
that 30 - 60 % of the decay of the total solvatlon energy correlation funct~on IS 
carried out by an ultrafast Gaussian component with a time constant (rG) less than 
100 fs They have also found that the presence of such an ultrafast component in 
dcohols (methanol - butanol) IS rather generzc in nature Ernsting and co-workers 
have performed experimental studles on the solvation dynamlcs of LDS 750 dye in 
solvents l~ke chloroform and acetonitrile [8] and argued that the experimentally ob- 
served fluorescence Stokes' shift for the dye molecule at  tlmes less than 70 fs may 
be attributed to vamous intramolecular relaxation processes such as lsomerization 
and/or vibrational energy relaxat~on [S] 
A posslble interpretation of this ultra-fast component has bee11 provided by 
Ladanyi and Stratt [9] by using the instantaneous normal mode (INM) analysis 
They find a nearly universal mechanism for the solvation of an excited solute in 
a solvent, zrrespectlve of the nature of the solut~solvent interaction (non-polar, 
i 
dipolar or ionic) The solvation as they find is dominated by the simultaneous par- 
tmpatlon of the nearest-neighbor solvent molecules where the solvent libration a 
usudly the most efficient route to the solvation Sklnner and co-workers [lo] have 
dso presented an interesting analysis of the non-polar solvation dynamlcs where 
energy relaxation in the range of 100 fs was observed In this work, the ultrafast 
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compone~lt arlses from the solute-solvent two-partlcle translat~onal dyn-cs m the 
cage of the other solvent molecules Thus both the stud~es conclude that the b l n q  
dynalri~cs plays a dominant role m determnlng the ultrafast component 
Recently Stratt and co-workers have also reported that both, the rate of the 
vlbrat~onal energy relaxatlo11 (VER) and the non-polar solvatlon dynarmcs (NPSD) 
m a non-polar llquld are dommnated by the dynarmcal events only of binary mnterac- 
tlons (or modes) [ll] The vibrational energy relaxation has a long hlstory [1%20] 
Several t heoretxal s t  udles on vlbratlonal energy relauatlon have been canled out by 
Invoking two baslc models - the Isolated blnary collision (IBC) model m whlch the 
colllslon frequency IS modlhed by the llquld structure, and the weak coupling model 
where the vibrational rnotlon of the molecule weakly couples to the rest (trmsla- 
tlonal and rotational) degrees of freedom so that a perturbatwe technique can be 
employed While the importance of the role of binary collisions m VER has been 
discussed earlier 112-161, the same for NPSD has not been anticipated before these 
INM analysls were performed 
In Chapter 10, an analytical study of the importance of the binmy part m the 
no11-polar solvatlon dynarrucs is presented by usmg the Ideas of the mode-coupling 
theory 60 % of the total decay of the nonpolar solvation energy correlation functlon 
wlth a tlme constant N 100 fs was found to be c m e d  out by the binary lnteractlon 
part only The VER rate has also been calculated from the frictlon obtamed from the 
MCT and an agreement between the theoretical predictions and computer s~rnulatlon 
results [20] a obtained over a large frequency range The enerky relaxat~on 1s found 
t 
to couple only to  the inxtlal part of the hnary component of the total fnctlon A 
study of waghted density of states (WDOS) r also presented m t h s  aartde The 
density of states are generally expressed m terms of two quantlt~es - the averaged 
and the welghted density of states The we~ghted density of states (wDOS), as 
shown by Poll& et d [21] and also recently by Stratt et [22], a related dlrectl~ 
to the frequency dependent fnctlun 
In Chapter 11, a study of vibrational dephamng of molecular vlbratlons m Ilq- 
u1d.i is prewnted to under&a,nd the expexmientally observed subquadratlc quan- 
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turn number (n) dependence of the vibrational de~haslng rate Due to the recent 
developments in ~ltrafsst higher order non-linear s~ectroscoplc techniques like rep 
onance Raman and IR echo experiments, higher quantum levels are now accessible 
These expenrnents have obtamed sub-quadratic dependence of the dephaslng rate 
as a function of quantum number n (23, 241 (as against the theoretically predicted 
dependence on n [25]) in systems like CDCI3 a d  CDJI The ratio of the 
&phasing rates between the overtones and the fundamental of the C-D stretchlng 
are 2 1 and 2 4 respectively 1241, as agmnst theoretically expected value of 4 
in both systems 
Among various theorles of vibrational dephasing 111 liquids, the works of Madden 
a d  Lynden-Bell [26], Oxtoby [25], Fischer and Laubereau [27] and Schwelzer and 
Chandler [28] are certamly the important ones These theories have investigated the 
connection between pure dephasing and vibrational lineshapes However, none of 
the above mentioned theories can satisfactorily explain the observed sub-quadratic 
quantum number dependence of the depllasing rate 
The average dephaslng tlme < r, > is glven by [25] 
where Q(t)  a the time dependent normal coordi~iate whose dephasing is being stud- 
led and < Q(t)Q(O) > IS the relevant time correlatia~i functiou If < Q(t)Q(O) > 
a assumed to decay exponentlally then the dephasing rate < rgl > ~111  show a 
quadratic dependence on the quantum number n However, in a dense liquid, the 
decay of the vibrational correlation functlon IS not sirigle exponential I t  IS expected 
to be biphasic wlth a Gausslan decay a t  short tlrnes followed by an exponential decay 
at longer t1mes[28, 231 Now lf the decay of < Q(t)Q(O) > is fully Gausslan, then 
the dependence of < T, >-I on n IS lanear Thus, the quantum number dependence 
depends on the relative magnitudes of the two components of the biphaslc decay 
It was earlier believed that in dense liqurds the Gausslw~ component was negllgble 
The force-for~e correlation function (which 1s requlred to  determine < Q(t)Q(O) >) 
m h h d  to fnctlon was assumed to be delta-correlated [25] However the rnlcroscoplc 
~ ~ f m ~ n  of the frequency-dependent frictlon obtamed from the mode coupling 
theory (MCf) which has been presented m the first part of this T h e m  and 8180 
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computer s~mulations [20] have clearly demonstrated that the force-force correlat~on 
function has a bimodal structure and r certainly not delta-correlated The study 
in Chapter 11 is based on Oxtoby's theory of vibrational dephasing but w ~ t h  a d e  
t ~ l e d  m~croscopic description of the friction wh~ch is obtmned from the MCT The 
study reveals that the overtorle dephasmg rates are substant~dly sub-quadratic In 
n dependence and show good qualitat~ve agreement with the experlmental observa- 
tions and also computer simulation studies [29] For h~gher levels (n 2 4), a h e a r  
dependence on n is obtained The density dependence of the dephasmg rate has 
also been mvest~gated 
In Chapter 12, the v~scosity dependence of the isomerization dynamics is studied 
Isomer~zation reactions which involve rotation of bulky groups around a body fixed 
a m  usually occur over diverse tune scales The viscosity dependence of the isomer- 
na t~on  dynamm is gwen by the well known Kramer's theory [30] whxh predicts 
that m the hmit of h ~ g h  v~scosity the rate is inversely proport~onal to the viscos~ty 
However, many experments [30-351 have shown that Kramers' theory fads to de- 
scr~be the viscosity dependence of rate m isomerization react~ons This IS especially 
the case where the barrier frequency (wb) g ~ v ~ n g  the curvature at the barner toy 
IS large In this case both experlmental [30-351 and simulation stud~es [37, 381 find 
a rate that decreases w ~ t h  v~scos~ty at a rate much slower than that predicted by 
Kramers' theory In fact, at  high viscos~ties, ~t is often found that the rate could be 
fitted to a form glven by 
where A is a v~scos~ty-independent constant The values of the exponent a! lie in the 
range 1 2 a! 2 0 It appears that the higher the b m e r  frequency the lower is the 
value of the exponent a An explanation for the unusual vlscos~ty dependence was 
prov~ded by the non-Markov~an rate theory (NMRT) of Grote and Hynes [39] which 
general~zes the Kramers theory by ~ncorporatmg the ~ d e a  of frequency dependence 
of the f r~c t~on  Stud~es of the rate have been performed assumwg the frictmn to be 
gven by the general~zed hydrodynamic theory [40, 33,411 But the hydrodynam~c 
theory is known to underestimate the fnction at  h ~ g h  frequency and thus was unable 
to explam certain expermxmtal results in ths lzmt (411 On the other hand, in a 
recent study by Biswas and Bagchi t h ~ s  ~somenzatlon problem was addressed where 
the high frequency hct~onal response of the l ~ l d  was modelled by the Enskog 
hctlon (421 T h ~ s  prov~des an upper limtt of the frlctlon at  hlgh frequencies ~ h ~ ~ ,  
while the general~zed hydrodynam~c friction [43] under-estimates the friction at high 
frequency, the Enskog limit over-est~mates the frlctlon in thls h m ~ t  For contrnuous 
the friction should be a rapidly dwreasing function of frequency, a feature 
toidly absent In the Enskog approxmat~on of the fr~ction In t h ~ s  diapter a &taled 
investgation of the rate is presented by uslng a fully microscopic calculation of the 
friction The analysls reveals the fractional V ~ S C O S ~ ~ ~  dependence of the rate where 
the rate can be fitted very well to Eq 9 2 The values of the exponent are found 
to depend cr~t~cally on the banner frequency This study can also explam various 
expenmental results 
It 1s clear from the above d~scussions that an accurate descr~ptlon of the solvent 
dynamics is required to explain many problems m Phys~cal Chem~stry/ Chem~cal 
Physics As w~ll be shown m the following chapters, it IS the b~phas~c/b~modal 
nature of the solvent dynamm whxh plays an ~mportant role in explaining many of 
the long standmg problems m these areas 
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Chapter 10 
Vibrational Energy Relaxat ion 
and Non-Polar Solvat ion 
Dynamics : Role of Binary 
Interact ion 
10 I Introduction 
Considerable progress has been made in recent years in understanding the influence 
of solvent dynarnlcs on a large number of chemical relaxatron processes m solution It 
has been discovered that not only many elementary chemical reactions, such as elec- 
tron transfer reactions [I-41 and lsomerlzation dynamics [5] occur with great rap~dity, 
but other chemical processes such as solvatron of a newly created charge distribution 
can also proceed with sub-picosecond time scale [6-28) ~ h e s e  ddlscovenes have led 
to renewed activity in many branches of hquld phase chem~stry For example, ~t has 
been shown that ultrafast solvatlon can have profound influence on such commonly 
assumed slow process as ionic conductivity of an electrolyte Solutron [29-311 Theo- 
retically, at tempts have been made to rationalize the experimental results not only 
by using the standard methods of time dependent s ta t ls t id  rnechanlcs, but by also 
inventing new methods One such method is the study of the instantaneous nor- 
mal modes (INM) to understand the short-time response of a dense hquid (32-443 
INM has been used to study solvation dynamics, [35] far-infrared (FIR) absorption 
spectrum 1451 and more recently vibrational energy relaxation [36, 441 
The motivation of the present work comes from the following facts In the first 
part of this Thesis the nature of the solvent dynamics was investigated ( See Chapter 
3) It WM shown that the mode coupling theory could accurately predict the solvent 
dynamics The solvent dynamics was found to be bimodal in nature with a fast initial 
Gaussian component which arises due to the short time binary collision followed by 
a slow long time decay which arises due to the collective dynamics Recently Stratt 
and co-workers have reported the surprising result that the rate of the vibrational 
energy relaxation (VER) and the non-polar solvation dynamics (NPSD) in a non- 
polar liquid both are dominated by the dynamical events only of binary interactions 
(or modes)[38] While the important role of binary collisions in VER has been 
discussed earlier [46-501, the same for NPSD has not been anticipated before The 
objective of this study is to demonstrate that such similar~ty can be understood 
from this entirely different theoretical framework, that is, the mode coupling theory 
whlch can predict the short time and also the long tlme dynamics of the solvent 
qu~te  accurately 
There is, however, a more fundamental aspect of this problem Several recent 
studies on solvation dynamics have found a nearly universal ultra-fast component in 
the 50-100 fs range in many solvents 113-14, 26-28] The presence of such component 
in water and acetonitrile has been rationalized in various theones [23] It  is the 
presence of such ultra-fast component in higher normal alcohols (ethanol - butanol), 
i 
reported recently by Joo et al [26], that deserves special attention These authors 
studied the solvation dynamics of a large dye molecule in alcohols by three pulse 
photon echo peak shift (3PEPS) measurements and found that 30 - 60 % of the 
decay of the total solvatlon energy correlation function is carried out by an ultrafast 
Gaussian component wlth a time constant ( T ~ )  less than 100 fs Joo et al [26] have 
also found that the presence of such an ultrafast component 111 alcobls (methanol 
- butmol) is rather generac in nature These observations were different from 
the experimental results of Horng et al [27] who studied the polar response of 
the solvent to an instantaneously created charge distribution and found no such 
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ultrafast component The scenario has become even more interesting by very recent 
stud~es of Ernsting and CO-workers on the solvat~on dynam~cs of LDS 
750 dye in solvents like chloroform and acetonitrile (511 In this work Ernsting and 
coworkers [51] argued that the experimentally observed fluorescence Stokes' shift for 
the dye molecule at  times less than 70 fs may be attnbuted to various intramolecular 
processes such as isomenzation and/or v~brational energy relaxation [51] 
Recently, Bagchi et al have carried out a theoretical investigation on the polar 
solvation dynamics in these monohydroxy alcohols [52] and also found that there 1s 
no ultra-fast component in the polar solvent response w ~ t h  TG 5 100 fs present in 
these solvents except m methanol I11 the same work, they have also shown that a 
microscopic theory based on a realistic model for solvent dynamic response can give 
rise to a time constant of 150 - 200 fs for non-polar solvation which is, agam, higher 
than that reported by Joo et a1 [26] 
A possible interpretation of this ultra-fast component has been provided by in- 
stantaneous normal mode analysis which finds free inertid inot~on of the solvent 
molecules responsible for this component The INM studies on solvation dynarn- 
ics by Ladany1 and Stratt [35] have revealed a nearly universal mechanism for the 
solvation of an excited solute in a solvent, irrespective of the nature of the solute- 
solvent interaction (non-polar, dipolar or ionic) According to the picture provided 
by Ladany1 and Stratt [35(b)], the solvation is dom~nated by the s~multaneous par- 
ticipat~on of the nearest-ne~ghbor solvent molecules where the solvent libration is 
usually the most efficient route to the solvation Recently, Skinner and co-workers 
[53] have presented an interesting analysis of the non-polar solvation dynamlcs where 
energy relaxation in the range of 100 fs was observed In t h s  work, the ultrafast 
component arises from the solute-solvent two-particle translational dynamics in the 
cage of the other solvent molecules Thus, even here the binary part plays the 
dominant role 
The earlier studies by Bagchi et al on non-polar solvation dynarmcs [52, 541 dld 
not consider the contribution of the binary part to the solvation ene ro  expliutly - 
the binary part was included only In the frictional response The situation for non- 
polar solvation could be qmte different Prom polar solvatlon In the latter ene ru  
relmatlon may be dommated by the coupling of the polar solute's electric field 
to the solvent polarization whose dynamics 1s controlled by the collective density 
relmatlon of the solvent This density relaxation of course coritalns the binary 
component Note that the above separation e somewhat arbitrary because the total 
energy of a polar solute may also contam a si@tlficaJlt n0n-polar contnbution The 
separation into binary and the rest - the correlated contribution - to the energy, 
becomes necessary when the short-range part of the intermolecular interactmn makes 
a dominant contribution to the total energy and this is certanly the case for non- 
polar solvation An important pomt to note that in tlme dependent fluorescence 
Stokes shlft experiments on polar solutes in polar solvents, the non-polar part may 
not make a large contnbution because thls part may not change ~~gnificantly upon 
This chapter presents an analytic study of the i~nporta~ice of the binary part to 
the non-polar solvation dynamics by usmg the ideas of the mode-couplmg theory A 
particular advantage of this approach is that ~t explicitly separates both the energy 
and the force Into a binary part from short range interactions and a collective part 
from the correlated dynamics involving many particles As shown 111 the previous 
chapters this approach has been rather successful m deali~ig wlth the dy~iamlcs of 
dense liquids The results of theoretical analysis on nom-polar solvatlon dynamics, 
vibrational energy relaxation rate and frequency dependent frictlo~i are presented 
here It is found that about 60 % of the total decay of the nonpolar solvation energy 
correlation functlon wlth a tlme constant N 100 fs is carried out by the binary 
interaction part only The important point here IS that both of them are controlled 
almost entlrely by the binary part of the frequency dependent frlction 
The vibrational energy relaxation has a long hlstory [46-49,55-581 Several the- 
oretical studies on vibrational energy relaxation have been carried out by invokmg 
two basic models - the isolated bmary collision (IBC) model m which the colli- 
slon frequency 1s modified by the liquld structure, and the weak (oupling model 
where the wbrational motion of the molecule weakly couples to  the rest (transla- 
tmnaf and mtatlmal) of the degrees of freedom so that a perturbatwe tecZin1que 
Tbs IBC model has been developed by Her~feld, L ~ t o v ~ t r  and 
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In this chapter, the friction calculated from the mode coupling theory 1s used 
to calculate the VER rate in dense liquids The agreement between the theoretical 
predlcti~ns and computer slmulat ion results [58] is excellent over a large frequency 
range The energy relaxation IS found to couple only to the initial part of the binary 
component of the total friction This is in agreement with the conventional wisdom 
The calculations presented here, however, are analytic and no adjustable parameter 
has been used 
A large number of theoretical studies have been carned out recently to calculate 
the density of states (DOS) in liquid with the hope that it will help in understanding 
the liquid state dynamics [59-631 The density of states are generally expressed in 
terms of two quantities - the averaged and the weighted density of states The aver- 
aged density of states (ADOS) could be related to the velocity auto-correlation func- 
tion by using harmonic approximation [59] The weighted density of states (WDOS), 
as shown recently by Stratt et a1 [36], is related directly to the frequency dependent 
friction A study of WDOS IS also presented in this chapter 
The organization of the rest of the chapter is as follows Section 10 2 1 contams 
the theory for the calculation of the frequency dependent fixtion Section 10 2 2 
describes the theoretical detals of the non-polar solvation dynamics of a Lennard- 
Jones particle in Lennard-Jones f lu~d Section 10 2 3 contams the discussmn on 
vibrational energy relaxation In section 10 2 4 the theory far the calculation of 
weighted density of states in a liquid are presented The results are presented in 
section 10 3 This chapter is concluded mth a bnef summary p section 10 4 
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10.2 Theoretical Formulation 
10 2 1 Frequency Dependent Fr~ct~on 
The expression of the frequency dependent f r~ct~on as presented in Chapter 2 can 
be wr~tten as 
1 
- -  
1 1 + 
RTT (4 (10 1) 
Note here that the binary frict~on, CB(z) is determined by the short range mter- 
act~ons between the solute and the solvent molecules whereas both the Rpp(z) and 
Rm(z) are governed by the relatively long range mteract~ons 
The contnbution from the density RPp(z) and the current RTT(t) are calculated 
following the procedure presented m Chapter 2 
Microscopic Express~on for Binary Eriction 
The quantity wh~ch is particularly relevant m the present work IS the binary part of 
the friction, CB(z) This contr~bution or~g~nates from the ~nstantaneous two-body 
collls~on between the solute and solvent particles Since these coll~sional events are 
always assoaated w~th  the ultra-short t ~ m e  (time scale < 100 fs) dynamics of the 
medmm, the time dependence of the b~nary frlction is well approximated by the 
followmg Gaussian decay function 
where TC IS the time constant asmaated mth the above binary Gaussian relaxation 
wo IS the Emstein frequency of the solute in the solvent cage This quantity can be 
evaluated from the solute-solvent radlal distnbut~on funct~on g12(r) and the ~nter- 
action potential (vlz(r)) between them as follows 
where m a the mass of a solute particle and p is the density of the solvent 
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A detaled rnicroscoplc derivation of the binary time constant as presented m 
Chapter 2 leads to the following expression of r<, 
In the following a simpler (although approximate) derivation of the expression 
for CB (t) 1s presented First, note that the expression for the same t ~ m e  force-force 
correlation function 1s gwen exactly by 
This is determined by the binary lnteractlon terms only and 1s proportional to the 
Einstein frequency Thus, a straght-forward generalization to the time dependence 
of the blnary part of the force-force time correlation function would be [53] 
where G12(r, t )  is the distinct part of the van Hove time correlation function, defined 
by G12 (r, t) = < d[r - r(t)] > where r(t) is the time dependent separation between 
the solute and a solvent molecule [64] Note that Eq 10 6 is approximate but 
sensible m the short time If one now assumes that the lnitlal decay of the correlation 
function 1s given by C&(t) = C&(t = 0) e~p[ - ( t / rF )~]  then one obtams the 
following expression for the Gausslan relaxation time constant 
where (and hereafter) the symbol double dot signifies the double derivative of the 
function in question with respect to time Thw qumtity IS gven by the following 
expression 
Let us now derive an expression for G12(r, t) which ~s valid a t  short tlmes From the 
definition of GIP(r, t), the expression for Gll(r, t + At) can be wntten as [65], 
Expanding the above Cfunction with respect to powers of AT, one obtslns 
Let us now define the increment, AGu(r, t), over G12(r, t) as follows 
whlch, after using Eq 10 10 and the definition of G12(r, t), produces the following 
expression 
Now, smce AT -+ 0 and At + 0, neglecting all the terms In Eq 10 12 containing 
  AT)^ and h~gher powers of it the following expression for AGl2(r, t) is obtained, 
In the same way let us define the Increment over AGlz(r, t) as 
AAG12(r, t) = AG12(rr t + At) - AG12(r, t )  , (10 14) 
where AGlz(r, t + At) IS gwen by, 
a AG12(r, t + At) = -[Ar(t + At)][% < s ( r  - r(t) - Ar(t) >] 
Now expanding the above expression m the same way as done m Eq 10 10 and 
neglecting terms contaming   AT)^ and higher powers of (AT), also talung into con- 
sideration the fact that the average velocity IS zero, one arrives at  the following exact 
expression, 
GI .~(T,~)  = - r(t)V,Giz(r,t) (10 16) 
Definmg an effectwe force, F(T) as F(r)  = pr(t) where p is the reduced mass of 
the solutesolvent composite system and also using the equality G12 = (r, t = 0) = 
912(r), Eq 10 16 can be rewritten in the following form, 
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In the next step, the force, F ( r )  acting 011 the solute particle is requlred There 
are two alternatlve procedures to obtain ths force First, one may approximate this 
by tabng the derivative of the Kirkwood's potentzal of mean force, W ( T )  related 
to g(r) by [64] W(T) = - ksT in&-)  This 1s the form used by Skinner and 
co-workers 1661 However, this 1s inaccurate in the very short tlme where force 1s 
deterrnined by the direct pair-wise binary interactions Consequently, the expression 
for F(r)  is assumed to be given by 
Note that at long times one should use the potential of mean force to obtan F(r)  
In order to calculate the Gaussian time constant r! from Eq 10 7, the expression 
for ~ ! ~ ( t  = 0) is needed Followi~~g the same procedure as outlined above, the 
following analytic expression has been der~ved 
The more involved microscopic derivation of the binary time constant (n) (given by 
Eq 10 4) included both the two particle and the three partlcle correlations, whereas 
as the second method (given by Eq 10 7) only includes the two particle correlation 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the three particle correlatxon does not have much effect on 
the calculation of T( The tlrne constant predicted by these two alternatlve methods 
(from Eqs 10 4 and 10 7) were found to differ only by about 10% from each other 
While the first one is expected to be more accurate, the second approach is far 
simpler and can be used to obtain an estimate of the force-force time correlation 
funct~on 
Extenswe experimental stud~es on the time dependent progress of solvation of ex- 
cited non-polar solute in non-polar solvent have been performed m recent years 
[67, 68, 691 Vanous theoretical studies [53, 54, 661 have already =planed many 
of these expermumtal observations In this section a theory is developed whlch 
describes the t ~ m e  dependent solvent response at  a very short t ~ m e  The work pre- 
sented here has been motivated partly by the recent work of Skmner and co-workers 
[53] The mam concern here is the normalized sohatlon energy-energy tune tor- 
relat~on function (SNP(t) )  of the solute w ~ t h  the non-polar mteract~on as the only 
source of energy The expresslon for S N P ( ~ )  1s gven by 
where CEl(t) is the solvation energy time correlation function If vlz (r )  denotes the 
~nteraction energy between the solute and a solvent molecule, then the ~nstantaneous 
energy of the solute can be wr~tten as 
where the summation runs over d l  the J solvent molecules The calculation of the 
correspondmg energy-energy time correlat~on funchon IS rather cornpl~cated An 
approx~mate xpresslon for t h ~ s  has been der~ved recently by Skinner and co-workers 
[53] In the followmg an ahernatme expresslon 1s presented which IS bel~eved to be, 
at least, equally vahd The treatment is entirely analyt~cal and IS accurate both at 
short and long tunes The results obtained are quite similar to those of Skmner and 
coworkers [533 
As In the calculation of the force-force time correlat~on funct~on, the energy- 
energy t ~ m e  correlat~on functlon can also be assumed to be separated into the short 
time binary part and a long t ~ m e  collect~ve part The bmary part relaxes on a faster 
time scale wh~le the slow collective part which 1s coupled to the solvent density 
fluctuatlon, relaxes on a much longer time scale Thus the expresslon of the energy 
time correlat~on function is assumed to be gwen by 
where the blnary part is already assumed to be Gausslan The expression for the 
collective density fluctuatlon part (Cpp(t)) is obtamed from the density functional 
theory and zs gwen by [54] 
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The above expresslon has a simple physlcal meanlng The blnary part arlses from 
the relaxation due to the dmct lnteractlon of two partlcles whle the cage around 
the solute (whose energy 1s bang considered) remans fixed The second tern, on 
the other hand, is Involved m the relaxation of the cage Itself 
Let us next derlve a microscopic expresslon of the tlme constant associated wlth 
the binary part of the solvatm energy, 7 -  The same steps are followed as presented 
m the calculation of the force-force time correlatzon functlon The expresslon for 
the tlme constant IS gven by 
where 
and 
Note that the tlme zero hmxt of Eq 10 22 glves the mean square energy fluc- 
tuatlon of the non-polar solvatlon energy Thls IS an apprcmmate expression The 
exact expresslon would lnvolve three partlcle (g3(7-)) and hlgher order correlation 
functions, as discussed by S klnner and co-workers [53] However, the contrlbutlon 
of these hlgher order correlation terms can be absorbed m the collective denslty 
fluctuation part (C,(t)) and hence, the t = 0 l im~t of Eg 10 22 is expected to 
provlde the mean square fluctuatmn of the non-polar solvatlon energy mthout any 
significant error 
The theoretical results obtamed by usmg J3qs 10 20, 10 22 and 10 23 are dls- 
cussed m section 10 3 1 
10 2 3 Vibrational Energy Relaxation 
In order to clarify the similarity between VER and NPSD, a very sirrlple system 1s 
considered, where a diatomic solute rriolecule IS m a rnorlatonlic solverit iriteractlng 
through Lennard-Jones lnteractlon This is also the system considered by Stratt and 
co-workers [36] For vibrational energy relaxation m the low lying vibrational levels, 
~t 1s reasonable to assume that the vibration is harmonic Under these conditlons, 
it has been shown that the time constant of vibrational energy relaxation can be 
gven by the following general Landau-Teller expression [70] 
where y is the reduced mass of the system comprising the vibrating bond C:X,"~~(W~) 
1s the frequency dependent bond friction evaluated at  the harmonic frequency of the 
bond, w~ Molecular dynamics simulation studies of Berne et a1 [58(a)] have shown 
that in the free dralning limit (that is, where the cross correlations between the 
solvent forces on each atom of the diatomic is neglected), C,bx,"?(w~) = 0 5 x Creal(wB) 
where (real(wB) is the real part of the frequency dependent friction experienced 
by one of the atoms of the vibrating homo-nuclear diatornic Here the frequency 
dependent frlction has been obtained from the mode coupling theory calculation 
10 2 4 Weighted density of States of a Liquid 
The weighted density of states (WDOS) is directly related to the friction through 
the following expression [36] 
where w is the Fourier frequency and pw(w) is the weighted density of states Taking 
a Fourier transformation of the above equation , it can be written as, 
The most important quantity m the calculation of VER and the WnOS IS the real 
part of the fwquency dependent total friction, STeai(w) The numerical results of 
C,,d(w) will be dlseussed in the next section 
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10 3 Numerical Results 
10 3 1 Non-polar Solvation Dynamics 
Here the numerical results on non-polar solvatlon dynanucs calculated by usxng the 
~q 10 20 m conjunction with Eqs 10 22 and 10 23 e presented In Flg 10 1, 
the normallzed energy time correlation functxon, SNP(t)  obtamed for a Lennard- 
Jones system a t  pa3 = 0 844 and T*(= k s T / ~ )  = 0 728 mth o = 3 41A0, m = 40 
amu and E = 1 2 0 k ~  IS plotted The calculation IS carrxed out for the sxze and 
mass ratxos 1 The Gaussian tune constant (7:) obtamed at thls state pan t  1s 
110 fs In the same figure the decompositio~l of the total energy into the blna~ry 
and the collectxve parts IS shown It IS clear from the figure (Flg 10 1) that the 
normali~ed bmary relaxation part accounts for N 62 % of the decay of the total 
non-polar solvat~on energy t ~ m e  correlation functlon The remmning part IS carned 
by the collective denslty fluctuation The dominat~on of the b~nary part in non-polar 
solvatlon dynarnxcs indicates that the nearest neighbor particlpatlon xndeed makes 
the solvation ultrafast for the non-polar solvatlon dynamics 
Table 10 1 The time constant assoc~ated with the binary energy relaxation (7:) 
calculated at different solute-solvent E ratios The time constants are calculated by 
using the Eq 10 22 of the text The solute-solvent slze and mass ratxos are taken 
as un~ty The solvent IS argon at  120 K 
Let us now comment on the time constant associated mth  the binary part of 
the solvatlon energy correlation function For a Lennard-Jones system, the present 
theory gives a value of 110 fs for the blnary time constant a t  p* = O 844 and Tk = 
0 728 This IS m agreement wxth the results of Slanner and co-workers [53] However, 
this s still larger than the fastest tune scale observed experimatally by Joo et ad 
P6] The reasan for the drscrepancy may be the followrng Joo et al 1261 used a 
huge dye molecule wh& may lead to speclfic soIutesolvent interaction both m the 
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Figure 10 1 A comparison between the blnary and the collectlve components of the 
non-polar solvatlon energy time correlation functions The normalized non-polar 
solvation energy tlme correlation function SNP( t )  is plotted as a functlon of time, 
t for the solutesolvent size ratlo 1 The solid line represents the decay of the total 
non-polar solvation energy time correlation function This has been calculated by 
using the Eq 10 22 of the text The small dashed lme shows the decay of the binary 
component and the long dashed line the decay of the collectlve component of the 
total S N P ( ~ )  The solvent considered is argon at T* = 0 728 wlth p* = 0 844 The 
mass of the solute is taken as that of an argon atom Note that the tlme 1s scaled 
by the quantity T., = @$ This 1s equd to 2 527 x s For dmuss~on, see 
the text 
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10 3 2 Vibrational Energy Relaxation 
Next the numerical results on the vibrational energy relaxation (VER) is discussed 
The calculated rate of the vdmhoxlai energy relaxation in presented 1n Table 10 2 
The system studied here 1s a homo-nuclear diato~nic dissolved in Lennard-Jones 
argon at p* = 1 05 and 2 "=2 5 The atomic mass and size of the diatomic solute 
are the same as those of an argon atorrl The frequency dependent bond friction 
is calculated from ~ ~ m d c  ~oupllng: theory 111 Fig 10 2, the comparison between 
the calculated friction c 2 1 ~ 1  that obtamed from the sirnulation studies of Straub et 
al [58(b)] is presented The plot shows that there are some oscillations present 
in the friction calc ulatcd fro111 the mode coupl~rtg theory, which actually mars the 
otherwise good agrcrrtent l he rrsults obtu~ied from INM andysis by Stratt et a2 
[36] and those from the si~nulat~ori studies of Berne et a1 [58(a)] are also presented 
in the same table 1 he corripcarxson shows that at high frequency the INM approach 
under-estimates the rate of the vlbratlonal energy relaxation 
In Fig 10 3 the time dependence of ths fnct~on for a Lennard-Jones system 
at the reduced deris~ty p* = 1 05 and reduced temperature T* = 2 5 1s presented 
The binary part decays on an extremely fast time scale and' the decay a mostly 
Over by about 200 fs The remammng contnbut~on from the frequency dependent 
frlctlon comes from the slower c&ctlve density and transverse current relaxations 
of the liquid Note that although the last two components can make slgnificmt 
contribution to the total fregue~lcy fmtton (whlch e related to the diffusion 
coefficient), they pla~r no role the short time dynarics Slnce the mbrationd 
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Fwre  10 2 The half of the real part of the calculated total kction is plotted agrunst 
frequency The calculated fnetlon (solid line) 1s also compared with the simulated 
fnction (dashed line) - reported in Ref 60 (b) ( F I ~  6) The solvent considered 1s 
argon at P = 2 5 with p* = 1 05 Note that <Led = 9 
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Table 10 2 The vibratmal energy relaxation rates calculated by usmng the Eq 
10 27 The system studied here IS a homo-nuclear d~atomic solute d~ssolved in 
Lennard-Jones argon at p* = 1 05 and T* = 2 5 mth a A r  = 3 41 A0 and m ~ ,  
= 39 5 amu The atomic size and the atomlc mass of the d~atomic solute are the 
same as those of an argon atom For comparison, the INM results of Stratt et 
pg] and the sirnulat~on results of Beme et a1 [58(a)] are also shown in the s m e  
table 
1 /TI - Theory 
(ps-'1 
l/Tl - Szmulatzon 
07s-l> 
 TI - I N M  
bs- l )  
energy relaxation of a molecule In a l~quid couples only to the high frequency response 
of the liqmd, at  this high temperature (T* = 2 5) and for all the densit~es tudied 
here ~t IS found that ~t IS primarily the blnary part of the frlction that contributes 
to the v~brational energy relaxat1011 The dffering tune scales involved In the t ~ m e  
dependent fr~ction 1s also shown in Fig 10 3 
Thus, in order to obtam the solvent dependence of the VER, the blnary part as 
well as the collective density part IS requ~red to be calculated I t  is clear from Eqs 
10 5-10 8 that this binary part is sensitive not only to the detals of the mteractlon 
potentla1 between the v~bra t~ng  solute and the surroundmg solvent molecules, but 
also to the solute-solvent r a d d  distnbut~on function It a found that for Lennard- 
Jones system, the v~brational energy relaxation depends also on the energy param- 
eter E 
In Table 10 3 the solvent denslty (p*) dependence of the rate of the v~bratlonal 
energy relaxation at constant temperature, T* = 2 5 IS presented The rate IS 
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Figure 10 3 A cornpanson between the binary and the collective components of 
the time dependent frlction The time dependent fnctlon, [*(t/rSc) 1s plotted as a 
function of time The solid line denotes the decay of the total friction with time 
The long dashed llne represents the decay of the binary part of the total friction 
and the small dashed h e  shows the decay of the collective part of the total frlction 
Note that the frictmn plotted here is scaled as follows C(t/r , , )  = C(t/rsc) x r:c/m 
where m is the mass of a solvent partlcle The solvent considered is argon at Tk = 
2 5 mth p* = 1 05 Note that the tlme is scaled by the quantlty rS, = @ This 
is equd to 1 3636 x s 
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atom 
calculated by using the Eq 10 29 where the frequency dependent bond friction 
has been obtamed from the mode coupling theory The system is a homo-nuclear 
diatomic solute dissolved 111 Lennard-Jones argon where the mass of an atom of the 
diatomic solute is that of an argon atom The results are tabulated for four different 
frequencies at each density A comparative study among the density dependent 
VER rates clearly reveals that the rate zncreases almost 11nearIy with density at 
all frequencies The enhancement of the VER rate with denslty can be explaned 
from the binary interaction picture The frequency of the effective binary collision 
Increases as the density increases Thls, in turn, reduces the time scale of the decay 
of the t ~ m e  dependent binary friction leading to a more rapid energy transfer from 
one vibrational state to the other whlch gves nse to an over-all Increase in the VER 
rate However, in the limited range of temperature and density investigated in thls 
work, an apprmmate f11j2 dependence of the vibrational energy relaxation rate 
1s observed This appears to be in agreement with the earlier work of Hills (721 
reviewed elegantly by Oxtoby [46] 
10 3 3 Weighted density of States 
The we~ghted density of states IS also calculated from the frequency dependent 
frictmn usmg the relation gwen m Eq 10 29 Do~ng this the correct behavior of the 
we~ghted dens~ty of states is obtamed when compared with the results of Stratt et 
al [36] 
10.4 Conclusions 
The m u  results presented in t h ~ s  chapter are first summarized The relat~on b e  
tween the non-polar solvation dynam~cs and the vibrational energy relaxation has 
been mnvest~gated, following the findmgs of Stratt and co-workers [35] that these two 
are ~ntimately related The present ~nvest~gat~on is completely different from the 
earlier in a sense that the present approach is based on the mode coupling theory 
which provides an accurate description of both short time and long time dynam~cs 
S~mple xpressions for the lnitial decay of the forceforce time correlation function 
and energy-energy time correlation funct~on IS obtamed The appl~catlon of these 
expressions have been partly motivated by the modecoupling theory and partly by 
the work of Shnner et al [53] It IS found that the v~brat~onal energy relaxat~on IS 
almost entrrely dominated by the binary friction and is decoupled from the macro- 
scop~c frlct~on The non-polar solvatlon dynamm has been found to be determmed 
by the b~nary fnct~on at the initial times The slow long time decay observed from 
the non-polar solvation energy time correlation function still remams slaved to the 
hydrodynamic motion of the solvent molecules It is further found that the time 
constant and the decay of the initial non-polar solvation energy time correlation 
function IS determined to a large extent by the strength of the solute-solvent mter- 
action As shown in Table 10 1, the Gaussian time constant of the lnitlal decay can 
be easily in the order of 50 - 100 fs if the solutesolvent attractive interaction (pa- 
ramtenzed by €) IS suffic~ently large Thus it is found that the non-polar solvatlon 
dynamlcs can be responsible for the expermental observat~ons of Joo et al [26] 
where 30 - 60 % of the decw of the total solvat~on energy correlation function has 
been carried out by an ultra-fast component with a t ~ m e  constant less than 100 fs 
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The binary part seems to explain the rate of the vibrational energy relaxation, as 
in Table 10 2 Here the bond between the atoms of the homo-nuclear diatomic 
assumed to be rigd and also no coupling between the translational and rotational 
motions 
HOW far one can generate the density of states from the binary part has also been 
investigated The general features of the weighted density of states are in agreement 
with the INM results of Stratt and co-worker [36] 
In the previous theories of non-polar solvation dynamics [52, 53, 541 the binary 
part was completely ignored This led to the conclusion that the initial part of the 
non-polar solvation energy time correlation function decays with a time constant of 
150 - 200 fs It is shown here that the binary part can lead to the initial decay wlth 
Gaussian time constant, 76 N 50 fs This is in agreement with the INM analysis of 
Stratt and co-workers [35,44] and sirnulation results of Skinner and co-workers [53] 
Lastly, the fair agreement obtained between the theoret~cal and the simulated 
rates of VER suggest that the mode couphng theoretic approach to short time 
dynamics is rellable 
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Chapter 11 
Mode coupling Theory Analysis of 
Subquadratic Quantum Number 
Dependence of the Overtone 
Vibrational Dephasing in 
Molecular Liquids 
11.1 Introduction 
In the preceding chapter it was shown that the short time dynamics of the solvent 
plays an important role in determining the rates of wbrational energy relaxation 
and of non-polar solvation dynamics The principal aspect of these studies was the 
role played by the biphaslc solvent response In this chapter a study of the effect of 
the solvent dynamics on the uzbratzoncd dephasang in molecular liquids 1s presented 
It will be shown that here also the biphasic solvent response plays a very important 
role and , in fact, can gve  rise to  the breakdown of a well-known approximation ln 
the theory of vibrational dephasing and can predict novel results 
Electronic and vibrational line shapes of molecules in llqu~ds get shifted and 
broadened compared to the same in the gas phase (1-81 This anses from a delleate 
M m c e  between several ~nteractions that emst mthin the liquid The two m a n  
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origms in the evolut~on of the hqu~d structure and dynamlcs are of oppos~te nature, 
the long-range attractwe forces that try to bring the molecules closer together so as 
to rnalnta~n the liqu~d at h~gh dens~ties and the relatively short-range harsh repuIslve 
forces between the nearest-neighbor molecules that tend to force them apart 
While the mlcroscoplc structure of most l~quids can be rather well accounted for 
m terms of repuls~ve forces only [I, 51, the attractive forces are manly respons~ble 
for the sh~fts of v~brat~onal/electronic frequency between the vapor and the hq- 
uid phases Therefore, measurement of frequency sh~fts and v~brational mew~dths 
together serve as ind~rect probes to obtam information on the structure and the 
dynam~cs of l ~ q u ~ d s  
The t ~ m e  scales of molecular dynam~cs in hqu~ds cover a wlde range from the 
ultrafast (collis~onal interactions) to the almost static (at tractwe force mteract~ons) 
It IS widely bel~eved that lme broadenmg of an ~sot rop~c  Raman hneshape of a VI- 
brational mode mamly awes from three possible processes, the phase relaxat~on or 
pure v~brat~onal dephasmg due to elast~c processes, the resonant transfer between 
different moIecules and the v~brat~onal energy relaxat~on due to ~nelastic tram- 
t~ons [I, 21 Recently, mtramolecular v~brat~onal red~stnbut~on between the modes 
has been suggested as a potential mechan~sm for rap~d,  homogeneods dephasing by 
Berg et al [6] m the case of ethanol at low temperatures Although thls mecha- 
nlsm IS yet to be definit~vely demonstrated, it is poss~ble as it bears resemblance 
to the well-established intramolecular v~brat~onal contribut~ons m ultrafast electron 
transfer react~ons [9, 101 Pure dephasmg mvolves the continuous, stochast~c fluc- 
tuations of the energy levels of a molecule mteractmg w ~ t h  ~ t s  urroundings and 
usually, IS the dommant dephasmg mechan~sm It is also much faster than the other 
above mentioned processes Therefore, it IS generally sufficient t o  consider the ef- 
fect of pure dephasmg on l~neshapes However, m some cases, the t~mescales of 
the above processes could be comparable and then mterplay could result in strong 
cross-correlat~ons between t h m  [2] 
Many exper~mental methods have been developed over the years and many stud- 
~ e s  have been carned out on several systems to observe dephasmg m l~quids and ~ t s  
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dependence on temperature, pressure and concentration [2,3,5] One of them 1s the 
lsotroplc Raman lineshape The other methods involve a coherent excitation of the 
with a laser pulse and monltonng the decay of the phase coherence after a 
delay time by anti-Stokes Raman scattering measurements at the phas+matched an- 
gle With such technlques, only fundamentals and lower overtones of the vibrational 
modes can be studied 
However, with recent developments in ultrafast higher order non-linear spectro- 
scopic technlques like resonance Raman and IR echo experiments, hlgher quantum 
levels are now access~ble Experiments involving such new techniques have revealed 
interesting sub-quadratic observations of the dephasing rate as a function of quan- 
tum number n [5, 111 (as against the theoretically predicted quadratic dependence 
on n ) in some systems For example, in systems like CDC13 and CD31, the ratio of 
the dephasmg rates between the overtone and the fundamentals of the C-D stretch- 
ing mode are 2 1 and 2 4 respectively [ll], as agamst theoretically expected value 
of 4 in both systems This is somewhat surpnsing because in liquids the frequency 
time correlation function is expected to be short and in the motionally narrowed 
limit Overtone transition studies that have been attempted earlier [12, 131 have 
reported slmilar sub-quadratic quantum number dependence', although these abser- 
vations involved a considerable mount  of uncertmnty because of low signal-to-noise 
factors of the bandwidth measurements 
Among various theories of vibrational dephasing in hquids, the works of Madden 
and Lynden Bell [14], Oxtoby [I], Fischer and Laubereau [15] and Schweizer and 
Chandler [3] are certainly the important ones These have investzgated the connec- 
tion between pure dephasing and vibrational l ineshap  The pnme features of the 
above theories are the following Madden and Lynden Bell's work assumed a har- 
monic oscillator weakly and non-linearly coupled to a heat bath They carried out a 
second-order perturbation calculation to determine the effect of the oscillator-bath 
interactions Oxtoby developed a slmple, elegant model by assuming an anharmonic 
oscillator and, for the first time, introduced the hydrodynamic theory to determine 
the friction on the vibration due to the surrounding medium This treatment is 
completely different from the lsoIated binzhly collision model developed previously 
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by Fls&er and Laubereau [15] to study the effects of collinear collision of a &atomlc 
an atom on vibrational dephasing Also, Oxtoby's work was based on Kubojs 
stochastic theory of line shapes [I 61 Subsequently, Schweizer and Chan- 
dler developed a unified molecular theory which allowed to  understand the effects 
of vibration-rotational coupling and the role of repulsive and attractive forces sepa- 
rately [3] By assuming a distinct separation of time scales between the latter two, 
they could analyse their contributions separately 
However, none of the above mentioned theorles can satisfactorily explain the 
observed non-quadratic quantum number dependence of the dephasing rate That 
the situation is somewhat complex can be understood from the following analysis 
The average dephasing time < Tv > is given by [I] 
where Q(t) is the time dependent normal coordinate whose dephasing is being 
studied and < Q(t)Q(O) > is the relevant time correlation functio~i The Fourier 
transform of this function is the observable in isotropic Raman experiments The 
quadratic dependence of the dephasing rate < rv >-' on the quantum number n 
arises when < Q(t)Q(O) > decays exponentially as, 
The above form is well-known and is the one usually assumed in the Kubo-Oxtoby 
theory 
However, in a dense hquid, the decay of the vibrational correlation function is 
not single exponential which is assumed in Eq 11 2 It is expected to be biphasic 
with a Gaussian decay at  short times followed by an exponential decay at longer 
times[3, 51 Now if the decay of < Q(t)Q(O) > is fully Gaussian as in the following 
form, 
< Q(t)Q(O) >= exp(-n2t2/ r2)  (11 3) 
then the dependence of < r,, on n is h e a r  Thus, the quantum number depen- 
denca wdl a i t i d l y  depend on the relative magnitudes of the two components of the 
bl~haslc decay was earlier believed that in dense llquds the Gaussian component 
A part~cular advantage of MCT IS that ~t separates the dynam~cs probed by the 
normal coordinate Into two parts - the initial ultrafast part that arlses from the 
bmary, uncorrelated, short-range interact~on of the normal coordinate Q wlth the 
surroundmg solvent molecules and the slower part that  IS coupled to the collective 
density fluctuatlons of the solvent (See Chapter 3) Thus, one can indeed lrnagme 
the first part as a homogeneous contr~bution whde the second slow part as mhomo- 
geneous but such a classdicat~on IS not requ~red here The present separat~on IS also 
d~fferent from the one suggested by Schweizer and Chandler In the~r  analys~s, ~t 1s 
the attractwe part that couples to the dens~ty fluctuatlons It IS easy to show from 
the MCT theory that wh~le the attractlve forces make dominant contribut~on to the 
b~nary part, both the attractive and the repulsive parts contr~bute to the slower 
In order to  ~nvestrgate the quantum number dependence of vlbrationd dephasmg, 
an analys~s was done on two systems C-I stretehlng mode 1n neat-CH31 and C-H 
mode m neat-CHC13 systems The C-I and C-H frequenaes are mdely d~fferent (525 
em-' and 3020 cm-I, respectively) and so also thex anharmonle constants Yet, they 
both lead to a sub-quadratic quantum number dependence The tlme-de~endent 
fr~ctron on the normal roord~nate 1s found to have the unl;ersal non-ex~onentlal 
character~stics m both the systems - a d~stinct inertial &wslan part folhwed by a 
slower almost-exponentlal part 
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The following results are obtained The overtone dephasing rates are found to be 
substantially sub-quadratic in n dependence and show good qualitative agreement 
with the expenmental observations and also computer simulation studies [17] For 
higher levels (n 3 4), a linear dependence on n was obtained This sub-quadratic 
dependence of the dephasing rate on the quantum number n has a simple physical 
explanation As n increases, the dephaslng becomes faster and is determined mainly 
by the initial fast dynamics of the liquid This naturally leads to a linear dependence 
on n for large n 
The density dependence of the dephasing rate has also been investigated The 
results show a decrease in the dephasing times with increase in the density as the 
internal friction within the system increases 
The organization of the rest of the chapter is as follows The theoretical for- 
mulation of the model 1s presented in the next section The results obtamed and 
discussions related to them are presented in sectlon 11 3 The chapter concludes 
bnefly in section 11 4 
11.2 Theory of Vibrational Line Shape 
The starting point for most theories of vibrational dephasing IS the stochastic theory 
of lineshape first developed by Kubo [16] This theory gves a simple expression for 
the broadened isotrop~c Raman h e  shape ( I ( w )  ) in terms of the Fourier transform 
of the normal coordinate time correlation function by 
The experimental observables me either the l~neshape function I ( w ) ,  as in the 
classical expenments, or the normal coordinate time correlation function, < Q(0) Q(t)  > 
as m the time domain experiments of Tominaga and Yoshihara The normal coor- 
dinate time correlation is related to frequency modulation time correlation function 
by 
t 
< Q(t)Q(O) >= Re ezp(uY,t)(ezp [t / dt' AU (t')] ) 
0 
(11 5 )  
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i 
where W, 1s the vlbratlonal frequency and ~ & L J  ( t )  = Ir, (t)  - V, (t) is the fluctuation 
energy between vibrational levels of 0 and n where n represents the quantum level 
the overtone t r~s l t lons ,  Vnn 1s the Hamlltonian matrx element of the coupling 
of the mbrational mode to the solvent bath Aw(t) is, therefore, the instantaneous 
in the vibrational frequency due to interactions wlth the solvent molecules 
A cumulant expansion [16] of Eq 11 5 gives 
The double integral in Eq 11 6 is rewritten in the follomng form 
where < ~ w ( ~ f ) A w  (0) > is the frequency- time correlation function Assuming a 
weak coupling of the vibration to the solvent bath, and extending the integration 
limit to infinity the following expression is obtained, 
where 
Ekpression 11 8 when replaced in Eq 11 4 results to a Lorentzian line shape whwe 
the half width at half maxima (HWHM) is T , ~  Thus assurmng an exponential 
decay as in Eq 11 8, r, can be obtamed directly ather from Eq 11 1 or Eq 
11 9 However, < Q(o)Q(t) > may be non-exponential as agamst an exponential 
one as assumed in Oxtoby's work and as shown later, may pw nse to an overall 
sub-quadratic overtone dependence of the rate 
The main contributions to the frequency-t~me correlation function are assumed 
to be, as 1x1 earlier works [3, 51, from the nbrshon-rotation coupling and the re- 
r B ~ W V ~  and attractive p a ~ s  of the solvent-solute interactions In several theones, 
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the (faster) repuls~ve and the (slower) attractive contributions are assumed to be 
of different time scales and are treated separately However, this may not 
be true in real liquids as the solvent dynamical interactions cover a wide range of 
time scales and there could be a considerable overlap of their contributions There- 
fore in the present work they have not been treated separately as described later in 
this section The vibration-rotation coupling contributiorl happens, in a very short 
time scale and by neglecting the cross-correlation between this mechanism and the 
atom-atom forces, it has been treated separately Therefore, the frequency time 
correlation function is written as 
where subscnpts VR and RA represent the vibration-rotation and repulsive-attractive 
contnbutions to the dephasing The total lineshape is, therefore, assumed to be a 
product of the above two contnbutions 
The frequency time correlation function is dependent on the frequency and the 
force constants of the vibrational mode whose dephasing is being considered They 
are determined by fitting the vibrational bond energies to a Morse-potential of the 
following form, 
V(r )  = De[l - ezp[-,O(r - re)12 ( 1 1  11 )  
where r is the positional coordinate, re the equilibrium bond length and P, D, 
are the Morse potential fit parameters The potential can be expanded about the 
equilibrium position r = re using the Maclaurin series expansion as 
and so Eq 11 11 can be rewritten as 
neglectmg the higher order terms Let x = T - r, represent the displacement from 
the eq~lhbnutm prz~1t101-1 r, The patential function of the vibrational dlatomlc 1s of 
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the following usual form, 
where Hva represents the hamlltorllan for the vibrational mode &sumng Q to be 
the normal coordinate and usi~lg the relation Q = p1/2x, the above equation for the 
vibration of an anharmonic-oscillator can now be rewritten in the form, 
The harmonic force constarit K11 and the anharmonicity parameter KLll are ob- 
tained by comparing Eq 11 13 or Eq 11 14 with Eq 11 15 
For deriving an expression for the frequency time correlation function the formu- 
lation of Oxtoby is followed If V is the anharmonic oscdlator-medium interaction, 
then expanding V in the vibrational coordinate Q using Taylor's series, 
In the estimation of Aw,(t), only the first two terms are considered neglecting the 
higher order terms (Q,, - Boo) and (Qk - Qio) are the quantum mechanical 
expectation values of the anharmonic oscillator They can be calculated using per- 
turbation theory and is gwen by, 
If the vibrations were harmonic, the first term would not be present, but in fact 
anharmonicities are large enough 
The derivatives appearing m Eq 11 16 can be rewrltten in terms of the atomic 
displacement E,, if the potentials are taken to  be atom-addltlve functions of relative 
atomic separations V(lr, - r,[) The derivatwes are Oven as [18] 
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where z represents the atom and F, represents the force on lt Also if the potential 
has a strong repulsive part, (g) can be approximated as, 
where L is defined as the characteristic potential range 
The atomlc displacement el is related to the normal coordmate through 
where z represents the atom, k labels the normal mode Q of lnterest and ilk = lrkulk 
represents a characteristic vector along the riornlal mode Qk 
For a dlatomic molecule, 
11k = ( ~ z / P ) " ~ ~ Z  
where 
An important ingredient of Oxtoby's work was the decompositio~~ of the force on 
the normal coordmate, - (g), in terms of the force on the atoms involved Assummg 
that the forces on the different atoms of the dlatornic to  be uncorrelated and the 
area of contact of each atom wlth the solvent to be a half-sphere, Oxtoby derived 
the following expression for the frequency-time correlation function 
n2 ~ ( - K ~ ~ ~ ) L ~ +  < AwRA(~)AwRA(O) >= - C[ 
2 % ~ i r n : ' ~  
"k l2 <Fi(t)FI(0)> (1124)  2w, Lm, 
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to e&lblt the quadratic n dependence However, while < Aw(t)Aw(o) > may have 
an n2 dependence, the average dephasmg rate (< T,, >-I) can show subquadratic 
dependence because < g(t)g(o) > 1s largely Gaussian at short tlmes 
11~ this work, fc)llowl~lg Oxtoby's method, the bond frictlon is calculated 111 terms 
of the fnction ( or the forceforce time correlation function ) on the indlvldual 
solute atoms defining the bond The calculation of the friction on a solute atom ln a 
of solvent spheres fi performed following the method described In Chapter 
2 and Chapter 7 
- 
11 2 1 Relatwe Role of the Attractwe and Repulsive Forces 
In thelr important work, Scllweizer and Chandler assumed a separation of time scales 
between the attractive and the repulsive forces [3] Based on t h s  argument, they 
could analyse the respective roles of the attractive and the repulsive contnbutions 
and were the first to point out that the vibrational dephasing a largely controlled 
by the attractive forces MCT theory, on the o t h e ~  hand, is based on the separa- 
tion of time scales between the binary coll~sion and the repeated recolllsions For 
Lennard- Jones potential, the contribution to  the Einstem frequency and hence the 
b~nary part arises yrirnarily from the attractive part of the potential On the other 
hand, the Rpp(t) is deterniined by both the attractive and repulsive contnbutions 
although it is the latter that renders it the dominant contnbution A rough ~ d e a  of 
the relative roles of the attractive and repulsive forces can, therefore, be obtamed 
by comparing the contributions of the binary (CB(t)) and the density (R&)) parts 
Interestingly, it is the binary part which makes the maJor contnbution at short 
tunes and therefore, attractive part becomes increasingly more important as n 1 -  
creases The important role of the attractive part implied by MCT in dephaslng 1s 
in complete agreement with the condmons arrived m Schwew and Chndler's [31 
work where it was explsmed using a separation of the attractive and the repulsive 
contnbutlons &though in a manner dJfferent from the p r o c e k e  adopted wlthn 
the MCT fra~uework The overall i m y l i c a t ~ w  of MCT me $so 111 agreement 1~1th 
the suggestion by Myem et d [5] that the dephmng could, be dominated by the 
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attractlve interactions or that the repulsive interactions could have a rather long ef- 
fective correlation time Note that MCT IS able to treat the attractlve and repulsive 
contributions together and m a consistent manner 
11 2 2 V~brat~on-Rotatxon Coupling 
As described by Schweizer and Chandler [3] and also by Myers and Markel [5], the 
effectlve potential for the vibration-rotatlon centrlfugal coupllng is the rotational 
kmetic energy which IS gven by, 
where J a the angular momentum, I = pr2 IS the moment of mertia, and p IS 
the reduced mass Expanding thls as a Taylor serles around the equlllbrium bond 
length, re, results m [5] 
where I, IS now the moment of inertia at re, and AT gwes the dlsplacement from 
equllibnum The centrlfugal contribution to the broadening of the line shape is then 
gwen by 
where 
Qnn md Q81, are the expectation values of the bond length dlsplacement and its 
squme, (7 - re) and (r - re)', m the nth vibrational level of the isolated molecule 
T h m  be ea~11y cdeulated usmg quantum perturbation theory 
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~ ~ l l o w m g  Schwemr and Chandler [5], < AJ2( t )AJ2(o )  > can be written as, 
< A J ~ ( ~ ) A J ' ( o )  >=< J ~ ( ~ ) J ~ ( o )  > - c J= >2  
and then rewriting the correlation function < J2( t )  J2(0)  > a, 
< J ~ ( ~ ) J ~ ( o )  >= 0 5 < J~ > [ 1 +  < J J(t) > I /  < P >2] 
and finally, using < J4 >= 2 < J2 >2 and < J2 >= 21ksT, one obtams 
where J,,,, is the normalized angular momentum autocorrelatlon function, 
< J J ( t )  >' /< J 2  > This is avalable experimentally from anisotropic Rarnan line- 
shape data for some systems 
Note that the angular momentum-momentum correlation function related to 
the vibrational-rotation friction too is highly non-exponential This again could 
significantly alter the n2 dependence of the rate However, for the systems studied 
here, the contribution of vibration-rotatlon coupling is neghgible 
11.3 Results and Discussion 
As mentioned before, the formulation presented in Section 11 2 is applied to two 
cases - the C-I stretching vibration of CHsI and the C-H stretching of CHC13 The 
followng simplification of these polyatomic systems have been assumed to calculate 
the friction First, a polyatomlc solvent system IS reduced to a monatomic sphencal 
system The effective diameters for this reduction have been estimated from fits to  
experimentally obtamed temperature and density data particular to the system [3, 
191 Second, the pdyatomic solute IS replaced by the &atomic comprlslng the bond 
So, the CH3-I and C-H vibrations could be treated as diatomics dissolved m a solvent 
for simplicity [I, 31 The m a n  attempt IS, therefore, to estimate quantitatively 
the time-dependent fmtion on the CH3 and I solutespheres in a medmm of CHsI 
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pseudo-spheres Similarly, C and H solute-spheres m a medium of CHC13 pseudo- 
spheres As the a m  here 1s to understand the quantum number(11) deyeridence of 
the overtone dephasing qualltatlvely, the above approximation is not expected to be 
serious 
11 3 1 Time Dependent F'rlction 
The solutesolvent and the solvent-solvent lnteractlon potentials are assumed to be 
gmen by Lennard-Jones potential The Lennard-Jones Interaction parameters for 
dlssimllar solvent(1) and solute(j) spheres are estimated from those of the Interaction 
of sim~lar spheres through the combining rule e2, = ( E , , E ~ , ) ~ ~  arid oz, = (oZ2 +0, , ) /2  
[19, 51 
The llquld a characterized by the reduced atomlc denslty p ~ ; ~ ,  and the reduced 
temperature T* = k g T / ~ J 3  The time dependent frlctlon IS calculated followmg the 
procedure presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 7 
The Lennard-Jones parameters for the CH3 system are taken as e lkB = 146 6K-I 
and a = 3 85A, for the I system as e lkB = 400K-I and a = 4A [5] For CH31, these 
LJ parameters are e lks  = 467K-I and a = 4 6A [19] The reduced atomlc denslty 
pa3 ( or p* ) for CH31 is 0 918 at  a temperature of 303K [19, 31 Here p is the number 
dens~ty 
In the case of CHC13, the LJ parameters for the C system are taken as e / k ~  = 
100 7K-I and cs = 3 214A [20] ,  for the H system as e l k B  = 37K-I and a = 2 93A 
[21] and for the CHC13 system, e lkn  = 494K-I and a = 5 045A [19] The reduced 
density pa3 value of 0 819 correspondmg to 303K has been used [19, 31 
The tlme-dependent frlction profiles (c  F(t)F(O) > vs t plots) that have been 
obtained using MCT for CH3 and I are shown In Flgs 11 1 and 11 2, respec- 
tlvely In both the cases, the frictlon on the atom shows strong bzmodal response 
in < F(t)F(O) > profile - Gausslan behavior m the lni t~al  time scale followed by 
a slowl~ relwng component There 1s even a nse m fnctlon m the intermediate 
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time scale ( See Fig 11 1) This arises from the coupling of the solute motion to 
the collective density relaxation of the solvent As mentioned earl~er, the 
~ o m ~ o n e n t  arises from the binary collisions and the slower part anses from 
correlated recolhsions However, the fnctzons on CHg and I ore found to be pzte 
dr,erent It is much higher in the case of I than that of CHI This is expected 
because although the LJ diameters of these CHs and I spheres are nearly equal, 
their individual masses are considerably different (CH3 = 15 gm/mol and I = 126 
gm/rnol) Because of this mass disparity, the positional coordmate Q corresponding 
to the equilibrium point would be much closer to the iodine atom As a result, the 
iodine atom is a lot more static than CH3 The large value of the friction for I also 
arlses from its large E: value as agalnst the small value for CH3, as the friction on a 
molecule is found to Increase with E (shown In Chapter 5) Therefore, CH3 1s more 
involved m collisions, is more free to move as ~t is smaller and lighter and so, the 
frlction on it is substantially reduced Also, the contribut~on of the heavy atom gets 
reduced because of the presence of the mass term in the denominator of prefactor 
term corresponding to each atom in Eq 11 24 Thus, the effective friction on the 
vibrational coordinate becomes less than the earlier estimates [I, 31 of the same 
The same arguments should hold good for C and H solutes in the case of CHC13, 
as then individual masses are considerably different (C = 12 gm/mol and H = 1 008 
gm/mol) which means H is more free to move than C and therefore, the solvent 
influence on H is likely to have a dominant role in the de!terrnmnation of the C- 
H bond frlction Furthermore, C is actually shielded by the presence of three C1 
atoms, a factor which have not been considered here However, this 1s not expected 
to be serious as the dephasing 1s more sensitive to the frictlon dynarmcs of the H 
atom The tirne-dependent frlction profiles for H and C show similar strong bimodal 
behavior as in the case of CHI and I systems and are as me shown 1n Flgs 11 3 and 
11 4, respectively 
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- - - - -R (t) PP 
Figure 11 1 The calculated total friction ([( t ))  as a function of time, along with 
the relative contributions to it from the term ( cB(t)) and the density relaxation 
R,(t) terms for the system CH3 in CHaI are shown m the figure The reduced 
temperature T*(= ksT/e)  is 1 158 and the reduced density p* for CHII 1s 0 918 
The tune-dependent frictions are scaled by ~ Z ~ T , ; ~ ,  where T-,~ = [ m ~ : / k ~ ~ ] 1 f 2  5 1 1 
ps I and 3 represent the solute atom and the solvent atom, respectively The plot 
shows a clear Gaussian component in the initial tlme scale for the binary part CB(t) 
and slower damped oscillatory behamor for the R,,(t) part 
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Figure 11 2 The calculated tirne-dependent total hctlon (C(t)) and its relative 
contributions from the bmary term ( cB(t))  and the density relaxation term Rpp(t) 
are shown 1n the figure for the Iodine atom m CHBI The reduced temperature 
T*(= koT/e) a 0 363 and the reduced density p* for CHsI a 0 918 The t~me- 
dependent fr~ction is scaled by rn~;:, where 7rc = h o ? / k ~ ~ ] l f ~  N 3 3 ps The 
finction is found to be much higher for Iodme than CHs 
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Figure 11 3 The timedependent fnction calculated from the binary term ( cB(t)), 
the density relaxation term R,,(t) and thar  combined contribution ([ ( t ) )  for the 
system H m CHC13 are shown in the figure These estimates have been obtmned 
at the reduced temperature T* of 2 24 and the reduced density p* of 0 819 The 
frlct~on values are scaled by mxr$, where re, = [ r r ~ , a ~ / k ~ ~ ~ f ~  = 0 32 ps 
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-----R (t) PP 
Figure 11 4 The time-dependent hction calculated from the brnary term ( CB(t)), 
the denslty relaxatmn term Rpp(t) and then total ( [ ( t ) )  for the system C 1n CHCla 
The reduced temperature T* IS 1 359 and the reduced dens~ty m p* IS 0 819 The 
tune-dependent frxtlon e scaled by m ~ ; ~ ,  where TB, = [ m s @ c ~ ~ ] ' / 2  u 1 1 ps 
The fnct~on is hugher in the case of C solute than the H solute 
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The vibration-rotation contribution has been computed from the experime~ltall~ 
reported value of TJ [5 ]  for CH31 while for CHCl3, the small moment of inertia asso- 
ciated with the proton stretch renders the vibration-rotation contribution negligible 
The angular momentum correlation data used for the calculat~on of the vibration- 
rotation coupling reported by Myers and Markel for the case of CH31 [5] has been 
used here They have approximated the experimental Jc0m to the followi~ig form 
where w~ = lops-l The correlation function decay is highly non-exponential with 
a significant negative region and is over within 0 5 ps This, along with the strongly 
Gaussian binary collisional contributions, is mainly responsible for the highly non- 
exponential < Q(t)Q(O) > profile observed 111 the initial time scale (Fig 11 5 ) 
11 3 3 Dephasing Rates 
The calculated In < Q(t)Q(O) > for the first three quantum levels for CHBI case 
is shown in Fig 11 5 The overtone normal coordinate time correlation function, 
< Q(t)Q(O) > is obtained from frequency-modulation time correlation function, 
< Aw(t)Aw(O) > using Eq 11 7 The values of other parameters that are required 
in the calculation of < Aw(t)Aw(O) > using Eq 11 24 are obtamed from the values 
reported earlier in Oxtoby's work [I] and is presented in Table 11 1 
The overtone dephasing rates are found to be substantially sub-quadratic, (close 
to 3n in the case of CH31 and 1 5n in the case of CHC13 ) towards higher quantum 
levels ( See Table 11 2 and Fig 11 6) These results show good qualitative agreement 
with the experimental observations that have been reported for the C-I stretdmg 
of CH3I m h m e  [5] and C-D stretching of CDsI [ l l ]  The sub-quadratic quantum 
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Figure 11 5 Theoretxcally obtmned plots of En < Q(t)Q(O) > vs t ( where t IS sded 
by ~ c H ~ T $ ,  where rrr = [mCRa~&ll/kB~]112 e 1 1 p p8) for the 6rst three q u ~ n t ~  
levels (n = 1,2,3) of the CHs-I mode in CHsI bmm the hct~on estmates (show m 
Figs 1 and 2) a,nd the v~bratmn-rotat~on contnbut~on The eqolllbnum CHa-I bond 
length was set to re = 2 14 A The results show an mmarneg Gawma befiavm m 
the short tune scale w~th increasmg quantum number 1.4, 
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Table 11 1 The values of the parameters for C-H and C-I modes taken from Ref 
I C-H 
L ( X I O - ~  cm) -Kill ( 1 0 ~ ~ g - ~ / ~ c r n - ~ s e c - ~ )  
number dependence of the vibrational overtone dephasing in case of CH31 is in good 
agreement with the computer simulation studies [17] In particular , the dephasing 
times obtained for the 1 level of C-I stretching mode of CH31 and the C-H mode in 
CHC13 is about 2 6 ps and 1 4 ps, respectively, which are in good agreement with the 
experimental observations The results obtained for the fundamental are compared 
with that predicted by the hydrodynamics theory and the experimental results in 
Table 11 3 In view of the approximations involved in the modelling, the above 
results are clearly fortuitous However, one can atleast believe that the present 
theory can reproduce the experimental results semi-quantit atively 
The sub-quadratic n dependence clearly arises from the non-exponential compo- 
nent of < Q( t )Q(O)  > ( shown in Fig 11 5 ) in the initla1 time scale which increases 
with increase In the quantum number n, which strongly reflects the presence of 
the Gaussian components of binary friction This dominant Gaussian behavior is 
respons~ble for the nearly linear n dependence in the higher quantum levels 
11 3 4 Isotropic Raman Lineshape Analysis 
A detaled analysis of the isotropic Raman lineshape, I(w) has also been carried 
out I(w) is defined by Eq 11 4 and a calculated from < Q(t )Q(O)  > Thus 
the lme wldth of the lineshape 1s inversely proportional to the average dephasing 
time ( T ~ )  The calculated line shapes are plotted in Fig 11 7 An analysls of 
the Raman l m x b p e  for the CHs case predicts a sub-quadratic dependence of the 
overtone bne wld tb  The ratio af the dephasing rate obtmned from the HWHM of 
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Table 11 2 Theoretically obtamed vlbratlonal dephasmg times for neat-CHsI and 
neat-CHCI3 as a funct~o~l of the quantum number n T., represents the dephmng 
tlrne for the nth level The results show a strong linear dependence on n m the 
higher quantum number range 
Table 11 3 Dephasmg tunes pred~cted from fundamental overtone of the GI stretch- 
mg mode m CHII and C-H stretchmg mode m CHCL3 uslng mode couplmg theory 
(MCT), the hydrodynarmcs theory (HT) [I] and the wenmental  d u e s  [22,23,24] 
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Figure 11 6 Ratios of vibrational dephasmg time ( T ~ ~ / T ~ , )  plotted as a funct~on 
of the quantum number for C-I stretching (525 cm-l) in neat CH31 and for C-H 
stretching (3020 cm-l) m CHC13 The results show highly subquadratlc dependence 
1n both the cases 
the Raman lineshape ( presented in Table 11 4) are close to that obtaned from the 
full theoretical calculation using Eq 11 9 
Table 11 4 The half-width at half-rna~murn ( HWHM) of the Raman lineshape for 
C H ~ - I  in CH31 ( plotted in Fig 11 7) as a function of quantum number n 
11 3 5 Denslty Dependence of Dephasing Rate 
The derisity dependence of the dephasing rate is also ~nvestigated in CH31 by chang- 
ing the value of p* The relative dephasing rates calculated for various density values 
(p* = 0 918, 0 965 and 1 101 ) are shown in Fig 11 8 The same values were con- 
sidered in Schweizer and Chandler's work [3] The overall overtone dependence still 
shows sub-quadratic dependence and the results show an increase in the dephasing 
rates with increase in density in the lower quantum levels ifhis is because of the 
increased friction within the system with increased density on both the solutes - 
CH3 and Iodine Only the CH3 case is shown here ( See Fig 11 9 ) as this gves rise 
to the main contribution to dephasing Earlier studies by Schweizer and Chandler 
t 
on the density dependence have also showed a similar decrease in the dephaslng 
times 
11.4 Conclusions 
The mam results of thm study are first summarized The Kubo-Oxtoby stochastic 
theory is used to understand the sub-quadratic quantum number dependence of the 
vibrational dephwng rate, observed recently by Tommaga and Yoshhara (1 11 The 
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The values In the bracket 
lndlcate HWHM( ,, IHWHM(,, 
Figure 11 7 Theoretically obtalned plots of I (w)  vs u uslng the En < Q(t)Q(O) > 
vs t reported in Fig 11 5 Frequency w 1s scaled by rnCH3rl2, where r,, = 
[mcx.o&3,/k~~]1/2 E 1 1 ps ) for the first three quantum levels (n = 1,2,3) of the 
CH3-I mode in CH31 from the frictlon estimates (shown in Figs 11 1 and 11 2 and 
the vibration-rotation contnbut~on) The results show a combination of Lorentzlan 
and exponential behaviors 
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F~gure 11 8 Theoretically obtzwned vibrational dephasing rates (7;') for CH3-I 
stretchmg in neat-CH31 liqu~d IS plotted as a functlon of the quantum number n for 
various dens~ty values of p* = 0 918, 0 965 and 1 101 The rates show an increase 
because of increased fi~ction mth increase in density Also, there is a clear lmear 
dependence on n towards higher levels 
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CH, In CH,I 
Flgure 11 9 The total friction ( [ ( t )  ) calculated as a function of tlme for the system 
CHa m CH3I at the reduced temperature T* of 1 158 and various density values of 
p* = 0 918,O 965 and 1 101 The timedependent fnction is scaled by m,ri2, where 
T~~ = ho,?/kBT]V2 ci 1 lps The plot shows increase ln hiction with increase in 
density 
man ingredient of this work 1s the calculation of the time dependent fr~ction on 
the normal coordinate This has been obtained from the mode coupling theory ( 
presented in Part I) It 1s found that the time dependence of the friction is strongly 
biphasic, with an ultrafast Gaussian component which dominates the initial decay 
The slow decay is qmm-exponential This leads to a non-exponential decay of < 
Q(o)Q(~)  > and a m.h-quadratic dependence of the overtone dephasing rate for lower 
quantum numbers, that 1s for n = 2 and 3 For larger numbers (n 2 4), overtone 
&phasing rate is found to increase linearly with n The isotropic Raman lineshape 
profiles have been analyzed which also lead to the same conclusion 
The present formulation involves all the basic features that are hitherto believed 
to be relevant and they have been treated as explicitly as possible within theoretical 
lim~ts There are, ofcourse, uncertamties involved in the LJ parameters [19] Also, 
CH3-I and C-H are certainly not diatomics, an approximation that may not hold 
good particularly in the case of CHC13 as the presence of C1 atoms could impede the 
mot~on of the interaction of C with that of the solvent However, these uncertanties 
in the qua~ititative calculations aside, the observations are still sub-quadratic and 
show good agreement with the computer simulation studies for the CH31 case [17] 
and with the experimental values (particularly of 1 level) 
It is interesting to compare the present study mth the important recent work of 
Schvaneveldt and Loring [7] These authors presented a theoretical ~nvestigation of 
solvent effects, both static and dynamic, on the dephasmg of a harnontc solute in 
a Lennard-Jones solvent, by using the instantaneous normal mode (INM ) theory 
In the case of low frequency modes ( 1 250 cm-l ), the contribution of the vibra- 
tional energy was found to be more important than pure dephasing process For 
high frequencies, their INM based calculations underest~mate the hnewidth As al- 
ready noted in earlier works, m the systems considered here ( CH31 and CHC13 and 
their deuterated analogues ), pure dephasing s expected to be far more mportant 
( because of the anharmonicity ) than the vibrational energy relaxation whose con- 
tribution can, therefore, be neglected The frequencies involved are also rather high 
for vibrational energy relaxation to have any significant effect There are, however, 
some interesting conclusions that could be drawn by compwmg the present study 
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~ l t h  Schvaneveldt and Loring's work In particular, if the solvent is assumed to be 
Mm&de ( stattc limit in their work ), the friction in the present case, particularly 
the long time, is expected to increase significantly ??his would lead to a faster 
&phasing Note that the immob~le solute case of Ref [7] would also give rise to a 
large fnctlon But this does not influence the results of Ref [7] because only the 
INM modes were co~isidered 
~t 18 curious to note that the quantum number dependence of the vibrational 
&phasing rate is similar to the rank(1) dependence of dielectric frictlon on a dipolar 
molecule in a polar hquid [25, 261 In the latter case, the magnitude of the dielectric 
frictxon decreases as 1 increases because the orient atlonal relaxation probed becomes 
progressively faster That is, the solvent retardation becomes less when ~t is drlven 
at hlgh frequency A similar situation is seen to arise here in the n dependence 
of the dephasing rate As n Increases, the dephaslng becomes faster, solvent fric- 
tional influence becomes less and < Q(O)Q(t) > becomes Gaussian Thus, both the 
anomalous quantum number dependence of the dephasing rate and the rank depen- 
dence of the dielectric friction have the origm in the non-Markovian ( or biphasic ) 
nature of the solvent response 
Finally, it IS to be noted that the intramoleculax vibrational redistribution could 
also serve as a source of dephasing (61 This mechanism seems to have similarities 
to that of intramolecular vibrational process in electron transfer reactions and the 
extent of its ~mportmce could be determned by the Franck-Condon overlaps of the 
coupling vibrational modes 
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Chapter 12 
Isomerization Dynamics in 
Viscous Liquids: Microscopic 
Investigation of the Coupling and 
Decoupling of the Rate to and 
from Solvent Viscosity 
12.1 Introduction 
Isomerization reactions, which involve rotat~on of a bulky group around a body- 
fixed a m ,  often play a fundamental role in chermcal and biologml processes both 
m solution and in organized assemblies In nature, isornenzatim reactions are found 
to occur over diverse time scales, rangmg from nanosecond for high barrm reactions 
to a few tens of femtoseconds for barrierless reactions [I-151 The study presented in 
this chapter is performed for high bamer isomemation reactions in VISCOUS liqu~ds, 
mth an mm to understand the origm of the fractzond wscoszty dependence of the 
rate The traditional model of b m e r  crossmg employs a bi-stable potential where a 
sizeable activation barner separates the in~tial state (reactant) from the final state 
(product) In such a picture, the crucial step m the reaction is the crossing of the 
rgscta  over the b- to tk pmduct regon If the dynarme solvent effects are 
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neglected, then the rate of the barrier crossing is given by the well-known transition 
state theory (TST) The validity of the TST could be llmited in the condensed 
phases where the reactive motion is often coupled strongly to the environment The 
most important and often discussed effect is the reduction of the reaction rate by the 
solvent frictional forces experienced during the barrier crossing Over the decades 
many theoretical [I-7,16-211 as well as experimental [8-151 investigations have been 
carried out to understand this effect The rate of barrier crossing as given by the 
well-known Kramers' theory [16] which is based on the stochastic Langevin equation 
and is actually the continuum llmit of the usual gas phase harmonic TST [18] can 
be written as, 
where Eb is the height of the barrier, is the zero frequency friction, w~ is the 
frequency of motlon in the reactant well and wb is the barrier frequency kB is 
the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature of the system The 
above expression provides a simple dependence of rate on friction ( 5 )  and predicts 
that in the limit of high friction, the rate should vary inversely with friction If 
one further assumes that t h ~ s  friction is proportional to the zero frequency shear 
viscosity (7) (vla the Stokes- Einstein relatlon with a proper boundary condition) 
then one predicts that at high viscosity the rate should be inversely proportional to 
the solvent vrscosity This limiting result is known as the Smoluchowski limit of the 
Kramers' theory and can be easily tested in experiments 
Many experiments [a-131 have shown that Kramers' theory fails to describe the 
viscosity dependence of rate in isomerlzation reactions This is especially the case 
where the barrier frequency (wb) gmng the curvature a t  the barrier top is large 
In t h ~ s  case both expenmental [8-131 and simulation studes [7, 211 find a rate that 
decreases with v~scosity at a rate much slower than that predicted by Kramers' 
theory In fact, at high viscosities, it is often found that the rate could be fitted to 
a form gven by 
k:~, = kwo exp(EblkJ3T) = &'-a, (I2 2, 
where A is a viscosity-independent co~istant The values of the exponent a lie in the 
range 1 2 1 0 It appear6 that the higher the barrier frequency the lower is the 
value of the exponent a Of course, one recovers the TST result when the exponent 
1s equal to zero 
An elegant explanation for the unusual viscosity dependence was provided by the 
non-Markovian rate theory (NMRT) of Grate and Hynes [17] whlch incorporates the 
idea of frequency dependence of the friction Accordmg to this theory the friction 
experienced by the reactive motion 1s not the zero frequency maeroscoplc frict~on 
(related to v~scosity) but the fr~ction at a finite frequency whlch ltself depends on 
the barrier curvature The rate IS obtmned by a self-cons~stent calculation involving 
the frequency dependent friction 
The situation is far more complex for reactions in high vlscous hqulds The f re  
quency dependent friction, c(z)  as has been shown in Chapter 3 (in case of Founer 
frequency dependent fnctlon <(w) ) ,  IS clearly bimodal m nature The high fre- 
quency response describes the short time, primarily binary dynamics, while the low 
frequency part comes from the collectzve I e , the long tlme dynarmcs There are 
some activated reactions, where the barrier 1s very sharp (1 e , the bamer frequency, 
wb 2 100m-l) In these reactions, the dynamics is governed only through the uE 
trafast component of the total solvent response and the reaction rate is completely 
decoupled from the solvent viscosity This gwes m e  to the dell-known TST result 
On the other hand, soft barners(1 e , wb in the range of 5-10 ern-') probe manly 
the long tlme dynamics and the reactlon rate can be strongly coupled to the solvent 
viscosity, gwing rise to Inverse viscosity dependence Many isomenzation reactions 
fall in the intermediate regime(1 e , wb in the range of 10-100 cm-') In these cases 
the rsact~on dynamics probes both the short time and long tune dynamics of the 
liquld and the reactlon rate can be coupled to the viscosity urlth fraetionaI viscos~ty 
dependence The fiactlonal vlscoslty dependence behavlor decreses mth mueasmg 
the barrler frequency (wb) and ultimately one recovers the well-known TST result 
in the limit of large wb 
In a recent study by &sw8 and Bag& this problem was addressed where the 
h h  frequency fnetlonal r s s p m  pf the hqutd was modelled by the Enskog fnction 
[BL l-Tlus pmmks an upper fuPt of the bctlon at high frequencies Thus, whde the 
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generalzzed hydrodynamzc fnctzon [23l under-estamates the frzctzon at hzgh frequency, 
the Enskog lzrnzt over-estzmates the fnctzon zn thzs lzmzt For continuous potentials, 
the friction should be a rapidly decreasing function of frequency, a feature totally 
absent in the Enskog approximation of the friction It was, of course, not clear to 
what extent the rate calculation could be affected by this approximation This is 
also related to the question of the sensztzvzty of the rate to the solute-solvent anter- 
actaon potentral It 1s worth mentioning that use of the hydrodynamic 
description underestimates the frictlon at large viscosity Thls IS because, in usual 
application the viscoelastic relaxation time 7, is assumed to be proportional to the 
vlscoslty (7) (241 
In this chapter a detailed investigation of the rate is presented by using a fully 
microscopic calculation of the friction which refrains from appronmatirig the short 
time response by the Enskog form A similar calculation has been carried out for 
viscosity As the short time friction is expected to be a sensitwe function of the 
interatomic potential, the comparison between the present calculation for continuous 
potential with the previous one by Biswas and Bagchi [22] could provide valuable 
insight into the problem 
Other noteworthy aspect of this work is the following A detaded study of the 
viscosity dependence of the rate has been carried out for a large number of ther- 
modynamic state points A subsequent analysis reveals that over a large variation 
of viscosity, the rates can indeed be fitted well to Eq 12 2 and the exponent a! is 
found to depend strongly on the barrier frequency (wb) 
In the limit of very large viscosity, such as the one observed near the glass 
transition temperature, it is expected that rate of isomerization will ultimately go 
to zero It is shown here that in this limit the batrrier crossing dynamlcs itself 
becomes irrelevant and the GroteHynes theory continues to give a rate close to the 
transition theory result However, there is no paradox or difficulty here The ensting 
theones already predict an mterpolation scheme which can explam the crossover to 
inverse viscosity dependence of the rate in the limit of very large viscosity This also 
provldes an understanding of the expected quenching of the isomelization rate at 
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very large vlscos~t~es 
12 2 Grote-Hynes Theory 
The rate theory of Grote and Hynes [17] tncluded the non-Markavian (memory) 
effects by cons~denng the following general~zed Langev~n equatlon (GLE) for the 
dynamics along the reaction coordinate 
where ,u 1s the effective mass and u represents the veloaty along the react~on coor- 
dinate, F ( x )  IS the systematic force arlslng from the potentla1 In the barrier region 
c(t) is the tlrne-dependent frlct~on and R(t) 1s the random force from solvent as- 
sumed to be Gaussian F ( x )  IS assumed to arlse from a static potentla1 whlch IS an 
mverted parabola, so that 
F ( x )  = putx 
In general, both C(t) and R(t) appeanng in Eq 12 3 anse from mxroscoplc mot~ons 
of heat-bath (solvent) modes mteractmg with reaction coordmate [23, 26, 271 For 
Isomenzatlon reactions m solvents, both of them mse  from the mlcroscoplc mot~ons 
of the solvent molecules interact~ng with the isomenzlng molety So, they must 
be related to each other They are related by the follomng relation (known as 
fluctuation -d~sslpat~on theorem ) 
where 1s the lnveme of the Boltzmann constant (kB) tunes the absolute temper- 
ature (T) a d  < > represents the statntlcd suerage over heat-bath modes at 
4 
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temperature T By using the probability distribution from the generalized Fokker- 
Planck equation, Grote and Hynes [17,27-291 obtained, after some rather lengthy 
analysis, the following simple and elegant expression for the rate constant, k G H ,  
where kTST is the transition state rate constant given by 
kTST = eq(-Eb/kaT) 2n 
Here, W R  is the frequency of motion in the reactant well, and Eb is the height of the 
transition-state barrier A, is the effective barner frequency with which the reactant 
molecule passes, by diffusive Brownian motions through the barrier region and is 
gven by the followmg self-consistent relation 
where C(h) 1s the Laplace transform of the time dependent fnction 
Equation 12 6 predicts the transition state result for very weak frictlon (A, ri 
wb), and the Kramers' result for low barrier frequency (z e , wb + 0) so that 
@,) can be replaced by ((0) in equation (12 8) If the barrier frequency is large 
(wb 2 10'3s-1) and the friction is not negligble (((o)/P N wb) then the s~tuation 
is not so straightforward In this regme, which often turns out to be the relevant 
one experimentally, the effectwe friction, [(A) can be quite small even if the zero 
frequency ( z e , the macroscopic) friction (proportional to viscosity) is very large 
The non-Markovian effects cam play a very important role 1n this regme 
It should be noted here that the GroteHynes rate expression ( Eq 12 6 ) reduces 
to the Kramers' result for a delta funct~on friction assumption 
It 1s dso mportant to note that for a system coupled lmearly to a finite d~screte set 
of hafmomc oscillators, the rate of escape over the barrier is described by the TST 
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[18] and the TST rate 1s exactly given by Eq 12 6 In the limit of continuum of 
oscdlators, the Kramers-Grote-Hynes result is regamed( Eq 12 6 ) [18] 
In order to apply the Grote-Hynes formula to realistic cases, the frequency depen- 
dent fr~ctlon is required which is calculated from the mode coupling theory (MCT) 
presented in Chapter 2 
12 3 Numerical Results 
12 3 1 Frequency Dependent Friction 
The total frequency dependent friction calculated from the MCT, { ( z )  is plotted 
aganst the Laplace frequency (2) in Fig 12 1 In the same figure the Enskog 
friction, 6 and the binary contribution, cB(z)  are also shown Note here that in the 
high frequency regme the frequency dependent total friction is much less than the 
Enskog friction and is dominated entirdy by the binary contribution Therefore, the 
use of the Enskog frictlon in barrler crossing dynamics, for systems with continuous 
potentials would always overestimate the solvent Induced impedance on reaction 
rate 
12 3 2 Choice of Barrier Frequency 
The experimental studies and theoretical calculations dl show that both the barner 
crossing rate, I c ,  and the exponent a depend critically on the barrier frequency, 
wb As the reaction coordinate and the reaction potential energy surface for many 
lsornerizing molecules in solution are not well charactenzed, accurate estimation of 
wb is not possible This estimate is usually obtained by fitting the expenmental 
results (obtamed preferably a t  low viscos~ties) to Kramers' expression [16] with the 
additional assumption wb = w~ , where w~ is the frequency of the reactant well 
which is considered to be harmonic Flernmg and coworkers [g] suggested that the 
values of wa associated with photochemical aomervation of the dye DODCI and 
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Figure 12 1 The frequency dependent total friction, ctObdz) (sol~d line) and the 
binary friction, eB(z )  (dashed-dot h e )  are plotted as a. functlon of Laplsce frequency 
(2) For cornpanson, the calculated Enskog fnction, CE is also shown (dashed line) 
The calculation has been performed for p* = 0 85 and T* = C) 85 The frequency 
dependent fnction, the Enskog frlct~on and the frequency are scaled by r,,-' 
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dlphenyl butadime (DPB) are in the range of 6 x 1012s-I to 3 x 1013s-1 In a 
recent theoretical calculation [22] (where the authors apprommated the short tlme 
f r lc t lod  response by E~iskog form), the realistic values of the exponent a have been 
obtained using the wb values of 2 x 10i3s-' and 4 x 1013s-1 But in the present work 
1s has been shown that these values are again rather high to produce the reallstic 
values of the exponent a! 
Robinson et al [30] suggested that the hzdden relatzonshzp between the intrinsic 
barrier height Eb and the barrier frequency (wb) should be taken into account when 
the fractional viscosity dependence of the rate is being considered For symmet- 
ric double-well potential, there IS a simple relation between the barrier frequency 
(wb), bamer height (Eb) and the reduced moment of inertia (1) of the two bulky 
groups about the molecule-fixed m s  A double-well potential energy surface can be 
described by a quadratic potential , 
where x = cose, 9 bemg the twisting angle This form of potential leads to the 
following expression for wb , 
This simple expression has been used to perform a semi-quantitative calculation 
of the barrier frequency, wb for the ground-state thermal Z / E  isomenzation of sub- 
stituted azobenzenes , e g , 4-(dlmethy1amino)-4 ' -nitroazobenzene (DNAB) The 
bmrier he~ght (Eb) for t h ~ s  reaction is about 12 kcal/mol in glycerol triacetate (GTA) 
solvent [15] and we is found to be apprommately equal to 6 x 1012s-1 Note that Eq 
12 12 may underestimate the barrier frequency(wb), especially if UR is considerably 
smaller than wb 
In the case of excited-state photoisomenzation of trancstilbene (t S) , the barrier 
to isomerization occurs at 27 6" from the tram equdibnum configuration [31] in 
Comparison to the ground-state maxmurn which is at  90' So, although the barr~er 
height m the ground-state energy surface 1s much higher than that in the excited 
state, the barrier frequency (wb) for the exated state could be higher than that for 
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the ground-state isomerization reactlon In fact, following the same procedure as 
discussed above, the value of wb is found to be about 2 x 10'~s-~ for tS in the ground 
state and a sophisticated calculation using the molecular mechanics potential model 
of Vachev et a1 [32] leads to a barrier frequency (wb) of about 5 x 1013s-1 in the 
excited state, [33(b)] which is consistent with the above discussion However, ~t 
should be noted that the theoretical calculat~ons of the excited state curvature are 
still rather approximate 
The most important pomt to be noted here is that a recent theoretical study of 
Pollak et a1 [33] on viscosity dependence of tS ~somenzation rate in liquid ethane 
shows that the dynamic friction effects are small (1 e , a! 11 0), which agrees quite 
well with the theoretical results presented later 
It should be pomted out that in a previous study, Barbara et  a1 [34] calculated 
the barrier frequency (wb) in somewhat more ngorous way by using the thermochem- 
ical data for the torsional isomerization of alkenylanthracenes They found that wa 
for the adiabatic, excited-state torsional isomerization of 2-(2'-propeny1)anthracene 
(22PA) and E-2-(2'-buteny1)anthracene (2BA) are about 9 x 10~~s-l  and 7 54 x 
1012s-l, respectively For 2-vinylanthracene (2VA) isomeri~ation, the barr~er fre- 
quency is about 1 6 x 1013s-l 
However, the interesting point to note here is that the experimental results of 
Barbara et al [34] show that the barlner crossing rate for 2VA isomerization is 
completely decoupled from the solvent viscosity (1 e , a ci 0) This IS in very good 
agreement with the theoret~cal results presented later 
12 3 3 Barrier Crossing Rate 
The lsomenzation rate is calculated uslng the Grote-Hynes formula, given by Eqs 
12 6 and 12 8 The frequency dependent frictlon ( ( ( z ) )  and viscosity (q) has been 
obtamed from the mode-couplmg theory presented in Chapter 2 of this them For 
convenience the rate is expressed in terms of the dimensionless quantity, K; in the 
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Table 12 1 The value of the exponent a obtalned from the best fit curves (Fig 12 2) 
for four dlfferent barrier frequencies wb, at T*=O 85 
following form, 
= kGH TST lk = x r / w b  
Now to find A, iteratively the Eq 12 8 can be recasted as follows 
Thus K is the transmission coefficient which 
- 1 = O  (12 14) 
measures devlatlon of the GroteHynes 
rate, kGH from the transltlon state theory rate, kTST 
tc has been calculated for a large number of thermodynam~c state po~nts (T*, p*) 
by varylng the solvent denslty (p* )  widely (p* IS vaned from 0  6 to 1 05) a t  a fixed 
reduced temperature, T* = O 85, for four dlfferent barrier frequency (wb) values 
These four different bamer frequencies are 3 x 1012s-l, 5 x 1012s-1, 1013s-l m d  
2 x 1013s-1 The calculated rates have been plotted as a functlon of solvent viscosity 
(q) for all these four barrler frequencles, wb (figure 12 2) For all these frequencles, 
the rate can be fitted very well by fractional viscosity dependence, wlth exponent 
(a) ln the range of 1 > a! > 0 The value of the exponent obtmned from the best fit 
curves for all four barrier frequericles are presented m Table 12 1 
As can be seen from the numbers, the exponent a IS clearly a function of barrler 
frequency (wb) and its value r decreasmg with Increase m wb For wb = 2 x 10L3s-l, 
its value almost goes to zero (a  < 0 051, whleh clearly mdlcates that beyond thls 
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Figure 12 2 The calculated values of the transmission coefficient, n are plotted as 
a function of the solvent viscosity (q*) for four bantler frequencies (wb) at T* = 
0 85 The squares denote the calculated results for wb = 3 x 1012s'l, stars for wb = 
5 x 1012s-I, tnangles for wb = 1013s-l and the clrcles for wb = 2 x 10l~s- l  The solid 
h e s  are the best fit curves wlth exponents, a 11 0 72 for wb = 3 x 1012s-l, a cz 0 58 
13 1 for wb = 5 x 1012s'1, a e! 0 22 for wb = 1013s-l and a rr 0 045 for wb = 2 x 10 s- 
Note here that the b m e r  crosslng rate becomes completely decoupled from the 
v~scosity of the solvent at wb = 2 x 1013s-1 The transrnlssion coefficient, fi IS 
obtained by usmg Eq 12 14 Note here that the viscosity is calculated uslng the 
procedure gven m Chapter 2 and IS scaled by $/&E&T and a is scaled by r,,-l 
For discussion, see the text 
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frequency the barner crosslng rate 1s entlrely decoupled from solvent viscosity so 
that one recovers the well-known TST result whlch neglects the dynsrmc solvent 
effects 
In Fig 12 3, the values of the exponent m are plotted agamst the barrler f r e  
quency, thls IS clearly a klnd of master curve which summarizes the essence of much 
of the work reported here When the rate is calculated from Grote-Hynes theory, 
this curve depends only weakly on temperature 
Barbara et a1 [34] have carrled out both the expenmental studies and the- 
oretical calculations on the adlabatlc, exclted-state torsional aomenzatlon of the 
alkenylanthracenes (WA, 22PA and 2BA) in alkanes ( Cs - G16) They choose these 
model systems because the reactlon coordinate for these molecules IS well-defined 
and accurate estlrnatlon of wb is possible They have also evaluated the Grote-Hynes 
rate where they have modelled the frequency dependent fnctlon ( ( z )  by the modlfied 
version of the generalized hydrodynamic expression [23] which was previously used 
by Bagchl and Oxtoby [5(a)] and Rothenberger et al [10(a)] for the lsomerlzation 
of diphenylbut adiene (DPB) and trans-stilbene (tS) , respectively Their theoretl- 
cal calculations were m general m good agreement wlth the experimental results 
for 2VA ~somenzation, whlch shows the complete decoupllng of the rate from the 
solvent viscosity (I e ,a z 0) 
Barbara et a1 1341, however, found that the theory was m poor agreement wlth 
the experimental results for 22PA isomenzatlon For this reactlon, the experimental 
results found a value of 0 23 for the exponent a! The theoretical calculations, on 
the other hand, gve  a value of a IS I 0 02 T h ~ s  was left as an unsolved problem 
In fact, Barbara and coworkers attributed thzs fazlure of Use G-H theory to the 
non-avazlabzlzty of a relaable frequency dependent fmctzon and called for the use of 
u fnctzon better than the hydrodynamtc frsctton The calculations wlth the MGT 
frlction show that the d u e  of the exponent a (for a N 9 x 10"s-~) is equal to 
N 0 27 which 1s almost the same as their expenmental result Thus, the present 
study seem to vindicate the predxtion of Barbara and coworkers1 
Another important pornt a that for 2VA isomemation, the bamer frequency 
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Figure 12 3 The calculated values of the exponent, a are plotted as a funct~on 
of the barrier frequency (wb) The solid circles are the values of a! obtained for 
d~fferent barr~er frequencies The solid line is simply an ad to the human eye The 
calculations have been performed by varylng the reduced denslty (p*)  a t  a constant 
reduced temperature, T* = 0 85 for a particular value of wb For further details, see 
the text 
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is about 1 6 x 10'3s-1 In this case, the theoretical calculation predicts a value of 
exponent a ci 0 075 That is almost the same degree of decoupllng of the rate from 
the solvent viscosity is also predmcted by the present theoretical calculation 
Rothenberger et al [10(a)] fitted their experimental results for tS isomerizat~on 
in llqu~d n-alkane solvents to the non-Markovian Grote-Hynes theory and they ob- 
tamed a value of wb = 1 5 x lone-', which is far too low It is hard to mmagme such 
an unphyslcal surface at the top of the barrier By assummg that the barner height 
(Eb) 1s lnvarlant with viscosity and also does not depend on the n-alkane solvent 
at  constant viscosity, the experimental value of exponent a, for tS lsomerization is 
found to be about 0 32 in liquid n-alkanes [11 (a) ,121 Corresponding to this value 
of a, the present theory predlcts the value of wb whlch is about (8 - 9) x 1012s-i, 
which is certamly a reasonable one Thls is m agreement mth the previous theoret- 
ical analysis that the hydrodynamic model of friction g~ves too small a value of the 
friction which m turn leads to much smaller value of the exponent a (if wb is kept 
fixed) or alternatlvely, too small a value of wb if a is kept fixed 
As ment~oned earlier, the molecular mechanics potential model of Vachev et a1 
[32] leads to a wb of about 5 x 1013s-1 for excited state tS isomerlzation reactlon 
[33 (b)] In thls frequency range, the theoretical calculation also predicts that the 
rate is entirely decoupled from the solvent viscosity (1 e , a! E 0), which agrees with 
the prediction of the low viscosity study of Pollak et al [33] in 11quld ethane 
It is also interesting to compare the values of exponent a obtamed here wlth 
prevlous theoretical calculations When one uses the general~zed hydrodynamic 
model to obtam the frequency dependent friction, ((z), then one finds values of 
a! somewhat smaller than the values obtaned here For example, wb = 1013s-l, 
generalized hydrodynamic descnption gwes a in the range Q 15-0 17, whlle the fully 
microscopic self-consistent mode-couplmg theory (MCT) desdnption which has been 
used here gwes the value of the cu in the range of 0 21-0 24, depending on the different 
systems For wb cz 6 x 1012s-1, generalized hydrodynamics gives a -- 0 25 whde the 
present calculation gwes a = 0 50 
It 1s useful to note here that the value of a! is determined by the Grote-Hynes 
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formula which to some extent lirnits the sensitlvlty of the rate to viscosity (17) On 
the other hand, if the binary part of the frlction IS replaced by the Enskog friction 
then larger values of a are obtained [22] This IS because the Enskog friction 1s 
directly proportional to g(o) whxch increases with increasing denslty The same 
correlatlorls also lead to an increase in solve~lt vis~osity The above results also 
emphasizes the sensitivity of the rate to the intermolecular potentlal I 
Can Diffusion be the Rate Determining Step ? 
The solvents used by Sum1 and Asano [15] in their experimental studies are all 
hlgh viscous liquids (q  >> 10 Polse) Diffusion in such systems is naturally very 
slow For example, the translational diffusion (D) of a phenyl group m a liquid 
with viscos~ty q = 10 Poise, 1s about 8 9 x 10-gcm2s-L at 300K Slnce isomenzation 
reactions considered here involve large amplitude spatial motion of bulky groups, one 
certmnly needs to find out the time required by the isomerizmg moiety to traverse the 
distance, by diffusion, from the reactant minimum to that of the product This time 
(ra) 1s given by the followmg well-known relation, r d  = A s 2 / 6 ~  The distance As 1s 
obtained from simple geometric arguments and is gwen by As = TAO, where r is the 
distance between the body-fixed a m  and the center of the sphere of hydrodynamic 
radius d and A6 is the change in the twlstlng angle during the lsomenzation reaction 
Let us now consider the photoinduced isomenzation reaction of tS For this 
isomerizatlon reaction, A6 in the excited state energy surface is 90" and As is 
approximately equal to 3 92 x cm At q = 10 Poise, the time required ( r d )  
to travel this distance is 2 9 x loe8 sec at 300K and 4 35 x sec at 200K The 
diffusion rate is given by, IQ = l / ~ d  In order to understand a t  what condition 
the dflusion itself becomes the rate determining step the values of the diffusion 
rate and the barner crossing rate for tS is presented in Table 12 2 at two different 
temperatures If the b w e r  frequency (wb) is 1 0 l ~ s - ~ ,  then at  this large viscosity 
the Grote-Hyna theory would predict an almost complete decouphng of the barrier 
crossmg rate from the V L ~ C O S ~ ~ Y  That is, kGH is comparable to kTST at this high 
barner frequency Thus the barrier crossing rate can be assumed to be given by 
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Table 12 2 The diffusion rate kd at q = 10 Poise and the barrier crossing rate kb - 
kTST at 300K and 200K for tS kTST is calculated for an Isolated tS molecule In gas 
phase where Eb ci 3 5 kcal/~nol 
kTST kTSThas been calculated for the isolated tS molecule in the gas phase, where 
the helght of the activation barrler IS small (Eb 11 3 5 kcal/mol) 
Temperature 
300K 
From the numbers presented m Table 12 2 it 1s clear that while both kd,  and 
kTST are temperature dependent, the dependence of Icd IS certamly much weaker 
However, the recent full Monte Carlo and molecular dynamics simulation study of 
Pollak et a1 [33] on the viscosity dependence of tS ~somerization rate in liquld 
ethane shows that the helght of the barrier ( E b )  Increases systematically as the 
solvent density IS Increased by varymg the external pressure It should be noted 
here that thexr study ~s restricted to ethane solvent and to very low v~scosxty, up to 
0 59 cP [14(a)] ( hlghest pressure studied is 600 MPa ) Correspondingly Eb Increases 
systematically from 3 5 kcal/mol to 4 3 kcal/mol, whlch leads to a decrease In kTST 
wlth density If the barrler height 1s kept invariant with pressure (I e , density), 
then at  hlgh viscosity of 10 Polse and a t  300K, kb >> kd Therefore, the rate will be 
determmed by dlffus~on alone and could be mversely proportional to q But as the 
barrler height increases with pressure as suggested by Pollak et aE [33], the reverse 
may take place at thls hlgh viscosity and the rate may be det&mned by the bamer 
crosslng dynamlcs 
Let us next describe the ground state Z/E ~somerlzat~on f 4-(d1methyIm1no)-#- 
n~troazobenzene (DNAB) Thls system was studled by Sum1 and Asano [15] They 
varied the viscosity over six orders of magnitude by varylng the external preasure 
The actlvatlon barrier for thls reactlon IS rather high (Eb N 12 kcaIJrno1) Therefore, 
kd 
3 45 x l o 7  s-I 
kb 2 kTsT 
3 5 x 10l0 s-I 
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Table 12 3 The diffusion rate 4 at q = 10' Poise and the b a r n 7  crossing rate 
kb N kTST at 300K and 200K for DNAB kTST is calculated at wn = 10i3s-' where 
kTST is very small compared to that for low barrier reaction Because of this very 
low value of kTST, the diffusion rate (kd) for this reaction needs to be calculated only 
at very high viscosity (q = lo5 Poise) in order to capture the crossover This will 
also help in understanding the high pressure expenmental results of Sum1 and Asano 
[15] For this ground state isomerization reaction, A0 in the ground state energy 
surface is 180" The diffusion rate and the barrier crossing rate for this system are 
presented in Table 12 3 The numbers suggest that for DNAB isomerization reaction 
at 300K as kb > kd, the diffusion is the rate determming step 
Eb N 12 kcal/mol 
This analysis (assurmng inMnance of Eb with density) shows that for DNAB 
and trans-stilbene isomenzation reactions, the crossover from the barrier crossing 
dominated to the diffusion controlled regme occurs at different viscosities The 
magnitude of the viscosity at which this crossover occurs is strongly temperature 
dependent Clearly, the crossover depends on the systems being studied as  it is 
governed by the bamer height (Eb) Thus for trans-stilbene the crossover occurs 
at lower viscosity, than that in DNAB Note that this crossover can be studied 
experimentdly only if viscosity is varied by changmg the external pressure at a 
constant temperature 
kb N kTST 
2 65 x lo3 s-l 
0 1 s-I 
Temperature 
300K 
200K 
In order to complete the above analysis, one needs to solve the full non-Markovian 
Lzxngevin equation (NMLE) m t h  the frequency dependent friction foi highly viscous 
liquids to obtam the rate This requires extensive numencd solution because now 
the barner crossulg dynamics and the diffusion cannot be treated s~parately How- 
kd 
8 x lo2 s-l 
5 5 x lo2 s-l 
ever, one may stdl wnte phenomenologcally the rate as [29(a)], 
where & gves the tlme requlred for dlffuslon from reactant to the product surface 
(note that, the factor 2 IS absorbed in kd ~tself) Such a descrlptlon can be useful 
at Intermediate to large vlscoslty For large wb, kb is only weakly dependent on q 
However, kd always remains inversely proportional to 7 
Thus, at small q, kb << kd and the rate is determined by kb only It IS m thls 
reg;lme that one expects fractional viscosity dependence At very large vlscos~tles, 
on the other hand, one may get back a stronger vlscoslty dependence An equation 
like (12 15) has already been proposed by Sum1 and Asano 1151 for lsomenzatlon in 
VISCOUS hqulds, although from an entlrely different model The analysls presented 
here seem to provide an understandmg of the eventual quenchmg of the isomerization 
rate at very hlgh vlscosltles 
Conclusions 
Hlstor~cally, the vlscoslty dependence of lsomenzatlon reactions m soIutlon was stud- 
led to understand the react~on pathway of these processes Later, these react~ons 
were used even to characterize laser pulses as these were one of the fastest chern~cal 
reactlons m solution, wlth absorption in the nght frequency range More recently, 
somerizatlon reactlons have been used as the testmg ground of new theones of 
chemlcal rate processes These reactlons have always gven m e  to challengxng prob- 
lems and dlverse behavlor There are several polnts that one should remember when 
comparing the vlscoslty dependence of rates of different reactlons Fwt ,  both the 
barner helght and the barner frequency of one reactlon can be qulte Merent from 
mother reaction Most often, even the same reaction has different barnex helghts 
m different solvents Thls makes understandmg of the viscosity dependence very 
difficult and there have been controversies regwdmg the valldxty of m ~ o u s  models 
In thls study the calculation of the rate by using Grote-Hynes exprwlon has 
been presented where the required frequency dependent fr1ct101~ has been obtmned 
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from the microscopic mode coupling theory (presented in Chapter 2) There are 
several notable features of this work First, both the friction and the viscosity have 
been obtalned for a large number of thermodynamic state points of a argon type 
system Second, the short time friction has been calculated accurately for a contin- 
uous potential In an earller calculation [22], this short time frictlon was obtained 
by the Enskog theory which is appropriate for a hard sphere type harshly repulsive 
interaction between the reactant and the solvent In many cases, the interaction 
potential will have an attractive component too and this has been modelled by a 
Lennard-Jones potential For this potential, it is found that the friction at large 
frequencies can be significantly smaller than the predict~on of the Enskog theory, for 
solutes of the same molecular size as the solvent molecules The frictlon, however, 
still remams significantly larger than the prediction of the generalized hydrodynamic 
theory [23] 
The most important result of thls work a that the rate so calculated can indeed 
be fitted very well to a fractional viscosity dependence of the type commonly used by 
the experimentalists The value of the exponent is in the correct range The present 
theory seem to explam several long standmg problems in this area For example, 
isomerization of 22PA could not be explained by the generalized hydrodynamic mode 
[34] The present theory explams it quite well Similarly, the theory also seems to 
explam why Rothenberger et a2 [10(a)] were led to the wrong conclusion of very low 
barrier frequency A temperature dependent study has also been carried out which 
shows that the viscosity exponent a! is weakly dependent 011 the temperature 
Isomenzation reaction In highly viscous liquids IS a subject of m'uch interest It 
has been argued that in thls case one can recover a strong coupling to viscosity 
because the slmple diffusion along the reaction coordinate may become slower than 
even the barner crossmg rate and, therefore, can become the rate lihiting step 
The present work can be extended in many different directions For example, 
for highly viscous liquids the generalized Langevin equation is required to be solved 
numerically with realistic frequency dependent friction This is a non-trivial prob- 
lem 
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Chapter 13 
Conclusions 
In the first part of this Thesls, the exlsting lanetic mode couplmg theory (11 has been 
extended to study the diffusion and the hquid dynamics The memory function of 
the bmary part of the propagator for the Green's funct~on has been defined prop- 
erly A novel scheme has been introduced where the frequency dependent fnctlon IS 
calculated self-conwstently wlth the mean square displacement 
The llquld dynamlcs IS bimodal m nature This most clearly manifests ~tself m 
the frequency dependence of bictxon and viscosrty - the bimodality is known in the 
latter case as the viscoelasticity of liquid Calculations of this blrnodality has been 
performed with the extended mode coupling theory The dlffuslon has been studied 
m a neat liqu~d and also m blnary rnxtures at mfinlte solute dilution The effect of 
the solute srze, solute-solvent xnteraction energy and the solute mass on the solute 
diffusion has been studled The studles seem to agree wlth the exlstmg experimental 
and computer simulation results The mode coupling theory has also been extended 
to study dlffuslon m a two dimensional fluid It is found that in 2-D although the 
diffislon coefficrent does not ewts the t ~ m e  dependent &iTus~.t>n does and can be 
calculated accurately 
In the second part of the Them three dlffaent problems have been studled using 
the extended mode couphg theory It a found t4& the vlbtatlonal energy relax- 
ation and the short time part of the non-polar solvation dynamm are detennlffed 
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by the binary dynamics The experimentally observed sub-quadratic quantum num- 
ber dependence of the vibrational overtone dephasing was explsllned using the full 
frequency dependent fr~ction which is bimodal in nature The fractional viscosity 
of the ~somerization dynarn~cs was also explained using this frequency dependent 
friction obtaned from the mode coupling theory 
Although the extended theory seems to work well, it has certain limitations which 
needs to be rectified There are also many important problems which still reman 
unexplored The hmitations and possible modifications of the present theory, its 
possible extensions and applications to some important problems are listed below 
13.1 Limitations and Possible Modifications of the 
Present Theory 
1) The main limitation of the present theory is the disconnected apprtmmation made 
to describe the propagator in the ring collision term ( see Chapter 2) As d~scussed 
before, this approximation implies that the solute and the solvent motlon are dis- 
connected This can lead to serious error when the solute is strongly coupled to the 
solvent dynarmcs Note that the solute and solvent molecules are doupled through 
the direct correlation function qz(q), SO this coupling is rigorously included at the 
level of equilibrium structure At the level of dynamics, however, the effect of this 
coupling enters through the value of diffusion coefficient etc - no direct dynamical 
coupling between solute and solvent are included For strong solute-solvent coupling 
the four point correlation function cannot be broken Into the product of two two- 
pomt correlation function and has to be computed exactly with the joint probability 
distribution 
11) The Gaussian approximation of the binary term also leads to ~e r t a in  errors as 
described by Yamaguchi et  a1 [2] The negative tail in the time dependent friction in 
med~um density regon can be attributed to the coupling to the transverse current 
mode which gwes a back flow effect But molecular dynamics simulation by Berm 
et 131 and Yamaguchi e t  ab [2] finds an increase in this negative tail as the density 
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1s decreased fnrthcr It IS krlowrl that at  very low denslty the collective effect of 
the solverlt 1s not important, thus the coupling to the transverse current mode 
cannot produce thls negatrw tad at low density Thus the blnary coll~slon also 
contributes to the negative tail of the frict~ori, specldly a t  low density According to 
Yamaguchl el at thts negatlce tall appears due to the attractwe interaction between 
the molecules At Iugh de~~slty due to dom~nance of the repulsive lnteractlon thls 
negatlve tad resultmg froxrt bl~lasy mteractlon IS latent Thus, to attnbute for thls 
negatlve tall a t  low density some other functional form for the blnary frlctlon needs 
to be coris~dered where terms of order t4 are also present The prefactor to thls term 
should be denslty dependent 
111) In d l  the calculations presented In thls Thesls (except for the calculations 
in the supercooled hqu~d), a vlscoelastic apprmmatlon for the dynamlc structure 
factor of the solvent has been considered This approxlmatlon, although known 
to work in the normal llquxd reglxne, breaks down in supercooled liqulds [4] In 
supercooled llqulds and glasses dynamical correlations are known to budd up The 
structural relaxat~orl becomes so slugg~sh that it Increases both the magnitude and 
the durat~on of the dynamical varmbles gnmg nse to long time tads [5] Thls leads 
to further slowing down of the dynarmw of the hquid vla the mode-couphng decay 
channel Eventually the processes attams a typlcal feature of a posltlve-feedback 
mechan~sm in whlch self-consistency plays a major role In Chapter 3 this long tune 
tall has been accounted for m an appraumate way The rlgorous way to conslder 
this long tune tall r to perform a full self-cons~stent calculation of the dynarme 
structure factor and &o to calculate the current autocorrelatlon functlon from the 
full frequency and wavenumber dependent vlscos~ty 
13.2 Description of the Inhomageneity in the Su- 
percooled Liquid 
In Chapter 3, to  dmonshite the decooplmg of bbe aoluts diffus~on from the solvent 
vlscoslty m supereaoled hqu& the solvent araP mmw to be ~nhomo~eneous 
wlth some do~suvl whi& are sohd hke and some wfueh are hquld hke Although 
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the decoupling was demonstrated quite successfully the model used is an extremely 
simplified version of what happens in real world and should be generalized for further 
calculations The following are the generalizations which can be incorporated 
1) The analysis can be easily extended to a dynamic disorder model where F(q,  t )  
may contam the dynamics of crossover from a solid-like domain to a liquid-like 
domain and vlce versa For the former, this dynamics may be represented as 
The doman relaxation time r& will be determined by highly collective motions The 
initial decay of F(q,  t )  in the solid-like domam will be mainly due to phonons while 
the long time decay may occur due to the transition from a solid-like to a hquid-like 
domain The above argument seems to suggest that the rare but concerted hopping 
observed in simulations may actually be the manifestation of the transition between 
these two domains 
11) In the calculation only two different dommns with different densities were 
considered But an ideal way to consider an mhomogeneous liquid is to  consider 
a probabdity distribution of the density as gwen by Kawasaki [6] According to 
Kawasaki the probability distr~bution functional P({p} ,  t) of the density variable 
p(r) is given by, 
where Do is the microscopic diffusion and H{p) 1s the free energy functional used 
to study freezing transition [7] and is given by, 
This probability distribution in the density will lead to a probability distribution of 
the dynamic variables The calculation of the friction and the viscosity should be 
done wing these dynarnm.l vanables 
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13.3 Mode Coupling Theory for a Binary Mlxture 
In this thesis the mode couplmg theory is extended for a blnary mixture at infinite 
solute d h t m r l  Thn theory needs to be extended for a blnwy mixture for a finite 
~olute  diluttorl The rliode couplmg theory for a bmary muture has been developed 
by Bosse and Kaneko [a] to study self-diffusion in supercooled binary liquids In their 
study they have corsidered tf~sparate-sue binary mixture where the big particles are 
almost ir~irr~obile and form the glassy structure In the theoret~cal formulation they 
have co~isldered only the contrlbution from the denslty fluctuatlon From the study 
performed in ths  them, xt IS known that the dlffusion of a small solute a pnmarlly 
deterrriiried by the blnary term and contrlbution from the dens~ty mode So as long as 
the large yart~cles remain almost lmrnobile the formulation of Bosse and Kaneko will 
gwe accurate results But for systems away from glass transition both the big and the 
small partxcles tvlll be dlffuslng and to describe the dlffusion of the big particles the 
contr~butior~ from the currents modes should be considered In a binary murture it IS 
the total rnorrier~tum rather than the lndiv~dual momentum of each species which IS 
conserved Thus, dong wxtb the individual current autocorrelation functlon of each 
specles, the cross correlations between the currents of the two different species will 
also survlve and wrll effect the diffusion of the b ~ g  partdes Thus a mode coupl~ng 
theory needs to be developed which also includes the contribution from all these 
current modes aIong with the denslty fluctuatlons 
13.4 Temperature Dependence of the Specific Solute- 
solvent Interaction and its Effect on Diffu- 
sion 
Tominaga et a1 19) have measured the diffusion of polar and non-polar solutes in 
water and ethanol for a large temperature range For d~ffuslon m water the activation 
ener@es for diffusion, ED (ED = -R[d inD/d(l / t )]) ,  were msensitive to the nature 
of the solute and were close to  that for the self-dlffus~on of puh water On the other 
h ~ d ,  for dlffusmn m ethanol, according to then finding and also some previous 
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studies [lo, 11, 121 the quantity Dq/T 1s much more sensitive to the temperature 
and to the solute The expenmental results can be qualitatively explained from the 
study presented in Chapter 5 using the following loge When the liquid is viscous 
and the attractive interaction between the solute and the solvent 1s strong, then 
the solute diffusion will be determined by the density mode and ~ t s  temperature 
dependence will follow that of the solvent alone When the interaction 1s pnmmly 
repulsive then the solute diffusion is decoupled from the solvent dynamics and the 
diffusion and its temperature dependence is primarily determined by the binay 
interaction and thus will depend on the solute TO provide a quantitative analysis of 
the experimental results the effect of specific solute-solvent iriteraction on d~ffuslon 
needs to be studied over a wide range of temperature 
13.5 Temperature and Density Dependence of the 
Vibrational Energy Relaxat ion 
According to Hills, [13] and later reviewed by Oxtoby, [14] the dens\ ty and temper- 
ature dependence of the vibrational energy relaxation rate, r-', at high frequency 
is even by, r-I  o: p ~ 1 / 2  At low density and high temperature the binary mode is 
expected to make the dominant contribution to the friction According to Landau- 
Teller expression, the rate is proportional to the real part of the frir$ion Since the 
binary friction is proportional to density and square root of temperature this depen- 
dence of vibrational energy relaxation rate can be obtaned trivially at  low density 
At high density and low temperature the density mode makes a contribution to the 
fnction even at very high frequency Thus in this regime the vibratironal energy re- 
laxation rate, considemg the full frequency dependent friction, needs to be studied 
over a range of denslty and temperature to examine the validity of such a relation 
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